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DOVER,
Volume XLVFT,
THE MORNING STAR We have lately received the twentieth Rhode.
| antiual report of the Open-air Mission. As
FOR<THE
FREEWILL

BAPTIST

has heen already indicated, this Society did
not originate this work, nor, does it assume

FAMILY,

ISSUED BY THE

bd

PRINTING

a general control of4t.
iton; and there isno

ESTABLISHMENT

Office, 39Washington 8t., Dover, N.H.

Rev, I. D.
To whom

STEWART.

all letters

on

Publisker.

business,

remittances of

money, &c., should Le sent. - All communications
designed for publication should be addressed to the
)

CRE

’

Terms:
$3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.50
REMITTANCES must be made in juoney orders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible.
jen
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter.
All Postmasters- are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
Moneys thus* sent will be at our risk, Otherwise
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
. The regular charges «for money orders, bank
checks, and Post Office money orders may
be deducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is
iscontinuance,
* received by the Publisher for their
and until payment of all arrearagesis made as re.
quired by latv.
|
.
Each subscriber 1s particularly
uestedto note

the date on the label for the expiration of his sub-

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this oflice.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a Bewspaper regularly
from the post-oMceé=whether dirgcted to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
.

responsible for the payment,

¢
discontinued,

2, Ifa person orders his Raper
he
must
pay all arrearages,or the publisher may continue to send it uptil Jaymentis made, and collectthe
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
ie
;
8. The courts have decided that refusingto take

news
s and periodicals from the
TOmGVIDE and leaving them ,uncalled
a facie ev idence of intentional fraud.

post-ofiice, or
for, is prima

v

A When Agents receive pretiums, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition.
#F

We send no

books out to

be

sold on

sion; or otherwise, with the privilege
them.
:
~
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Night.”

good, night!” the

ringing

commis-

of returning

LJ

silver

tone is

Like a sweet bell that chimes at eventide;
And round my neck the childish arms are cling-

ing,

.

With the soft clasp that none can turn aside.

Watch her to-night for me, thou dear Redeemer ;
Give her thine own best gift of sweet repose ;
Let angel-guards surround the little dreamer

With folded wings, and eyes that never close.

Thy blessing maketh rich, nor addeth sorrow,
Thy love <an turn life’s darkness into day,
Be with my child when she shall ‘wake to-morrow,
:
And

keep her feet from every

evil way.

Then when the last gray shadows have
ed

Over the lonely valley, still and deep,
Let angels whisper, ‘ Lo! the toil is ended ;-

Good night; He giveth his beloved sleep.”
SR CE.
E

/B

Open-air Preaching in London.
i

-_.,

la

London is a great city, and wé may be
sure thgt there is to be found within its

only seek to avoid sin
themselves, but they beduty to show men their
and to set Jesus Christ

before them as the ‘Saviour

who

save them from sin

consequences,

and its

died to

and who “is able to save. unto- the uttermost.” Many of these Christians work individually and privately; but as union is
strength, there have been a large ‘number

of Christian effort has gradually extended,
till now, hundredsof open=air- services ate
held every week.

Of course, -the

Sabbath

day is the time principally devoted to these
services; but they are also held

on week

evenings ; and sometimes on week days.

Some of these services are conducted in
the back streets, und in close courts; and
then the audience is composed of the inhabitants of those streets and courts, "few
of whom ever hear n sermon

except

under

Some of them come

such circumstances.

out and stand around the preacher;

others

stand in their doorsways or sit at their
windows ; and still others keep out of “sight
but within hearing. But a large number of
these services are held it the more public
streets, where, on’ the Sabbath day,crowds

of men, women ‘and children stroll along
. to take their pleasure. As these streets are

wide, the preacher and his friends take up
a position between the sidewalk and the
roadway; and the people are attracted by
the singing, the Scripture reading, or the
Scme will stay - awhile, and
preaching.

pass on; others will remain till the close of

the services;

while still others, knowing

the time and place of these services, make
a point of attending regularly, although

' they have not been accustomed

if

Pe

extended its influence,

not only

to Ireland and Holland.
As most of the open-air

of the hew yéar, now
ial me:

Logisia.

over Lon.

*‘Positiviem” comes in, and demands
most tangible test for every doctrime.

bEhalf of general reform,” yet he considers

freak of impatience, arbitrary and

laymen, and many of them have had few

our youth,” to be “‘a proper subject

nounced, and is followed by questions and
remarks by members of the Conference.
We have before us a synopsis of these Con- |
ferences for the last year, and we find that
the attendance ranged from fifty to. two
hundred persons. Among the subjects dis‘cussed, wé note the following: Motive
per for Christian work; The" secret of
success in preaching; Skepticism philosophically untenable; Assyrian discoveries

for the

ed by the Governor “‘as a call to renewed,

persistent effort.”

In view of such a mane

ly position, the temperance people in the
state can not but thank God and take courage. What the cause really demands is,
instead of the present local option law, the
enactment and rigid enforcement of 2 rin-

geut prohibitory law. Is it too id
that the present Legislature will give us
such a law ?

i

The managers of the Society seem to believe the statement in Isaiah: “Blessed aFe

The annual meeting of the Rhodé Island
Institute of Instruction has, for yeas, been
an occasion of marked interest. Rarely, if

ye that sow

ever, has the interest excéeded

beside ‘all waters.” . Hence,
to races, fairs

Our readers know

_samething of horse races and their concomi-

that mani-

fest in its twenty-ninth annual meeting,
held during three days of fast week. The
attendance was immense. = It is nof enough
to say that every town in the Stale tras rep-

tants. The fairs were originally annual
markets which were held in various parts of
England, for the benefitof the surrounding
districts. But as these markets have be-

that such was the case of three-fourths of

come unnecessary,

Commissioner of Education,2nd
Prof. Mark

mere

tie

fairs

have

gatherings for pleasure;

become

and,

in a

large number of cases, for pleasure of a
questionable character.
One who knows
whereof he-aflirms, says: “Many have curs-

ed the day they ever

attended a fair or a

So much does opén iniquity abound,

that, whenever the annual fair comes rotind,.

special gatherings are of a different

character, and include

resented;

but

it

would

the school districts:

be

safe

affirm

Gen. Eaton, U.

S.

unjust:

and

other

fetes!

Volunteer Encampments, Visits of Prince
Arthur to Birmingham, &c., &2.
But, although the object of such special gatherings may be innocent, dnd even praiseneed the gospel, who. will listen to the gos-

pel, and’

who

will

receive ‘the gospel

Hence, the preachers of the Society

visited

essary conditions.

off that, and occupy themselves

The religious work among us seéms to
be prospering.

Revivals are in progress in

many of the churches. , Country communi:

with what

ing some tokens of the Diving favor.

The

Young Men's Christian Association,
dence, Rev. W. H.

Anderson,

Provi-

Secretary, is

doing an excellent work.
[ts attractive
rooms are the resort of many young men
now out of employment. [ts noon-day

ganization itself is acting as a bond of un,

who hear carelessly may read thoughtfully,
and be led to the knowledge and reception
of truth.

can be carried

;

expected that this work
on without opposition. In

the streets, there are

often

“scoffers;

and

oceasionally drunken men and women, who
have created disturbances of a more or less
serious character.” - And ‘“Romanists are
still the most bitter and hostile in showing
{heir opposttion to this work.” And at
fairs and races, those

who get

their

living

blessed with a révival interest, and ‘the or-

ion between Christians of different’ dénominations. The Association is just now engaged in holding campaign meetings in different parts of the State,which can not, un-

der the blessing of the Master, fail to be attended with good results.
The thus far mild winter has been especially favorable to those who have been rendered destitute by the suspension of business. The devout see a special providence

in this, and why

should they not?

not he who watches the sparrow’s

Vill

fall and

numbers the huirs of the head,so temper

the

‘winds and restrain the storms as fo favor
by illegal and sinful practices, are likely to comfort and sustenance ? Much if being

oppose those who would warn the people done in some localities, especially at Olneyagainst them, But it is stated that ¢‘one
ville, fpr thé relief of this unfortunate class,
result invariably follows a disturbance (in
but
it is to be hoped that the necessity for,
the
of
increase
large
a
the streets), viz.,

éuch relief will not be of long continuance.

audience, and also the manifestation of a
very strong feeling in fagor of the preach-

Ttenms~of strictly denominational intelli-

gence are not numerous.

ers by many of the people.” " And those,
from whom opposition might be éxpected
at fairs and rages, often manifest a different
i
spirit, and speak approvingly.

readilybe believed that much
which is never known to those
in this work. But the known
results are very numerous.

good is done
Who engage
cases of good
Persons. who

intended to commit suicide have been arrest-

ed in their course, and have become earn<

backsliders
est and devoted Christians;
have been reclaimed and eatly religlous

impressions received ; and those who have
long neglected Jesus Christ have received

him as their~Saviour. Mr. Hamilton, of
the Mile End Medical Mission, which has
been established about a year and a half,
and whieh ‘holds thirty meetings a Week,
¢ays, of that.one mission: ‘‘It isno exaggeration to-say we have had, at the least,

to, and. one hundred and

fifty souls professedly

The Roger

Wil-

liams and Greenwich St. churches are respectively enjoying more than ordinary revival interest, and greater things .are con-’
B.
fidently anticipated.
~~

As the attendance on open-air preaching

14 largely incidental in its character, it may

|

Is

_- Reason
‘

in Religion.
————

‘

It has been said reproachfully that men
use’ reason in all their® secular affairs, but
lay it aside. when they come to religion.
There is too much truth in the remark,
though notin the sense usually intended.
What those ean who employ the slur is, |
that reason is opposed to religion; at least
to its ptaetiee,
and that men have more or

less to suspend its exereise,in becoming
Christians. So those who eject; supernatural evidences and-the faith of the gospel
assume

to

be

‘‘rationalistd,”

“liberal,”

“broad church ;” implying that others are
unreasoning, bigoted, narrow

minded.

If

this

unreasonable

er

impracticable?

i

and

out,

washed

been

* | day last.

> THE ENGLISH CAMPAIGN.
. Since the dissolution

ofthe

.

British Par-

country was

lo Sed

—

E—

A WASHINGTON RING.
The Board of Public Works in Washington have lately heen making improvements

members of the District Government,
would give them no redress. They (ried
to get a bill before Dongress obliging the
Board to desist from its recklessness, but
so well organized was the committee in

whose; charge

the

matter - was

that

they

where and at all times is weak, wicked,

The

measures

now

whole subject alone, and cease from

this time

henceforth to meddle with the finances, our bank-

ers, merchants ‘and business men would, after a
little, solve the problem satisfactorily. .
So far as Mr. Kelley’s plan of issuing 5.65 bonds
is concerned, the Committee of Banking and

Currency have given it its guietus, having agreed
to

report

against it 10 to 1.

a bill, and it now. seems

They are preparing

evident

that this

bill

‘will contain, among.other provisions deemed important, some principles approaching what is

known as {ree banking.

All banks are now

re-

quired to keep a reserve in greenbacks in their
vaults.
This provision will be repealed, and the
banks will be required to deposit in the Treasury
greenbacks amounting to 5 per cent. of their eir-

culation, as a fund

for the redemption

of their

notes.
This amount must he kept good all the
time. - Moreover it is-provided that none of these
banks shall pay or receive interest on their deposits with each other.
Country banks will be
allowed to keep their reserve deposit st home. -

It is also provided that.gold banks Le allowed
issue

notes

to

to the amount of 80 per cent. only of!

their bonds instead of 90 per cent. as now.
‘These are some of the provisions which I yn?
derstand the committee have agreed te incor-

porate into the bill which they will report®n a
day or two.
What will be its fate in the House,
or what will be the fate of any other financial

measure, it is difficult to foretell.
THE

BANKRUPT

;

BILL.

.

“The Senate Judiciary Committee have ugreed
to presentseveral import+nt amendments to the
Baukrupt bill. The most important change pro-

posed is, that in all cases of voluntary baakrupt-

cy ‘no: discharge shall be granted to a debtor
whose assets shall not be equal to thirty-three
per cent, of the claims proved against his estate,
upon which he shall be liable as principal debtor,
without the consent_of his. creditors,in number
value as presecr bed by exXistifig law. ‘This
| and
repeals the provision of the present law which
requites fifty per cent, of such assets. Another amendment provides that in comput
ing -the number of creditors who shall join in

the

petition to have a debtor adjudged

bankrupt,

creditors whose respective dehts do not exceed
$250 shall not he reckoned as a part of the requiysite proportion of one-fourth of all the creditors,
but if there be no creditors whose debts exceeth
said sum of $250, or if the requisite number of
creditors holding debts
exceeding
$250 fail
to sign the petition, the creditors holding a less

amourt shall be reckoned for the purpose aforesaid. Such are some of the features which the

nate Judiciary Committee would incorporate
o the Bankrupt bill instead”of moving for
its repeal altogether.
It is pot probable that this

ture. With it, however situated, he is sus- and urging that the proposed Industrial
Mr: Cameron has reported a bill from the Comtained, he is measurably useful and bappy ; school for girls be well endowed by the mittee of Foreign Relations to pay the French
spoliations.
This long-standing claim must have
learning, doing, advancing; thus prepar State. [There Is good reason to believe an
airing every year, and this is, doubtless, all it
ing for a better life here and hereafter. that this Industrial school well be largely will ever get,
fh
;
§¥
Reason and experience do not enable ug to helped by the State this winter.]—At the f
J
INTEREST,
LIQUOR
THE
solve all mysteries in nature or revelation; same time the State Temperance convention
The gentlemen distillers, brewers.and wholebut they are ever in harmony with the held its session, and Governor Dingley was sale venders of the .drunkard’s drink, determined not to be outdone by the temperance men,
teachings of both.=J, J.B.
chogen President and made a spidech, and have sent in a memorial to Congress, asking that
speeches were also made

" The Miracle of Genius.

by

F.

'E.

The genius of Plato was

body

to appoint

a commissioner

of their own

E. W. Stetson and B. F. Tollman. Appropriate resolutions were passed, and the
EVANGELICAL

Their claim ‘is a fignient of their
itory laws.
They pay no tax, no revenue. The
own brains.
consumer, the poor drunkard, pays the revenue,

We can never prophesy the exact limits meeting
was quite. ¢pthusiastic.
4
of intellectual power. History warns us
against doing so.

Shaw,

number, an at their expense, to make inquiries,
pay
and to report thereon, that those men who
such a large revenue to the government s all |

ALLIANCE BRANCH

MEETING.

have their business protected against all prohib-

the heavier the tax the government imposes
more does the distiller and dealer make up-r
his liquors, and all comes from-the pocket-of
I shall watch this movement
consumer.
may have more to say about it in future letSd
ters.

and
The American branch of the Evangelical the
naturally evolved from the capacitigs of
the Pelasgic race. But who in. Homer's Alliance held its sixth annual meeting in on
the
time could have conceived the possibilityof New York last week. Addresses were made and

by various clergymen, and the large altendance
evinced an interest in the objects
Cul-

It would have been a révelation

— strange enough—in the heroic age.
tivation prepares the way for him, however,

of

the -assoejation:.

The name

of

the

and Plato conies the perfection of - Grecian branch was changed to. that of the Evan:
“genius, and, by 4 singular law, at the de: gelical Alliance ‘of - the: United Statés of
¢lining moment of Grecian inspiration.

It: America.

Dr. Schaaf’s report
after paying all'expenses there

5

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION:

This question 8 'Iooming up, and
slose of this selsion of Five Pi it mustb lose 1 the
The granpet
a8

one

s

of

them

are clamofing
said, a few

for a hearing,

and

ays since, ¢“ I came

Phirty Mion, Boohols of webs,i sell.
& surplusWithof
now 70 cts. pér bushel.

shows that
us Nf i mn to is worth
remains in

ew
Yor
the treasury a surplus of about . $10,000.
is wo
1.40, .
-i8.
rene
value s 10.of gobhis It rtto Which
of ita’estion
it costs areBalmany
Hon. Wm. E. Dodge was elected President, There
the
and there is a listof Vice Presidents made
ppbblem
ucers are asking, and the

up of clergymen from the various states.
b

: So, OS

finance.

ers.
Resolutions
were passed pledging
will be adopted for some time to come, if at
wretched, with no.suré foundation for the tireless efforts to secure the ballot for bill
all, and the old law may be repealed altogether.
present and no anchor of hope for the fu- women, especially in Presidential elections,
FRENCH’ SPOLTATIONS.

this, were so, controversy on these subjects /Platoism!

\
ve

Events of the Week.

What has been the tendency of true religion could get no remedy. It has now transin all ages, but to teach, enforce and cher- pired that several members of this Congres-

Count it as an assurance of more vital corrupt gratifications. The most debased would have been unwarrantable, presump"from the fact that, last year, the missionation in the time of Copernicus to have denied
| must have some cloak for their vices, some
held 2,866 -| good when God denies you. '
ity
Mission,
ried of the London-C
they
possibilityof an intellect like Newton's,
else
‘the
God and ace | pretense or show of decency,
such serviees: and the aggregate atiend- © He is only gracious before
till he ap:
[3
geniusis an impossibility
Every
would
not
be
tolerated
by
the
world
or
even
ange was 810,728, which would give an uy- ceptable and effective in prayer, ‘whose by themselves. Erect a standard. of. right, pears, There are never facts enough in
Jove is holy or whe prayer is holy.
of 108,

has

Railway

ern

| travel was greatly impeded. It was expect{'ed, however, that business and travel there
would resume their old channels by Satue-

- | men, and the early resumptionists; besides the
¢ indefinites,” and those who don’t know and
don’t pretend to knew what is best: If the people
could be satisfied that Congress would leave the

+e

ish sound morals, goodness, love, kindness ; sional committee are in league with the,
to improve and elevate individuals, com- Board of Public Works, and that they form
munities and nations? Itis easy to show a ring whose sole purpose ‘is. to enrich
that suclr has always been its influence ; and themselves at the expense of the District.
that whenever there is an opposite appear- A letter written by a Congressional member of the Committee to a member of the
ance, it has never been’ the fault of religion,
Board
has been published, in which he disbut of some perversion. or abuse. Apply a
like test to systems and theories that have tinctly states that if he (the Congressman)
sought to usurp its place, and they have al- can be lielped to money to win an-election,
he in return will see that he (the member of
ways failed in these essential particulars.
It is Christianity alone that furnishes the {he Board) is put in an office where he can
plainest, noblest, most exalting views of easily get it back. The Congressman was
| God our Heavenly Father, the Saviour and helped, and he has kept his promise in a
the. Holy Spirit; a reliable -and sufficient notorious manner. There are other simiruler of faith and practice in morals and re- lar cases, showing a disgraceful state of
ligion;.a proper knowledge of our own things, in which both ~ congressmen and
‘condition and “how to. improve it; a just citizens have a hand. It is expected that
conception of the evils that beset us, and daylight will be let through the matter.
howto surmount them ; and how to make
WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND TEMPERANCE.
the most of our capacities, opportunities
There was a woman suffrage convention
and various blessings. = It is this that alone in Augusta, Maine, last week, ‘presided
gives full assurance of life beyond the pres- over by Judge Benj. Kingsbury of Portent, and fits us for the one without any land, and addressed by Hon. 8. F.
Hersey
real sacrifice of the other. Without this re- of Bangor, John Neal of Portland,
8.
ligion in practical exercise, man every- Dr. Blackwell, Julia Ward Howe, and oth-

;

Jan. 28.

| alence ; butt

general idea of the average may be gamed

and destroy themselves in contendiag with
impossibilities.
_ What, O man, does the Christian religion
require of thee, but to deal justly, love
mercy, and work humbly with thy God ?

ties as well as the cities are just now onjoy-

would soon end; indeed, the Bible would
do nob .now, attend any other brought to Christ;” and some of these have
per!
long since been forgotten.
have
place of worship. Of course, the number become efficient Christian wogkers.
~, Not put that very unreasonableand absurd
Ww.
in, attendance varies: in different places
had a wide and long prevngs
“|ihihave
and under different circumstances; but a
is because they ministered to

erage

4S

the situation, and take things as they are; the city, the Congressional committee who
in religion they begin by demanding that control the appointment of the Board and
things shall be different from what they are, the members of Congress who .are. also

man of great earnestness and enthusigs.

such special gatherings, last
and thus, those

:

of country the

inundation was for atime quite threatening. It has now subsided. In Ontafio,.
Canada, a long piece of the Great West-

ing educators, Everything in fact con-. is manifestly secondary. In ordinary pur- in the city with a very lavish hand. Buildgplred to make the ogcasion enjoyable, in« suits, they do what they can, if but little, ings and parks and sidewalks and streets

year. Atthese places, in addition to the
preaching of the gospel, Bibles and tracts

are sold and given away,

mills, &ec., are flooded, and

through quite ‘a portion

chant, the superintendent of large manutac-

In daily life they at-

tend first to what is of most immediate con-|
sequence ; but in religion are prone to put

fessors of Brown University and other lead-

prayer meetings are largely attended and

twenty-six

Gas-works,

shows that it is the speculator, the betting In a mass-meeting speech last Wednesday,
man, the railway manager, the great mer- Gladstone said that the real issue before the

In religion they are conceited, self-sufficient, and unwilling fo submit to the mec-

Bailey of Yale College, were the chief magnates of the gathering, the former lecturing
and the latter giving reading$. «Meetings
were addressed by the President. asd Pro-

Agrieultural Shows,

Regattas, Temperance

river, has been submerged, and many families barely escaped bythe, aid of boats.

——
*
the
That the effects of worry are more to be
Tts dreaded than those of simple hard work, is

have been constructed in the most. reckless
the police forte has almost in every case to struetive and successful. The general edu- ‘and (urn that little to the best aceount; in
manner,
and
when citizens protested
‘religion,
they
must
at
once
do
some
great
cational
interests
of
the
State
are
manifest.
|
| be strengthened. = During [the year, the
thing,
or
they
will
not
do
anything.
In
against
the
extravagance,
and pointed to
ly
under
a
skillful
guidance.
Mr.
Bicknell,
preachers, connected with the Society, atthe Commissionerof Public schools, is a matters of the world,they aré wont to accept the great debt that was being piled upon
tended thirty-nirre races and forty-two fairs.

The

Yofk apd portions of

Canada there have been damaging floods
the past week. Fulton, On the Oswego

turing or commercial works, who most fre- proposed by the government were eminentThey wanted to reduce
quently exhibits the symptoms of cerebral ly practicable.
exhaustion.
Mental cares ‘accompanied and reform local taxation and .abolish thé
by it he is enabled to test whatever claims with suppressed emotion, occupations liable income tax, intending to relieve the conhis attention. Not by reason alone, but
to great vicissitudes of fortune, and those’ sumer by means of the existing surplus.
with the light of experience also. The Bible which involve the bearing on the mind of a The necessity for economy, which the . connever requires or allows us to disregard multiplicity of intricate details,’ eventually servatives never practiced, was’ unfavorareason or neglect experience, but enjoins break down the lives of the strongest. In ble to the conservative reactibn. In conthe fullest exercise of both. The first law estimating what may be called the staying clusion, Gladstone proposed as the watchever given man was addressed to his reason powers of different minds under hard work, word of the party, ‘Liberal Union.” If the
| and adapted to his experience; and the set- it is always necessary to take early training liberals were not united,they would suffer a
ting aside of both constituted his first trans- into acequnt. A young man cast suddenly disgraceful defeat. If dissensions occurred,
gression. Ever since, sin has been a repe- into agosition involving great care and re- he would refuse to continue to lead the
tition of the same folly. Throughout, God spomsibility, will break down in circumstan- party. At the close he received a vote of
has been saying, ‘‘Come,now, let us-reason
ces, in which, had he been gradually habitu- confidence. Allowing for delays in the retogether; “If ye will do his will,- ye shall
ated to the position, he would have perform- ceipt of writs of election in distant parts of
know of the dbetrine.”
The great obstacle
ed its duties without difficulty. Itis prob- Scotland and Ireland, it is believed that the
is that-men will not exercise reason or sub- ably for the reason that the profession- general election will be completed by the
mit to its dictates in spiritual things, ‘or al classes generally suffer less from the ef- 16th of February. Both parties are confipractice what they know to be reasonable fects of overstrain than others. They have a dent of success. . ,
and right ; but, instead, accept almost any
————
long course of preliminary training, and
excuse for their violation.
their work comes om them by degrees;
‘Washington Correspondence.
It is true that most people do make a tol
—
Oe
therefore, when it does come in excessive
erable use of reason and experience in the
WASHINGEON, D. C., Jan."28, 1874, ,
quantity, it finds them prepared for it. common affairs of hfe, but strangely and sad- Those, on the other hand, who suddenly
FINANCIAL.
ly abuse and pervert them with reference to
The session is wearing away, and it seems imvault into a position requiring severe menreligion. For instance, in common things
tal toil, generallysdie before their time.— possible to forecast what will be done to relieve
they begin with a feelingof their ignorance
the financial situation. ‘We have the.dnflutionChamber's Journal. *
:
ists, the contractionists, the bullion hard cash
and need of earnest and patient seeking.

consideration of lawgivers.” The fact also
their benefit. At these Conferences, tea is’ that efforts at-reform have hitherto failed,
provided gratuitously, then a lecture or ad- instead of being accepted as an excuse for
dress is given on some topic previously an- the abandonment of the cause, is recogniz-

they devote special attention

here

“a vice which is the confessed bane of so- |- Let the issue, however, be joimed. We
ciety, which outrages decengy and order on admit and claim, as much as Gany 9 ers,
all sides, Which fills our asylums with pau- that whatever will not stand the test of reapers and our prisons with convicts, which son and practice must and ought to.fall.
is dishonoring our manhood and periling Reason is the highest attribute in man, and

opportunities for biblical and theological
study, the
Society renders them good service by holding a Monthly’ Conference for

|

Just

ly welcome and refreshing. He boldly” arraigus the liquor traffic as ‘the direful par-

* In Western New

5S.

ent of suffering and crime,” and whilé he demand is,—Prove your doctrine by trial, evident from noting the classes of. persons liament both Gladstone and Disraeli arein
does not “disparage moral efforts which are here and now, by the methods we/submit,
who suffer most from the effects of mental the field seeking re-election. The Gladexerted for individual reformation
and in or admit its futility. This,howevgr,is but a oyerstrain.
The case book of the physician stone platform seems to be the true one.

preachers are

in relation to the Bible. ,

| ER

requiring purity of heart and conduct, and ‘human experience to serve as a basis for
if that survives, it will be throughits own safe induction as to the mental capacity of
vitality and power,
1
3
man. We can not reach the law that govThe path of history is strown with the erns the development of genius, Two cenwrecks of false doctrines, theories, jexperi- turies before his time Shakspeare was a
ments. Glad as the world may have been poetic miracle; he is a poét wonder still.

+

garding the temperance reform are especial « |-ory is but to provoke-a smile.

‘don, but throughout England, and also

of societies formed which, in different de- | . It is not to be

partments, seek to do work for the glory
of God and the salvation of men.
Among the agencies now extensively
employed, ‘is preaching in the open air.
The writer occasionally engaged in this
work more than thirty years ago. At that:
time, there were only a few who.in ihis way
sought to reach Sabbath breakers and neglecters of public worship. But this mode

+

drawing’toa close, has witnessed
in this

expenses paid when, on special occasions,
they go away from home; and, as the Secretary of the Sobdiety receives but a small
salary, the Society costs but very little, its
total expenditure last year being less than
twenty-five hundred dollars.
But it has

boundaries-a
large amount of irreligion and
practical wickedness. But it also contains
a large number of Christians. And very: worthy, men are found at all of them who
many of these not
and to please God
lieve it to be their
need of salyation,

The first month

A

been the means of greatly extending it, of ture, hitherto convened thé first week in to ‘accept them, they found something still From the avérage powers of boys at ten, it
increasing its value and enlarging its ben-. the month, did not commence this year un- better adapted to their, purposes, and left would seem monstrous that there should be
eficial results. Its objects, as stated in the stil the third week. The marked feature of them to their deserved face. So ont inven. these of Zerah Colburn and young Safford.
report, are,~~**To form a bond of union for the opening of the session was the admira- tion and superstition after another has They appear like néw planets taking a
Christian workers ; to send agents to needy ble message of our new and excellent Gov. been used and discarded, leaving, if any, wider sweep in the universe of mind; and
districts ; to record the ‘work done, and to Howard.
His suggestions - (throughout only monuments of its folly ; until it might the limits of hufhan nature are carried out.
commence and extend the movement were wise and practical. Nelirly every in- seem wonderful that poor human nature —T. Starr King,
throiighout the country.” As the preachers
terest in the State has manifestly received had not. lost confidence in all theoties.
ld
.
.
r+ ore
all labor gratuitously, only having their his thotightful attention. His words re Well nigh it has so that to propose a the-| .
The Effects of Worry.

race.”

descend.

——

But it seeks fo help
tate a few things
worthyof
doubt that it has Slate The fe. 2 Nr
Pi

and special gatherings.
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NOTES

THE FIRST

J.

HOWE,

A.

pr $ mises until ‘the eit voted to have it sold; i
hence its prosperity.
not refer to household utensils, but to pubNew. York City epands’ daily for bread
lic structures of that material, for holding| $8,500, and $10,000 for cigars; the luxu-|
water. * The vessels of stone” may refer
ries of life, such as bread, they can do with:
to public reservoirs where fresh water was
out, but the necessaries, such as rum.and
kept for the poorer classes.
|
tobacco, they must have.
20. ** And Moses and Aaron did so as S the
s
contain
York
New
in.
ward:
fourth
The
Lord ‘commanded ; and he lifted up the
acres of lamd; 20,000 people; 446
thirty,
the
in
were
that
waters
the
smote
rod and
and 4 churches. There ‘can’beé
river, in the, sight of Pharaoh, and in the grog shops
no question how they vote.
He refers. to
sight of all his servants.”
CHAMPAGNE, Oue barrel of cider, that
Aaron, for * the Lord spake unto Moses,
make 120 bottles: of chamSay uute Aaron, Take thy rod, and stretch costs $6, will
sell for $860. Put in a litwill
that
out thine hand upon the waters.” Aaron, pagne,

are meant.

PLAGUE.

© The vessels of wood”

do

spward, with
tend to vital’ correction and developement. ‘vig ing Hill of Science ; struggles
rapidly. He
learns
and
vigor,
utmost
illusthe
y
And we have the thedty abundantl
¢ The Doctor's school here
‘says
farther
on,—
chastizesalutary
and
loving
the
in
trated
ments ‘of parents upon their children. closed, and he removed to Wadleigh's

But we

Here is a second linkin the chain.
would

whether

know

disciplinary

course,

God

after,

this

adopted

and

of, certain imperfections in man,
a father inflicts chastisement,

in

view

as when
proper nlyy,

often and in-view of wrofigl ina ©hild,
whether

God

did not,

of

his own

good,

Falls [southern part of Lee] and

‘meanwhile

continuing

ing

hearing

much,

lecturing

some

hig studies, write

private

lessons,

and

and Ab-

on Temperance

olition. He united with the Deerfield
church, Eld. John Kimball, pastor, where

opened

his

a-school in a Hall,” Thither our student
followed, and two miles away, he was to
work before and “after school for his board.
‘1 sent for a New Teltarment, which I read

death.
Super

recite

membership

always remained till his

He says, ,* John D. Philbrick [now

epdens of the schools ot Boston]
Greek

after: sc

“and

through in walking to and from schoo!
across a pasture,—many of = my lesson 8
would I also get in this manner.” This

| gs 4ofp ie G ‘Idy [now Mrs! Rev.
J. L. Sinclair] in Cicero, both superior

week among the Highlands of his Granite

gee the fulfillmeyt of some of the. predic-

ischolars.”” Ianx this'minute’ to show what
industry filled up his ‘time for the,
constant
and
13,”
disease
No.
the
both
Trunk
*‘
in’
find
I
nt
afterward,
.
n
Testame
the correctio
day
and
one
halfof the night; and for the
like
1s
who
©O Lord, among the gods?
and the cure, and ‘whether, therdfore God verses appended written in these his conqdote him thus:I compiled
reason
same
in. holiness, ‘fearful in
~theey. glorious
author of man’s present vert days.
©
, sugar and earbonic is not really the
alcohol
wine,
Rhein
tle:
‘manuscript of 384 pages,
Arithmetical
praises, doing wonders? «
then, in the name of Jehovah, and, as it
“Having been tore terms to Dr. H's a
To this
state, involving sin and misery?
¥
are fair.
profits
The
gas.”
and keeping my
acid
intervals,
at
working
by
h,
—
were, a priest of Jehova defied the gods’
I might venture to keep
interrogation, “the responses of the oracle school, I thought
$
same time; also a.spellthe
at
g
goin
ro Make Waskey. Forty gallons of
ies
stud
NOTES AND HINTS.
the
of
of Egypt, and smote their river god in his
sum
”—which
the
but
a
school,
he
did
in
Eppipg
three
are not always clear,
whiskey, 40 gallons of water, 3 gallons whole makes up a manifest affirmative. A months at $10 per month, with 40 scholars, ing bodk.of 160 pages.”
BR
ho
face. Conceive of fhe sublime scorn for
’
acetic
of
s
ounces
2
In the spring term .of ‘1835 Van Dame
‘tinctuye Guinea pepper,
single question settles the point,—Is man’s most of whom
been to school with
The ten plagues of Egypt are ten judg- any divinity that the Nile possessed as aniether, 1 1-2 gallons strong tea. Dr. Hiram condition in the present life, as a whole, in him. After its close: he taught a short goes to Strafford Academy as an assistant
h
. ménts of God for disobedience to his will. mating that stroke,
of Ohio, examined a large amount of
Cox,
Remember that this was done in the eyes
with, or opposed to, tie will ‘of|. ‘school in New Market, and again entered teacher under Mr. Upham; and as scholar,
They consisted of things that have, in a
per cent. hagmony,
ninety
‘over
found
and
liquors
1t
s.
The
'
mild form, frequently ‘befalleg=men:
of that false god's royal devotee
God? The Universalist theory of divine Dr. Hilliard’s school, whom he now some- by an arrangement With the Trustees that
Many. poisons produce the sovereignly admits of no other than an _afated.
adulter
disthe
and
h
,
character
Israel,
of
Jehova
the
heaven
of
God
‘intensified
times assisted. ‘I went from place to his teaching should pay his board and inl
was the
same sensations as alcohol, they are cheap- firmative answer. Here is another link place to meeting, and my - religious asso-|t tion.” i John Fullonten of Raymond [now
criminating “chafacter of natural evils that shows the Egyptians that they worshipa
er, and hence: are so frequently used.
Besides, the tap- powerless god, that nothing can withstahd
:
in the chain,
ciations and acquaintances increased.” He Dr. FI of Lewiston] was my chum, and
. made up these miracles,
A. DEERING.
be
must
h
judgments
by
Pharao
to
spake
who
him
of
will
the
these
‘of
namely,
inquiry,
another
to
leads
This
used now even to compose his own decla- class-mate in Latin and Gréek,—a good
id succession
—
| Is sin really an evil,—lIs it possible, was mations, took active parts in debates, classical scholar. This wass hard work-for
- considered an element in the miraculous’ his servants Moses and Aaron. *! And all
Liberalism.and the Alliance.
it ever possible, for. sin, on the whole, tak- working on occasions, and practicing the me, for I had also hall the school classes
nature of these occurrences. The. connec- the waters that were in the river were
ate
their
by
immedi
an
was
This
blood.”
into
turned
and
seen,
was
ing in man’s whole existence, present and most rigid economy in personal expendi to héar,—buf T applied myself from before
events
tion of these
sunrise till 12 at night.”
The rage for liberalism seems intent on future, to diminish in the least; man’s pos- tures.
rapid succession,as well as by what*each change. To the color of blood instead of
con:
and
landmarks
old
the
all
erasing
In his next vacation he was ** loensed”»
was
,
Pharaoh
of
stateexact
the
perhaps
be,
would
blood
to,
sible good, in virtue and happiness ? Uni- + /*In the spring of 1830 I entered New
plague was, the hardness
largest, propor- versalism emphatically denies.
of
community
4
stituting
by
his Quarterly’ Meeting, and now added
one
but
up
s
”
take
in
change
similar
of
record
.
The
ment.
lessons
The
Here
is
overcome.
Hampton Institution with
a few other Ep- I
preaching to bis other tasks.
P. 8. B.
tions. Vital issues of doctrine and practice another link in the chain.
:
of the plagues, because but few truths are Scripture agrees with this interpretation.
ping students. I -had to be economical.
The-~
none.
are
there
these
of
religion,
in
a
find
not
do
which
Joel3: 4, where the moon. is ph» to be |
If we be told thal sin can not prove an needed a suit of thin clothes; as I had none,
elucidated in the rest
ological contests of centuries have been con- ultimate evil, because Christ was provided 1 bought several yards “of cotton efoth at |. “Prove your own Selves.”
voice in this.
The
2. Kings 8:22.
turned into blood.
14. “And the Lord said.unto Moses, Nile is reported, when lowest, to change
testsof words only--discussions without as “a.remedy against such a result, then we “10 cents a yard,—had it colored "with ye!
_ RY SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT.
a
—..,.to
Religious denominations are anxious to know whether Christ was low oak bark, and Bad jacket and pants
propesitions.
refuseth
he
hardened,
is
sh
heart
the
theli
and
shade;
greeni
a
to
hue
its
Pharaoh’s
How
are
you,
in
a Scripture sense, to
let the people go.” Moses and Aaron had water is scarcely fit to drink, but when have originated without cause, and all really given to save man from pre-existing made of it,—making and al? cost me 75
prove
yourselves?.
bodies,
these
an interview with Pharaoh and presented rising it becomes *‘ red as ocre,” and more that is now requisite, is for
danger of any ultimate evil,—in other cents,—and got
a pair of cheap thin shoes
1. You areto prove yourselves by the
their request, the wesult of whick is here -wholésome.
The cause of this change has like so many men who have quarreled words, was it ever possible for- such a lia- tor summer.
My cheap suit of clothes at- test of reason. Without that we would be
told. His heart was hardened against so been attributed to red earth brought down without occasion, to laugh it off, shake bility. to arise under the divine economy, a tracted a good deal of altention in school,
bold a proposal. He knew not Jehovah, from Sennwar, or, by Ehrenburg, to eryp- hands, and behave themselves hereafter. liability calling for the remedy? Universal in the street, and at church, A young man reduced to the condition of brutes. But endowed with reason, man rises in the scale
and respected not his authority. The gods togamije plants and infusoria. The miracle Orthodox is an unmeaning word,—Evan-~ ism answers
“no,"—we
affirm, without
5 22 years in sucha dress! Prof. Farns- of intellectmal existence. He caw solve
Any J
appellation.
assumed
of Egypt received «his worship and confi- describedno doubt consisted of an intensi- gelical
an
principal and my teacher in
fear of contradiction.
What thén but a worth Ws
difficult subjects for himself, independent”
dence. The magicians knew how to con- fied form of some natural phenomena.
It theory may be nthe, all theories possibly stupendous farce is the. whole plan of salva- surveying and astronomy. I was anXious to
of the instincts of his nature, He can
if
and
good,
the
all
Fellowship
wrong.
~ vert their stie ks into serpents, and serpents|° was a sudden change, and made
the water
tion ? Why all this ado, in heaven and|, learn to calculate eclipses, Here our Prof. “traverse the broad field of thought, tracing
discrimination be difficult, fellowship all earth ?
into sticks. It was an ‘old trick of theirs, throughout the Nile destructive of life.
could not teach us. My chum. and I put
facts to their original sources. In matters
and by it the force of the miracle which
21, 22." The result of this change was the as good.~ Union at any price. Thisis libIf this theory of sin be true, what then is our heads.together gpd got on - quite well.
of religion, the exercise of reason is just a
:
Aaron performed was lost. Pharaoh saw death of the fishes; a noisome effluvia, the eralism.
the nature and necessity of reform? In In calculating the eclipse of 1831, we could essential as in the every day affairs of comThere should be, doubtless, a broader
no reason for yielding to the authority of a loss of fresh water to drink. “Everywhere
not
get
the
time
right.
One
Sat.
morn:
what does pardon consist? What is the
mon life, and, if possible, more so. There
god whose power could be equaled by that the Nile went by its natural or artifi- and move intimate unity among Christians, nature and necessity of regeneration?
&e. ing I left on foot for Dudley Leavitt's, is a wide difference between true #ligion
been
have
Christians
men.
all
among
and
the ministers of his own and of the nation- cial ramifications, it was as bloed.
12 or 14 miles
distant.
Got
We repeat, Universalism is more .than a Meredith,
al gods: 2. Tim. 8: 8. His heart was hard23. The magicians followed this act of quite too tenacious over minor points of simple denial of endless gmisery.
there at noon,~told him my business. He and fanaticism, and we call reason to our
It takes
difference. , Sectarianism, selfish loye of issue upon every vital doctrine of evangeli- examined my calculations and drawing,— aid te distinguish between the two.
ened by his resistance to the measures Moses and Aaron with experiments and
2. You are to prove Vourselves by the
adopted for submission to God.
"As the tricks of their own, and succeeded So far sect, has been a paralyzing evil. By this cal religion, and formal reeognition “of said I bad made a slight mistake, and
test
of conscience. . If one’s education has
gospel hardens those it seeks to save, when as to neutralize to a great extent its force time Christians * have become sufficiently those advocating the theory could not showed me what I needed to know.” This
been
properly conducted, or correct prinWhere they found water agreed upon vital points of doctrine and but obscure the distinction between’ truth little incident just completely shows us
they hear and . reject it, so God hardened with Pharaoh.
ciples
have been rigidly enforced, when the
with
which
1o
practice
their
enchantments
practice to admit of a very great reduction and error, and work mischief. We give the Bartholomew Van Dame,—a scholar nevPharaoh by appealing to him to do justly
er to give up,—a man bound to put a thing mipd was susceptible of their benign inwe are not infermed. Perhaps they drew in the numbersof the sects. This ought to foregoing as example of the libggalism
to the Israelites while Ire refused.
We
through, and go to the bottom of matters, fluences, conscience will dictate what to
be done. Simplify the machinery, reduce which bids for universal sanction.
Hardening of the heart denotes resist- from sources independent of the Nile.
do. It will accuse or excuse.
If you
are
not
to
suppose
that
this
miracle
conand more ‘of
the friction, do better work,
ance to God, maintained in spite‘of his efWe .hail the spirit of unity Manifest ¢ 1 calculated an eclipse of the moon that
i-| dmong Christians, and believe that ‘organic afternoon, found Mr. Leavitt an agreeable: bave done wrong, conscience will upbraid ;
forts to persmade the will. It is accusing verted every drop’ of water in Egypt into it.
and returned to N. H. in season if you have done right, conscience will ap«
But that there are no vital issues which unity even is practicable, and imperatively man,
God of duplicity dnd charging him ‘with blood.
prove.
It will tell you whether your
for
meeting
next day forenoon.”
In
view
of
what
the
magicians
did,
Phaed
for the sake of demanded, to a very great reduction of the
aay not be compromis
weaving openly a web which he is secretly
Christian experience is sound ; whether you
+
One
Sabbath
I
attended
Elid.
E.
Fisk’s
unraveling, to say that he wishes, aims raoh refused to acknowledge the mission indiscriminate unity, is not yet quite clear. sects in Christendom.
But better have all
have passed from death untolife; whether
for and purposes to have the heart harden- of Moses and Aaron as divine, or to be- ‘This is asnsextreme, such as often besets at- the sects, and more, than general disorgani- meeting a few miles distant, and saw him
you have been initiated into the kingdom
lieve
in
them
as
messengers
from
God.
baptize
several
happy
persons.
It
affected
ed which he is seeking by his dealings to
tempted reforms, and by their tendency to zation, and the sdrrender of the vital docof God. Conscience will tell you whether
me much,—this came home to my heart;
persuade to righteousness.
Pharaoh was Hence, he refused to let the people go. provoke
reaction, embarrass rather than trines and positive institutions of religion.
you
entertain right views of religion; and,
He
*¢
hardened
his
heart,”
and
went
back
for I was not baptized. I resolved right
‘the only oné tespotsible for his refusal * to
aid a needed and possible good.
0. E. B.
finally, it will decide the all-important questhere,
that
I
would
attend
to
it
as
soon
as
let the people go,” and that refusal formed |to his palace. He did not ¢ set his heart
baptism be a divine
If, for example,
Wilton, Towa. .
The reference here is to his command, then mode and subjects
I should return to Epping, which I did, tion: *Is my dwn conduct consistent with
no part of God's secret decrees, pr of his to this also.”
are vital
#&
:
former
rejection
of
the
suit
of
Moses.
irresistible designs, or of his desires, yet
and’ was baptized by Eld. Israel Chesley my profession?”
If baptism be initial in its
questions.
3. You are to prove yourselves by the
24, 25. The pollution of the river on office, as is universally conceded, then
Prof. B. Van Dame.
God foresaw that his mercies would be met
of Durham, Aug. 14, 1830. Phe placeof the
by the disdain of Pharaoh and thereby his which Egypt depended for water was a ter- church validity, and church order, become
baptism was Wadleigh's” Falls, near the test of revelation. Here is an infallible
rule.
Reason is liable fo mislead, and
CHAP. 1V.
heart be hardened.
Every child of the rible blow to the nation. ‘To escape from vital questions, and no less ministerial and
bridge.
. Sabbath school should understand that God the evils of so great a calamity they com- other official prerogatives.
THE HIGHLANDS OF, EDUCATION.
If, for instance,
“In Sept. I opened a school at Wad- conscience to deceive; but revelation does
neither. ‘When you can not {rust to reason
hardens hearts only as those hearts resist menced to dig |for springs, or attempted to immersion be essential to-the rite,” then all
“In my own native town, the school leigh's Falls, T kept a winter school in the
filter
the
water
of
the
Nile
through
the
ds love, and that such hardening is but the
other modes are- unauthorized and useless teacher stood high, and’ was held in great Hook district, ending Feb. 14, 1831, and and conscience, you can at all times trust
to the Book of books,—the Bible.
You
sand.
The verse does not say what sue- substitutions.
natural effect of sin.
If baptism be professional ‘respeet,—it
seemed to me by times that T on this day witvessed the eclipse which I
can
do
this
the
more
easily,
because
it
is
a
cess
they
met,
but
the
implication
‘is
that
15, 16. ** Get thee unto Pharaoh in the
and antecedent to the chureh relationship, desired nothing - greater.” Later in his had ‘calculated the year before. In the
they
failed.
For
seven
days
this
plague
plain
ruje,
©
All
who
can’
read
can
underand the Christian world affirm, then the journal he’ states strongly his belief that spring I kept school in Barrington, % Dar
morning.” Three times Moses was sent in
the morning to meet the king, and to an- caused Egypt to suffer. God did not de-’ reception of unbaptized believers to. church he was born and ’predestinated to be a ing the winter of 1831, he prepared and stand its general precepts,, and follow its.
nounce to him the will of God and the dire sign to destroy, but to punish them. Hence, membership, is out of order, and societies teacher, and this came to be his chosen published 500 . copies of a small Hymn admirable examples. No part of itis so
consequences of disobeying it. Many able the river was permitted ‘te become pure whose members are not baptized, are not and beloved profession, aud so abundantly Book, partly original and partly selected obscure but that men of learning may
throw light upon it, and convey to the unwriters contend that the Nile was worship- and wholesome again, It is possible to Scripturally constituted churches,
Then and enthusiastically followed, during many ‘hymns.
ed as a god, and to this fact is due the visit counect the last verse with the next chapter, also preachers unbaptized, whatever their years, that. although ordained and always
Ho! for the White Movatine? Our stu- derstanding its true import.
Comprehensive, too, is it in its teachings.
of Pharaoh’s daughter,and now these morn- and to read it as not’ containing an allusion moral or Christian right, such right as ready to preach, he equally disliked to have dent is a good pedestrian. “In August,
ing visits of Pharaoh to the river. This to the continuance of the plague; but as Christians have to practi¢e other irregu- * Rev.” prefixed to his name, or be callad 1832, I walked to Meredith, —attended 'the It is not covered up with mere verbiage.
opinion gives Significance to thé command the time between the plagues is. nowhere larities, are, manifestly, without legal right, Eid. Van Dame.
Hence the fitting and exhibition at New Hampton, saw many Every word has a meaning, and it means
of God to Moses, for thus the Jehovah of the else stated, and as the words, ¢ And the in
order, to administer the ordinance. just prefix of ¢“ Prof.” in these articles, and of my old school-fellows,—next day agreed what it says. Besides, it is uniform in its
Hebrews meets the gods of Egypt where Lord said unto Moses,” never allude to This conclusion seems stringent in the which has. not unfrequently heen given to join a company of young men who were teachings. The systems of human philosOne teaches a
they are worshiped, and there threatens to what precedes, it is most probable that the theory of a Baptist, but it would be indors- him by his pupils and others,
going to the White, Mountaics on foot as ophy are contradictory.
verse in question marks the continuance of ed by every Orthodox Pedo-Bapiiss in the
‘reveal his power over them.
theory which is discarded by another; but
a
pleasure
excursion.”
This
party
were
It now not being term time "in the school
this can not be said of the Bible. What is
land.
“
In the place where the royal idolater of- the plague.
at mid-summer,he says,‘ I hired out for one gone a full week,—ascended the several
Jo this lesson we may see fllust rated
If the “ultra-liberal Baptist except .to the
fered his morning deyotions, Moses was
highest ‘mountain peaks, resting not till stated in one place is confirmed in another.
. The patience of God under the per- theory, then he takes issue with both Bap- month of haying with Mr. Z. Davis, of Lee, their feet pressed the top of Mt. Washing- Many of the prophecies of the Old Testatold to say to him, * The Lord God of the
for 812. My right hand was so weak, and
ment are fulfilled in the New. The prom
- Ptists and Pedo-Baptists, the world over, on
Hebrews hath sent me unto thee, saying, a of the wicked.
mowing
was so hard work for me, that I ton. ‘We boys reached the top an hour ise of a §aviour,made to Abraham,
2. That he repeats .his calls when once doctrine and church polity. 1gnore it as
has been
Let my people go.” As Pharaoh was iga half sooner than the carriages that,
was obliged to tie my band to the snath.” He |.“and
fulfilled in the person. of Jesus Christ. .| any may, the issues involved in baptism
- norant no longér of the name of their God, refused, and appeals anew to the heart. six
miles
back,
had
started
at
the
same
3. That the first refusal leads to a sec- can not be compromised, and’ the ultra- had completed his time; and a considera: time with us.” Van Dame enjqyed this Almost every year,if not etery day,do we
a want of faith in his existence, or in Mo.
ble portion of this fall and winter attended a
EXopUS7: 14—22,

thee,

wito

1s like

GoLpEN TEXT :— Who

pleasure, will the inperfection: at first, and

ond, and the second to a third, until the liberals, who seem ready to surrender these
heart is hardened against Ged.
¢ in a virtual sanction of Pedo baptism, are
&
4.
That
God
sends
judgments
on-men
0
‘proposinga purchase at too greaf, a cost;
. God of the Hebrews” was declared to Phi
ses as his servant, threatened Pharaoh with
disregard of the message.
* The Lord

* raoh

as

“ Thou

the Jehovah God of the Hebrews.
wouldst nothear

count of his refusal to
in the first instance, read
17, 18. * Thus saith
thou shalt know that

Here

ends

Between
verses

what
the

occurs

me.”

For an ac-

grant this request,
chapter fifth.
the Lord, In this
I sm the Lord.”

God is quoted as saying.

sixteenth
a gap

and

seventeenth

Communications.

the way in which Moses and, Aaron carried | =
out the command to meet Pharaoh on the
their mission -ends, as it does in the six~ teenth verse, they ave represented next as
standing before the king and saying, *{Thus
saith the Lord, In this shalt thou know that
1 am

the

Lord.”

Here

Moses

ceases

to

says

Moses, ** 1 will

smite

** Behold,”

with

the

rod

that is in my hand, upon the waters, and
they shall be turned to blood.”

19. ** And the Lord said unto Moses, Say
unto Aaron, Take thy rod

and

stretch

_

out

In December of this year,

he is brought to indulge a precious hope

6,756

churches.

The

rumshops

tion.

The

the simple denial of ‘endless, | punishment

should not expel them.” For doing
same thing, all Orthodox bodies are
YO
In Pennsylvania there are 78,800 rum- wise chavged with HArToWness and;
| sellers, and 16,870 school-teachers ; ‘they tarianism.
| all educate, those for vice and crime and|* Doubtless the Christian should 0
ogiidod; as such, wherever found.
these for usefulness.
and

most efforts for

in leaving ont Universalists, for example?
“They believe in Christ,” it is said, “and

Rum Ttems.

run

seven’ days inthe week, and the churches
one day; and there are People who/help
run both.

France, with a population about; like our
own, drinks annually 500,000,000 gallons

conia notch,

Returned through

‘visiting the Flame

tions of the prophets.

the Fran-

and doing

obeisance to the Old Man of the Mountain,
Van Dame loved mathematics with a
life-long [passion, and -he must perfect
himself in this specialty at the feet of

New
cian.

Hampshire's
** On

Monday

greatest

'mathemati-

following I begdn to

It was

told

to the

Jews that they would be destroyed as a
nation if they did not‘turn fromi their

idolatry and wickedness, and swift destruc- -,
tion came upon them.
stroyed, the templg,

Jerusalem was
demolished,

and

deone

million of inhabitants perished. The Jews,.
to this day, are scattered to the four winds
of the earth, without a nationality.

write to Dudley Leavitt, New
HampBut what is better, the authority of the
renowned = nlmanae-maker, Here
for some four months ‘studied “the ‘higher | Seriptures is divine, and. hence reliable.
a full and thorough eduea| mathematics and’ especially : astronomy.” They come from God, and are wotthy of
Here- he could calculate eclipses to ‘his all credence, pointing as up to the source of .
spring he records that heart's ‘content. ‘‘ In the. fall I formed a good,—to our Father who is in heaven,
Hilliard, a noted teacher, Teacher's Class, which: proved very useful ‘and who reigns supreme, Worldly enteron “Eee Hill. I entered as to us all, Inthe winten I kept their winter prises do not always prove
successful.

ensuing

the “ Dr. Timothy
like- opened a school
sec. a scholar, paying’ five dollars -thition

for

eleven weeks, and “boarded in a good Quaker family by name of Cartland. Thad a
mileto walk to school,” and’ never ‘did a
deserving ‘young man find a better home
and more enthusiastic friends and admir-

recBut,

it: is one thing to inderse a man’s character

only," and quite another

State-hugely.

est possible usefulness and make the, ut- shire’s

‘| the last:or the illiberalism,of the Alliance,

quote the words of the Lord, and what fol- » In New York there are 21, 243 romseliers
lows is the language of Moses.

week

and public teachers, Baptist in profession, |
5. Hence, it teaches us what. we ought, F who join Pedo-Baptisi sects, must be in Chnst, during a revival in which bis
teacher and others manifested munch juto do when we hear the message of God.
patient, if imaginative minds suspect them
térest
for him. * Such was tie change
6. It reminds us of the warning of Seript- of having ' suppressed the voice of conwrought i. me, I could say, ; I believe
ure,
To-day if ye will hear his voice, science for personal considerations.
harden not your hearts,”
The ution-atany-price theory demands that God has pardoned my. sins.” Now
.also the recognition of every sect, profess- there was indeed a new and higher motive
|—
ing to be Christian.” When are we to ‘hear why he should qualify himself for the. great-

iu the history, which

When the language of

school, payinga dollar per

for his board.

_persnade as well as to chastise them.

might have been filled with an account of
brink of the river.

district’

to-indorse his doe-

ers. These Cartlands, at the old

trine and life ; one thing to. recognize a man
in individual capacity,and another to recog-

homestead

(which he very properly calls 4 mansion),as
well as a branch of the family in’ Parsonsfield, are all Quakers, and, have furnished
preachers and professors of the Friends’
school in Providence. Many
-and many
has been the time when Prof, Moses Cart-

nize him as the repyésentative of a sect. No
forms of fellowshipican consistently. be, in-

dulged, which tend legitimately to obscure the distinction between vital truth

Men. often toil in vain, for some

school. Mr. Leavitt sent three - daughters
to my school.—One of these was afterwards
missionary to the Sandwich Islands, another
a teacher among, the. western Indjans. Soon

desired

good; but the truths of revelation are not
only sure but certain in their results.
Prove yourselves by the doctrines of the

after closing this, I taught a district school,

and then a private school at Lee Hill. At its
close I went again Dr. Hilliard’s school
at Northwood. I here commenced Latin,

Bible. Do you credit them? If so, bo more
conformed to {heir teachings, - Do ‘you

practice them P 1f so, faultless is’ your life.
Do you enjoy them ? 1f go, happy dre you,
Do you resemble them P If so, you resem-

While my class were asleep I wrote a paper

ble Christ, and are his disciple. But if you
oan‘not answer these questiens in the’ afyou should set about the work of
when several had gone in to bathe, he firmative,
reform imm
y, and *‘prove your own
alone being an excellent swimmer. “I selves,” by the standard given,
seized him by his hair,—he immediately
But How shall you do t this? Do. 1 sériousfor the school called the Innovator.” He
saved here a fellow-student from. drowning,

thine hand upon the waters: of Egypt.” of distilled liquor and 1,000,000,000 gal" While they were in communication with lons of ‘Tum, and.we drink some 70 ,000, 000 and dangerous error.
Universalism involves more than a sim. | land, longa teacher on their ‘own homePharaoh, this was said to “Moses by the gallons of distilled liquors, ‘and 240, 000,stead, where were both a mieeting-hoiise
| clasped. ‘his, arm’ around me,—we both ly, as if in the presence of God. Do it im‘suggestions of the “still small voice.” 000 gallons of brewed liquor and wines; ple denial of endless . misery. This denial and an.Education Hall, and Johathan
C.,
partially, fully divested of Teeishnoss,
It
is
a
conclusion,
reached
by
other
proposi‘The streams, rivers, ponds and pools of and yet it is said that France. is.a tempernow resident and owaer here, and V. D. went down together, —coming up, I broke must be
Aone universally, if all would be
tions,
each
of
which
is
essential
us
a
link
in
from him, seized Shim | _again,—he
was beuefited by the atonement.
water, and all water in vessels of wood ate pation. It mnst be that French stom“Saly: tion is
the chain, Divine ‘sovereignty,so futer- executor, have gone out with and’ assisted | drawn ashore, —a arrow eséape to both free;
and stone throtighout all the land of Egypt$achs are different from ours.
‘
buf we must be constant in
the use
him
in
holding
Temperance
and
Abolition
preted
as
to
admit
no
human
conditions,
is
“were to be changed into blood.
To:
of the means of
grace,” To be right one.
1tcosts the, people of Treo, N. J. the first link.—¢‘Gioct wills the final salya- meetings in the several towns nearand far. of us.”
ay ind wrong the next, does not: shiswer
« stretch out the rod upon these waters” $14,000 a year tto support their poor; their
Describing also others of the large family,| - He must have. funds, ~he, must work his
nd
8 of the gospel. There means’ to strike the waters of th Nile as population is 22,000. Vineland hag a pop- tion of ull men ; God,is Sovereign ;i there: he. adds, :¢“ Phey have all done much in own way himself. “He would not consent mi
no
combination
of good and evil.
fore,
all
men
will
be
finally
saved.”
,
0 the idea of entering Exeter Academy Furity snd impnurity can not iy tog retha symbol of all the water in Egypt. The ulation of 11,000, oné half ‘as large As
the "cause of humanity, atid the Old
|
Baty
qobs
not
God
|
will
man’s
salvation
+ Nile" ‘wad the source of all the waters here Trenton, and it costs the $100. “Trenton
ris. ir
form symetrically -the
‘Homestend has-been “and stil Fisghiopsor 2 a _*‘ Charity scholar,” nor become a | ap 50.48 to
old man with his.
“ “beneficiary » to any Benevolent Society, than ‘character. The
By thie streams, ‘the different, arms Has grog shops and Vineland has none. from sin NOW, in present tense, ~and did ‘man’s retreat. »
named.
'
he nat will the prevention of ‘it at. first?
| some suggestion of that, sort. ‘having been deeds, must be put: off; and. the fiew man,
of the Niles by | the’ ‘vers, its various ca- Charles K. Landor, the man who has built
* He seems to be enamored of old’ Dr. - made to him by friends,
Jesus, put on.” Who but Christ, ean
‘This
interrogation
isgnswered,
to
the
eflarger
And for the next ‘Christ
such
Lup, that thriving city ot of tHe wilderness,
* nalé$by the ponds and pools,
deliver us from the bondage of su, and
Hilliard’s
knowledge
and
method
of
teachfect that “all evils, moral and physical,
three years he taught some three “berms a
“or smaller collections of watbr as were ge- ‘put a contract into every deed, that no ining; gets new glimpses of the tower- year, either private or district. gchpols, ‘save the Soul from death ?
a A
cured from the overflowings of the Nile, oxioiting liquors should be sold on the belong to God's method of discipline, and
v
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THE MORNING
“Who

And

Are You!”

then the answer, ‘I

never knew

STAR,

Then

Human life has become,

Our

in the opinion

of the mass of mankind, a simple round

th

of

lifeless inanities.
To none other does this come with as
mich force, perhaps, as’ to the Christian

H

Friends.

mark how,

S——

4

HOW WE WENT TO CALCUTTA TO MEET THEM.
;

in

Continued.

Midnapore, now, has

water communica-

Christian

by degrees,

the

day,

needing

“Well, there 1s some money

Jars,”

Mr, —

in, but

R

;

i

\

4

J

rpg
ere
Se
i

AL

“

own

note

dol

for it,

Moyet

at home

ay

“i:

or

0 not conalude from this that gy

One

‘OCEAN'S

Also our splendid new Bible, just ready.

hus-

minister they are trying

Since being here he has

|

to cheer both man

and

beast,

recently opened through, has been con-. forth by means of numberless streams and
; being. The work of redemption, with its structed by the government, both for pur- rivulets, enlightening the ignorant; -bindposes of commerce and irrigation. Its ing up the broken-hearted (and, alas, their
sacréd mystery, has painted itself upon his
great
importipee, in ‘supplying water for name is legion), and ‘proclaiming glad
soul with sucha vividness of beauty, that
irrigation, is abundantly manifest, this year tidings to all. Instead of stopping to dishis spiritual life is, in his ever-present ideal,
ute the point; as to whether preaching,
. to be absorbed from the unfolding pano- of short crops, owing to a failure of the late
rains. While scarcity and even famine are
ching, printing or publishing should
rama of divine perfections.
The bride- |
staring the people in the face over a large receive the greatest amount of attention,
- groomship of Christ and the relation of the
area of territory, the fields, on both sides we heartily thank' God for all these and
church as his hride have to him no simply
forth an

actual

meaning,

and

but

intrinsic

shadow

glory,

and

amid it all the love of Christ has lost its
coldness and indefiniteness, and has grown

into an intense and mighty passion,

swal-

lowing all other love, as the great sun

rays of the stars.

But

wherever he goes,

the warm, impulsive gushings forth
soul fall

chilled

and

the

reflected,

wasted, from great, icy

of his

seemingly

-masses,

where

he

had hoped to find warm, throbbing human
hearts. _
:
Ir this were only with those who profess
no love, it would not surprise, for. it would
have been expected ; but,to find the voice
speaking so often of an unchanging affection impelled only by a heart that is
dumb, and what was supposed to be the
warm-breath of Christian affection only the

cold exhalation

of a soul that is dead; to

find the one who says so loudly:

canal, are

Let me to thy bosom fly,”

shrink from the touch of the Lover's hand
lest it should distover the falsity of the
heart cowering beneath it,—these things

strike

discouragement

and

dismay

whole

ranks

Christian

into

soldiers,

and do more for the enemies of the cross
than all the terrible enginery of Satan.
~The words at the head of this article
were chosen, not to attract attenfion, but
with a view to application. The church

loaded

with

a

splendid

veloping the resources of the country, and

introducing

public improvements.

This

Midnapore canal crosses three considerable
rivers,has nine or ten splendid loks, andjis
sufficiently deep -and broad to admit small
Steamers.

We,

however,

steamer on the whole

saw

but

one

length of the canal, |

and, in fact, but few boats af any kind; a

proof that this trade is not very brisk just
now. ‘A dozen or more Calcutta boatslay
at the ghat (landing), when we went to
engage one for our trip, and something of
the usual bustle and scramble of a Calcutta
seen.

‘Take

my

boat,

good

no formal

sions.

pledges;

no unmeaning profes-

-You.can not, yow dare not-be false.

Through all the subterfuges which you may
weave around you, comes the passionate;
imploring glaneé, * Who are you?” and in
the single look lies the whole history of
your

life.

Estrangement, cold

and heart-

less; absence, with no ground of sad and
deprecated necessity ; neglect, with cowardly persistency, till the lover
to whom

could

express

the

baseness of our

action as it would stand before us:

We

ashes of a’ dimly

remembered

past.

We

attend the meetings of the church when

there is any excitement, or come into thé
sanetuary as we would go to a lecture, with
a smirk upon our faces ivstead of a smile.
We drop a trifle into the contribution box

and think how nicely we are paving our

t
4£
i

way to heaven;

and

there

for our

shelter.

Let

to stand up, and scarcely allowing

door,

our legs. Had there been
ment

and really appears to be the right

us even

person

we

are

asleep.
;
Does he demand any service? You, who
should have left no stone unturned to find
something you could’ do for him, what do
you sayP “1 can/ not.” Why? ‘Oh!

I am

so cold mygelf.”

Why did you not

find it out before? Has not your Lover
been beseeching Jou to come and rest your
head upon hie "bosom and find warmth

while you haye been despising his calls ?
And now-yhen he calls.upon you to help a
trembling/ one who will come, your limbs
are so enumbed that you can not.

3

if it yere

a call to the marriage

!

What
Would

to

unscrew and lay aside these useful appendages, when not particularly required, this

would have been’ the time and place for
such a resort.

As it was, however,

we gat

along very comfortably, being on good
terms with ourselves, ‘and having “good
ventilation by means of side windows,
Before dawn, on the morning of the 13th
of Nov., we were all three at the ghat,

ad-

had twenty-five hours steady pulling,a portion of the time, at the oars,

but

the

most

their meals were a few puffs at the inevitable hookah (pipe). That men can live on
an entirely vegetable diet, and perform a

vast amount_of hard labor,-even in a tropical climate, the Hindu

bearers and mail

bogtmen,

carriers,

‘proof, and this, too,-inspite

:

ah

"Aud ‘so ‘the question comes, ** Who ate
you? ‘What do you say ? * Have I tot
eaten and drunk in thy presence?” Yes,

that is ‘what you have been doing, truly.
There is great merit in eating and drinking,

is n't there P~ But while you were eatifg,

J.P.

Parvas Domus—Magna
2

Palkeen

of their

And

{

A narrow home, but very still it seemetl ;
A silent home, no stir or tumult here,
‘Who wins that pillow of no sorrow dreameth,
No whirling echoes jar his sealed ear;
The tired hand lies very calm and quiet,
The weary foot no more hard paths will tread,

Ls

tt

a

Our “‘cabin? affording but indifferent
sleeping apartments, we were fain to take
to the toe-path,

at

an

‘early

hour,

on. the

morning of the 14th, and, after a vigorous

walk of two miles, reached Ulibadia, just
in time to hear the first. whistle ‘of the
morning steamer for Calcutta, but her pad-

knows

not when her lingering

ere our

of Mrs.

Doremus

and

Are you not ashamed, co-workers in New York, and of Miss Brit-

such a plea ? - Have you no, soul | tan. and her” coadjutors in Catentta, the
© of manhoodin you that you recall all thé mission has steadily advanced, until it: has
tokens’ of your shame, and glory in them, become a power in the land, At the prési

:

SER

remem-

.

38 & 40

well.

on heaven’s

bright

1}

—All the Yeap Round.

his

As such, however, I am behind
and as Mr. Duffield has ‘given

us a precious thought from dear old George

Herbert, I would like to give one
own to him.
If we can ‘‘peel this

Let him sur,

satisfactorily, } should

of a country. Congregational them in the
are not poor.
The cHurch is sufficient
neatness apd beauty. We sionate God
comfortable parsonage. To den of lions,

be sure, the wood work is - poor,

the

Boy’s

i

.

:

Rock of
Bz

Toi

paint

for him.

yho was

The same
with

Daniel

For

the treasurer—five,”en,

twenty,

or

thirty

things “of which the whitehaired - Scholar

dollars has been the pittance doled.out.
sever dreamed.
«During the thret years that we have been

here, my husband has repeatedly reasoned
with the trustees;on this inconvenient

it,

hut their promises

hab-

of amendment. have

been like ‘‘ropes of sand.”
ent time, four active, enterprising” AmeriMy husband has been

.

ill for

several

Beecher.

1 bid

Hew

(fenerosity during lifeis a very different

thing from generosity in the hour of death ;
one proceeds from genuine Liberaliey and,
benevolence, the other fromfpride or fear.

Wu
5°
«15

x

7.is

78

.

Heaven,

5,

reulaneum,
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FOR
Our Sabbath School

Dover, N. H.

In answer to many calls, and to meet

OUR
what we think a real want, we have recently published
in ory neat style, seta four-page tract,
ting forth, in a plain,
brief Naya outline of our history as a denomination, its doc- TRACT
trinal basis, its church polity, and some of its chief
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These semi-monthlies are published
by the FREEWILL BAPTIST , PRINT-

ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and

.

their mechanical excellence is equal to
That of ‘any ‘other paper “of their
classe if”
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All communications. intended for
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free
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The violets bloom above the tranquil sleeper,
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brance of it purifies and softens our wayward natare.
When
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would snap our heart-strings asunder, this
wrinkled face looks down upon us, and the
painful tension grows lighter, the way less
reary,.and the sorrow less heavy.
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the dearer for that,and none the less bright.
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never enter and abide. there, thé: cheerful
face will put them all to flight.
It may be.a very plain face, but there is
something in it we feel we can not express,
and. its cheery smile sends the blo6d dancing through our veins for very joy; we
be the means of saving some. Each in his turn toward the sun, and its warm, genial
own way and according to the gifts and’ influence refreshes and strengthens our
grace bestowed, but ome for Christ and Kiivting spirits. - Ah, there is a world of
magic in the p'ain,cheerful face! It charms
precious souls. But we wander. Both the us with g spell of eternity, and we would
work and the workers at the Home impress not exchange it for all,the soulless beauty
us favg¥ably. The earnest, active piety of that ever graced the fairest form on earth,
Jt may be a very little face; one that we
these ladjes—their readiness to converse on
heart experiences, in their every day life nestle upon our bosoms, or sing to sleep in
our arms with a low, sweet lullaby; but it
and labors,and their ‘forwardness to impart is such a bright, cheery face! The scintillaall needful information, pleased us much. tions of a joyous spirit-are flashing from
Miss Lathrop, who is now at the head of every feature. _And what a power it has
the Mission in Calcutta; is a plain, earnest, over the household, binding each heart toin tenderness and love and sympaactive, intelligent, robust Christian woman, gether
thy ! Shadows may darken around us, but

to sit, hence we had the choice bétween sit-

outside, forever setting us ashore and taking us aboard, &o.,
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Envy, hatred, iifce,

the great Physician. May God greatly We must keep it with us as long as we
the floor, putting it'quite out of the question bless and prosper this noble enterprise. cun, for beme will lose much of its brightness when that sweet faceis gone.

knocking but never admitted, is the one whenever we desired,and alsq boiling our
who poured into us-the fullness of his life,
ce, and heating water for us, during the

and opened to the cod
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a host of evil passions,

talk with cantish familiarity of the sacred of the time af a toe-fdpe.
They. worked
sacrifice on Calvary, and beneath it all steadily, without a word of complaint, while
there is not a spark of real Tove. We jos- the only stimulants I observed them to A narrow home, and far beyond it lieth
tle each- other upon the way, with the holy make use of during the long “intervals of The land whereof no mortal lips can tell.
We strain our sad eyes as the spirit flieth,
word *‘ Brother,” or * Sister” upon our
lips; but the sacred emotion which once
prompted it has left its only .relic in. the
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roof, alas! eomes within about three feet of

you promised eternal fidelity, doubts if he justed our traps and took our position, and
knows you. And amid the passionate ap- were soon under way. Our skiff was mau-.
peal, the dreaded ‘possibility of finding aged by four Hindu boat-men. - These are
you a stranger. If we could -draw aside a bardy race of people and endure a vast
the vail which sepatates this world of shad- amountof fagging. With the exception of
ow from the real; if the true relation of a little delay at the locks, and an hour or
ourselves to Christ and of Christ to our- "80, at two different times, spent in prepar‘selves could be understood, no human lan- ing and taking their food, these four men
guage
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trifying influence? One glance at this face |

boat I got,” &c., &. And, as competition in the right place, being greatly loved and
is the life of business, we had no trouble in respected
by all.
We were cheered and
seéuring a small craft on reasonable terms. encouraged, while listening to recitals from
The boat selected is about 35 feet long, 7 the Doctor, Miss Seeley, in relation - to her
feet wide in thé center, tapering toa point at visitsat the house of affliction, and how,
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money,I called on the treasurer. Before we
‘went away on our summer vacation, they
borrowed a hundred dollars with which to
meet the payment of a full quarter. When
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the headof this article. In the expression
And it will not give you
gyuch pleasure to, stop or even check an enterprise fraught
as depicted’ by the artist, there think
ofthe face,
backward
over,
that
time, will it? with 80 much of glory to God, and good
is so-much of passionate appeal mingled
And
Christ
is
not
dependent.
upon
you for willto the enslaved of earth? Let those
with dreadful expectation, that it leaves his comfort as you once thought he was; criticise who will, our hearts prompt us to
on the mind of the observer an ‘impression andby and by he will cease, with look and bid thes devoted, noble workers,a cordial
absolutely ingffaceable. Dull indeed must heart of inexpressible love, to ask, ** Who God speed, ‘and pray for the successof their
be the perception. which can not read a
‘benevolent labors.
:
ALFRED C. HOGBIN.
¢ history of life, hidden yet half-revealed in are you?
Looking back over the past thirty-eight
‘Warren,
II.
Tn
ae
‘the tracingsof the canvas, worthy to serve
3 vears, when we first arrived in
this dark,
as an example of the intenser and therefore
heathen land, it is cheering indeed, -to

truer phases of human experience.

The othér

3

~,

FEBRUARY

can ladies, und eight or nine English and weeks.

will feel the cold as you Eurasian,
are engaged at the Home. The
dé not. feel#t now. Your limbs will trem- number of pupils under instruction . in their
In the most popular~ of the productions ble then with numbness. Even now do schools ‘and’ zenena houses falls little, if
of Wagner, the noted German composer, .you ‘not shivér at the thought, =o cold, any, short of one thousand. Their work is
there is a scene in Which the heroine. of the and out of doors, too! Yes, now what do spreading all over Calcutta, and suburbs,as
piece, but a few hours a bride, stung be- you think of the false sleep that left your well as to other parts of India,and a mighty
yond ‘endurance by the unhappy reports
you.”
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All

communications
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mem Publisher.
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~. “Able
At’

Lo

this’

should

he’ad

|

|

»

to Admonish.”

thought, oné is not likely to set

grace

on which the apostle insists in a

very pltominent place.
It seems almodt
like irony. Or perhaps one thinks of those
oriental church members as a’set of timid,
veticeht, charitable, "quiet-tongued, softpeople, who

were

not wont

togress

each other down with caustic and accusing
speech, because they had not lea rned the
modern art of criticism.
.
Able to admonish! Why, we could find
a score of persons in any of our ordinary
churches’ now:a-days who can do that work

up thoroughly, on all occasions and at little
more than a moment’s notice. We have
abundance

of men

and

women

who

are

adepts in that business. They can point
out the moral defects of their brethren and
sisters, make out a programme

of duty for

short-comings

and

false-goings,

save, there ‘is likely to bé more harm than

profit.
‘When the offender is loved and
yearned over, there can hardly be any in-

means - your own eseape from hell. That
is the very lowest and. ignoblest way of

is

meanf,to

pierce

and

gibbet

sting

and

wound,

to

rather than to heal and

re-

most unéquivocal speech,
and call the pastor to account for a® long list of failures
and misdeeds, and all with a shhrpness of
"utterance that is sure to reach the nerves of

the other is a vice.

brain or
W%haracter.
But only true
times make their fongues seem like a whip bravery and real worth will be found using
of scorpions, and their words bite like ni‘the sympathetic and gentle fidelity which
tric acid. - Not a few of our modern church so reproves that the offender will go away
and

ability

reputation

ment

To

besaved is to be made

mien by all ways into a better and happier
life. That was the work to which Christ

who calls to you every day and every
“Follow thou me !”

Dr. ‘Olmstead

and resolved to sin no more.—There

for their efficiency in giving ad=Fyg much_yet

hour,

Not a little interest was lately awakened,

what they call their frankness and fidelity | y),q apostlé meant it and as the Master did
in thus dealing with all classes of offenders.

try, by the statement that the editor of the
Watchman & Reflector actively united in a

Able

they

pride

to admonish!

can do that.

themselves

on ‘really able to * admonish one

The bard thing is ‘to nd" ye

those who seem really able to keep clear. of
this work of admonishing others, and who
take the time needed to deal truly and faith-

tore if

‘But

be applicable in the nineteenth century,
here among us, and even to those very
churches where the eritics and reprovers
seem" to superabound.

of criticism

and

Indeed, this excess

veproof

strongest reason

may

furnish the

for the suggestion.

It

was possibly just because of the prevalence of this very sharp-tongued speech in
the ancient churches that the exhortation to

become ** able also to admonish one anoth-

er” was called out.

They were not all ma-

ture saints nor ripe Christians that made
up those apostolic bodies.
There were

even then

flaws, jealousies, divisions, dis-

trusts, hard thoughts, het passions, biting
words.

+had

The

race

of cynics

even ythen appeared.

not the same

misnamed

into each

they haye undertaken to live.

and accusers

And, one of the very important things to

Innuendoes had

frankness, and

be learned

wrought

is,

that,

afler

all the changes

in the soul by the Spirit at the

men

urging them to become able to admonish
each other in the true way.

:

For the true way is the vital thing in the

case.

It “implies a great deal.

And when

this work is properly and faithfully done
a church can hardly fail to thrive under it.
it is already

thriving,—as orchards prove

blossoms of May ; as the richly-scented air
in the neighborhood of the parterre proves

that the rese-bushes are doing their highest

- work.

What

. work

is wanted

of mutual

done ?

=

in order that this

admonition may be truly

oie

First of all, there is need of intelligence.
This

is

called for so that real defects and

faults may be seen and clearly distinguished frgm
those that are only seeming; so
that those things which Spring from organ:

appears

almost

tranSfigured.

But,

after

all, the yoke 'has’been only just taken ; the

self to be free from
passions, {roi

glaring vices, from
heedlessness .of heart

and fulseness of life, If his neglects and
© sins; are patent to all “observers, if he is

poor in principle. and erooked in conduct,
ve will fail in the work of admonition.

His protest will count little, aud his demand will come back unmet.
His reprovkag words will fall to the, ground and djs-

appear like ‘water poured on sand, or be

Wing,

8

feeble

raised’ against the abuse

of Mormonism

or

in

Southern Africa,
tution, is sufficient for all practical protecboth in spreading religious instruction and
tion of rights. It would seem, however, |

“that the rights of certain classes

especially ‘women,

there, and

in regard

to property

and doing business, the custody of children
and the

defense

of

wives

husbands, have been

against

croel

better protected and

enforced by Jegislation since that time.
The women of ary part of the country, and
particularly in Utah, would stand a sorry

who

met

wrong and

other. And the logic is likely to

raise more questions than

it

settles.

We

have no space for the full text of the statement, and so give the gist of it in brief.

He frankly

admits the

participation

in

the service. He says that,
by invitationhe
, offered one ofthe prayers at the table, and.

that an American
fered the other.

Methodist clergyman ofBut he

adds,

that

he did

may properly commune

with other

disci-

ples on a Christian basis and ooeasion, “but
not on one that is ecclesiastical or church-

in making geographical

greatest importance.

discoveries

of the

He has determined

the sites of numerous places, hills, rivers
and lakes, hitherto unknown, and with

which it is highly important that‘ there
should be’ some general acquaintance, Af-

head. of affairs,

and his proposed plans for the future, there
should be no doubt of his restoration-to the Premiership. Buje has a large portion of
the so-called agieracy against him, and

on which so much speech and temper and
humane deliberation have been expended
during All those years, is still before that

erwards, in Central Africa he

made

ble explorations, piercing regions

Sargent makes

in his bill.

He also

provides thal wives may be released from
polygamous husbands by filing a petition

in the United States district court, receiying at the same time the custody of minor
erty.

The

bill

likewise

aims

a

blow

at

enabling

geographical

societies to

a

some of the abuses of suffrage, but leaves bered. ' The pioneer of useful knowledge
untouched the subject of women’s voting, makes himself an enviable name and fame,
and such Dr. Livingstone has won. Whatonly protecting it by prescribing a secret
‘ballot.

;

4

That this or any similar bill will pass
may be doubted, but it is worth something

to know that the disgraceful social condition in Utab is not forgotten. Ft is by

these repeated blows at the abuse,—only

they shouldi¢ ten

times cas fierce, —that

ever else may be the

enterprise which has been
of his career.

——WORKINGMEN

any wholesome impressions can be made.
The example of this anti-slavery party, and
of all those who by patient and persistent

ence of the past

effort have

the laboring

achieved

reforms,

should

courage the few who stand hammering
the Mormon citadel. It will doubtless
a tollsome process, but by and

by

we

en-

at
be
will

outcome

of this

re-

port of his death, it bas
cglled fresh attention to the value and extent of his explorations, and exalted that spirit of pluck and
the mainspring
he

DisTURBED.

It could

hardly be otherwise than that the experifew

classes

tonths should
restless

apd

make

anxious,

It doesn't

with no definite results thus far.’

appear why the State should occupy this
middle ground on fhe question much
The effects of neitherof the two

LY,

ent law.

already

‘we -have

Since

to been termed “‘the unknown regions” of
Africa. His service in this respect has been
of world-wide benefit, and the heroism
which prompted a man of his feeble frame

to undertake it is liftle less than sublime.
There is no doubt that he will ‘be remem-

arguments have been presented,

the usual

~—TuE CASE OF THE COMMITTEE WOMEN.

make

maps of a large portion of what had hither-

privilege to hang off. At this present session’

systéins of pumishment that are mainly
urged can fiiirly be tested under the pres-

vsluawhere

hand that itis his legal

on

of murderers

longer.

chance if obliged to depend for their nights civilized foot bad never before trod, at least
within the present knowledge of man, and
on mere common-law conditions.

first

the

stated

-

partof the case we must follow it up and
say, that the three ladies glected by a

‘large

vote to serve on the Boston School Committee, and who were declared eligible by

aumphatic vote of the City Government,

have been declared ineligible by a vote of
The vote stood
the School Committee.
45 to 42, and 38 members were absent. If the five thousand voters who elected these
to this officious inladies quietly submit
sult from the Committee,

furnish

they will

an example of meekness that—wel!, that no
.

Christian ought to imitate.

——OH10 WOMEN AND TEMPERANCE.
The
temperance cause in Ohio has found effi-’
cient agents in the persons ofa large number of women.
They perceived how the
men did little but to talk of the efficiency
of the laws they bad already framed,so they
went to" work themselves, resolutely and
prayerfully, visiting saloons and liquor

They have been obliged to submit to dis- dealers, laboring
with those who were admissal from service, or to a reduction of dicted
to the sin of intemperance, and fiwages; and although-we seem tq be grad- -nally established
such a temperance reform

have a great jubileeas the echo of the fiill- ually and surely recovering from the first
ing fabric goes sounding through the land. depressionof the panic, still the effects in

Itis an encouraging feature, that the their ranks seem to.be just now manifest
foes of the system have helpers among ing themselves. Tn Fall River, New York,
these whom they seek to benefit. It is the Chicago and other centers of industries. the
universal testimony that the abuse of Mor- workingmen have lately held enthusiastic
monism, which is the unholy system of meetings, at which the usual resolutions
much-marrying, 18 bearing its natural fruit, against monopolists, and in favor of higher

that the wouder of it is getting into

body's mouth.

pvery-

After they have confpleted

the work in Ohio, we know of about thirty-

six other states that need their services,

—Tue

Rebellions

IpEA!

that Virginia,

General

Jubal Early, of

fame, has advanced
his present

the idea

abiding

place,

wages and ten hours for a day's labor, have doesn’t get any profit from sending Senawretched practice. And this testimonyis been passed. But there is a feature of these tors and Representatives to Congress, and
not borne by those only who pay flying late meetings, which, atthough it has not. advises that they. be kept at home, and
which

visits

is

to

a thorough

disgust

the Tabernacle,

and

with the

then

write

hurried accounts of their superficial views
to the Gentile newspapers.

The ghost of a

divorce bas lately invaded the home’ of the
Prophet himself.

seventeenth

Ann

Eliza,

Brigham’s

wife, is going about the coun-

been wholly absent from former ones, has
now attracted considerable attention. It is

the bold presentation and advocacy

of the

Internationalist theory, that a man’s property is not his own, but that a share belongs to every one who may be in need of

it. Their explicit claim is, that “a man
wrongs that prevail within the so-called hap- with two dollars or more should divide with
py family, The wretched existence which him who has zone.” In pressing it, they
the women lead, the feeble bodies and]. even demand of local authorities that they
weak minds which their offspring Inherit, be given work and wages, or a gnod living
try, telling interested audiences about the

of the momentum acquired are sure

tion” of the central fact of the gospel ?
Are churches built to put Christian acts and

influeiice of social and outside intereourse as a help in shaming the
abuse into its den, have not been wholly disappointed. .Year afer year, as our Congressmen and other public officers, besides

their salaries, about

$100,000,

be paid to

the State treasury. It is an amusing proposition, but there isTh it a grim satire on the
expensive

ornaments

that’ some

of

the

States maintain at the Capital.

Dewminatinl News ad Notes,
Home

Mission Chit-Chat.

“

mb,

“Our church is se small and weak that it

in idleness, just which the authorities may ought not to be expected to do anything
decide upon. But they wuldof course pre- for missions. Let the churches that are
fer the “good living in idleness.” Those. able, help the H. M., ‘but we - can't take

and

gloomy future into which they must ever
look,
together with that unhappy mental
ward impulse or inward drawing which in:
condition
always induced by a prostrate who press the claim are, as a class, foreign- care of ourselves.”
sures the soul's steady movement upward questions spring up in the reader’s mind,
Dear brother, the glorious principlés of
without further care and climbing. ** Pa- the chief, perhaps, of which are these: nervous system,—all these help to give a ers, ignorant, lawless, and such as find
and the Gospel are, that in helping others we
tient continuance in well-doing” will alone What estimate is to be put upon the sad coloring to the story which Ann Eliza whiskey their most congenial stimulant
the brick-bat their most familiar means of help ourselves, The most of our churches
enable us to triumphat last. They who “churchly” requirements that forbid what tells.
It is evident, too, that those who have argument... Their inflammatory speeches ave small, and bul a very few have a sur‘expect to go on through the simple force is confessedly ‘a @bristian commemorarelied on the
fo be

disappointed. They who find hindrances,
weaknesses, stumblings, failures, distrusts

fellowships under ban ? Can that be a true
ecclesiasticis
m- rules out
which

of Christianity as

unlawful ?

a vital part
When

Chris-

tian "love and liberty are’put into the scales
against church usage, must the former
mem-

ber may commune

freely

with

other sects,

if re will.only do it, not as a Baptist, but as
a Christian, we shall be glad of the honor
accorded to liberty ; but we would n't

well like, ds a close communionist,

very

to en-

their perplexity.

idea, in a wige and sympathetic Way, when
with

our excellent

{hose who have Just become

the children of the kingdom.
future disappointments.

It will save

It wil! help to put

a brave and vietorious effort into the early
stages of Christian 1ifé; Tt will do some-

thing toward solidifying character and mak-

ing service

fruitful,

And now is

[py worse than discouragement is self-

instead of | satisfaction

in the thought that one has be-

We greatly

brother’s

appreciate

heavy smd

deed in

the matter, We don't think he has been
led astray by his Christian sympathies, It

It provokes.
-It awakens vesist- | come a Christian
and there is not much left
And

on

»

demonstrations

have

the greaf number of untitled citizens, - have’ thereby. They of course suffer
great hardship, and lead, wretched lives, but their reseen and heard and judged, they have in- medial methods, as
far as proposed, seem

sideration of the subject, both in
throughout the country,
that is

good -effect. , Converts ean
made in.the States as réadily
a few years ago, Delegates
to England forthe" véérdits
preserve the very life.of the

to be the reverse of «wholsesome
ive,
:

Utah and
having a

or

effect-

not ‘now be
ws they could
must be sent
necessary to
system,
The

plus of money after meeting their own

ex-

penses. No church is so poor that it can
afford to do nothing for others. A Chris-

tian that does nothing for the ‘salvation of
others, will backslide from God. There is
such a thing as withholding from God, but

ib tends to ‘poverty. - What a blessing
would follow if every one of our churches
would do something to_spread the Gospel
of Christ.—!‘And Jesus sat over .against
the people ,
the treasury, and beh“how
eld

——THE BRITISH PARLIAMENT DISSOLVED. cast money into the treasury; aud many
The letter of Premier Gladstone, recently that were rich cast in much, And there
addressed to'the Queen and recommending came a certain poor widow, and she threw
a dissolution of Parliament, has eliajted an’ in two mites, which make 4 farthing. And
‘his disciples and
address
from Her Majesty, declan the he called unto him
indistinct impression of something nice in
official life of that body at an end, and algo saith nnto them, verily I say unto you,
Utah, which seemedto rest upon the earordering elections for a new Parliament, that this poor widow hath cast more in,
lier converts, is gradually dispelied, and
Immediately "Disraeli issues an’ appeal than all they which haye cast into, the treasparties have come to regard the system
for election to Parliament, . abusing the ury ; for.all they did east in of their abunvery nearly in its tene light,
dance; but she of her want did cast in all
Gladstone governmen{ in the
roundest
- All these considerations may encourage
she had, even all ber living,”

is «only his “chit éhly? theory + that 1s
terni§, And biddlag for the
plaguingbis brain,as it Is adapted to plague those Who feel the disgrace of sach a moral which the distingtished liberalPremiership
Rev. N. Young, pastor 056 church in
so lately |
festdr
on tke body - politic. OF course,
any other brain, that deals with it,
Marilla, N. X., writes: —*“We ‘occupy the
held, Thus the jssues between &ofisetv
as
yet tism and progress, radicali
Dr. Olmstead ends his communicatiofl by Dolygamy isn't dead, neither has it
sm and reform, M, E. church after they are twough with
probably received

iis death blow. Tt 9tts
thorough Baptist, who
‘has’ never yet seen occasion for an appeal Converts yeuarly,and the designing Brigham
laboring to strengthen the
from the doctrines, ordinances. and usages |'is cofistantly
of his denomination, including what is com- things that femain; But thete is a shadow
avowing himself a

monly known as’ ‘ restricted: communion.’

ig

[3

rabid

and doubtless averted a mob and bloodshed

their” services, We have out wew house
plastered, but on decount of the bad travels
ing we have been uiittblé to get umber
fam Buffalo, and the work stopped,
but
we Bope to commence again soon.
“W¢

brooding over the ¢ity of the Saints, It

shall be exceedingly glad to receive $26.06

from the H. M., it will do us good and en..

or.

>.

generally

attention to their baseless demands, New
York lately forbade them a public _ parade,

kick the beam ? If the real meaning is, as duced a more general
and thoughtfal conit seems to, be, tht a Baptist church

dorse or fdflow the logic to its proper outly at a vietory. It is important that pas- ,come, All the liberal brethren in the close
tors and Christian ‘counselozs unfold this circle will find here an ‘‘open door” - out of

dealing

and

been unusually marked of late, and aroused

gone there by the Paciliz railroad,and have

He believes in those doctrines, ordinances may bedispelled, ind we in our day fail fo
© ance.
it is unbecoming. None are Bo
| see the monster expire »
hat delusion ¥ fhe ve child of and usages just as steadfastly as ever. .
0 one can doubt;
howeve
r,
that
itz
end
draws
He
has
nigh. THess
never
asked
for
any chamge i our
80 freSrom sin as to be justified tn throw. | tb Pug), who, The OF 1s HB Cot]
8 pues mercilessly. AN have their | od thatbo forgot the things that Were. ho- denominational practices, aeither on the asCongressional bills, the influx of Gentlles;
they are termed, the establishment of
weaknesses. The reprover is to carry the | fore,” and
r
‘toward the mark; who ground of Scripture ¥ight nor human ex- | Protes
spirit -of meekness,
tant churches already accomplished
- considering that he likened the pChristian
pediency.
life to a race,
”
He
intimates
to
a
that
he
interprets
‘
in
Balt
too
may
yield
0.
temptation,
and is yeta |eff
battle, ort
NAR
nest and continuous | the basid of the denomination
the most
in a niore tol- divo Lake city, the internal dissensions,
ofto ‘which
the, human
rcesthe
18
, death of capital and the steri] | 8
c
a
p
ss.
The
erant
harsh
and
liberal
| long way from ; - completene
way
than some bf his
file’
.
i
ble? Every §
line of ; the New Test ament
In brethren,
ty of a Soil that the toil of years and the
' and pharisaic: egotist:spoils even deserve
but
virtually
pledges
d
tolls
both.
againg
him.
the notion that salvation is to
and. needed reproof; the sympathetic and be
ed
bya single” act, which is not self and his paper to the earnest and steady expenditure of vast’ sums of money can
not make prolific, &e., wish the voice of the
charithble
admonition, Which is. equall
| energet
y ically, and unremittingly - followed support of thé doctrines and usages of the press
“a
fail,
=
|
up:
- eontitiyally lifted against the wrongs
At
the
best,
you
are
faithful\indp tenderor,, will seldom
lke
a
child
who
:
fa
fu
Baptist body as they are.
fu
mt,
fo
To
is ed of ‘the right
motive. The has Jug been ut KJ sepool, 2nd Who has
of the system; must eventually produ
ee the
There
Yis need of the right
Such is his explavation of an act which result which fs now
Ai
e
“it
,
too
long
: “eprover ‘should
delaye
ould seek the J real profit of : fhe | are
d,
The
a
r
e
disnoscl
has
t
n
=
r
a
t
been
orn.
variously commented on ; and such end mnst surely come,
disposed to rest contented
In
Tt
what
. + offender. Thi
and nray well be
aim swill be likely to keep. you have dome, you have cause with
to doubt is his position on the communion ques- | hailed with gratit
ude.
(melting.

As often as once in two

dysentery, in June of Jast year, brought’on

voice

ly...
{
'
One ig greatly prompted to ask to have
the explanition explained, ‘and ‘a’ host of

harshness spoils every-

‘likely to harden

a

the aimlessness of life and the barren

the tinie
answered by the responsive taunt, ** Physi- for
such teaching. The Christian Union
cian, heal thyself.”
: deals with this matter in a strong and
PAL,
just
There ; is need: of of an appreciative charity: Way, and
we reproduce its words. It says’:

Jp Hew ign

then

service which its acceptance implies is yet
to be chiefly performed. There is no out-

ization and temperament, and Which do and discouragements need not imagine that
not really affect character, may be properly all their higher’ experiences
lack ‘genuineseparated from those which really call foi ness and value, or set themselves down as
admonition. -Some persons spend an im- sadly exceptional cases, They are findmense amount of ammunition in bombdrd- ‘ing only what the great multitude of souls, |
ing what is of little consequence. They are now crowned victors, found long before.
examples of those who strain at gnats and Their lot is the common one, and their “exswallow camels, - They are honest perhaps, perience illustrates the rule.
i
._but honesty does not make their admoniIt is important for the beginners to know
this early, and to find a reason in it for
tion wise, timely or valuable.
:
34a
~ Fhere is need of characler, Fe who bravery, and bigh purpose, and fervent
takes the role of the reprover ought him« prayer, and a faith that grasps intelligentbase

London,

call for is highest heroism. It is some- not regard the “service, ‘ in any proper
times a great light, a precious peace,a sense, an ecclesiastical one, but a Christian
quickening hope, an unspeakable joy which commemoration ;” not “a dhurchly ordi
the yielded heart finds at the hour of its nance, such as Baptists, and others as well,
dedication ‘to Ged and Christian duty. hold it to be, as commonly observed.”
There really seems to have been a recrea- That would seemto imply that a Baptist

* Indeed, the fact that it is done proves. that tion within, and’ even the outward world
their healthful vitality by the abounding

in

Learning views; another declares it all

thing as doing.

hour of conversion, there remains a steady,
and women thought themsélves brave be. resolute, persistent effort, which must be
cause they blurted out their dislikes and carried on, day: after day, month after
eomplaints.
And this state of things far-1 month, and yea# after year, and often in
nished one of the strongest reasons for forms that tax the soul's fall powers and
was

denominations,

does not always and at once issue in prac- ineXplicable, and lifts up a protest and a
tice. = Butit is of great consequence to warning. Meanwhile, the editor himself
obtain as accurate views of Christian truth has remained abroad and kept silent. But
and life as possible. They help toward that silence is now broken, and the last
isright living. The truth makes free. The sue of the excellent: paper which Dr,
Olmtruth sanctifies. It stirs right purpose; it Stead edits, contains both his statement and
puts true effort on the proper line; it saves his defense. .It is frank, like the man whe
from blunders ; it opens the way to success. gives it. But it seems to us needlessly apolAnd it is of special consequence that those ogetic ‘and deprecatory. Its explanations
who are just entering the Christian way are somewhat labored and not wholly
should understand the things that enter es- clear. Thie bravery and the dread of censure
sentially and vitally into the life which ‘seem frequently alternating and ‘ running

begun to fly back and forth. Bitter words,
bluntly uttered, were not strange things.
Fury

ous

on the day of our National Thanksgiving.

correspondents over this statement.
Here
——re—
/
it has been doubted ; therg, an effort has
It will not indeed cure us of all weak- ‘been made to explain away its alleged signessses, follies or faults to obtain just and
nificance. One writer insists that it is all
clear ideas of religious truth. Knowing is right and in keeping with Dr. O’s known

It may

and

communion service with Christians of ‘vari-" children and a fair share of the family prop-

All sorts of theories and comments have
been drawn out froma’ American editofs and

A

Christian Growth.

there may be a very good reason for

apostie’s suggestion, after all.

as

lesson. Warrants the bor which mas-

ia

fully with themselves.
the

another”

it. And we can not put ourselves into this
school too soon or study too earnestly.

There are plenty who

Thereis now

suitably prominént

especially. in the Baptist circles of this coun-

and

at the

Considering Gladstone's past public service

~——DR, LIVINGSTONE. Perhaps no person's
obituary has been wriiten oftener than Dr.
Livingstohe's.”

be put

three years since he began his “African “exto endorie the one or the other. For ourplorations, there has come some plausible only, the election can decide the question.
selves, we fully accord with his late practiaccount of his death:he has either been
eal conclusion, while indulging a surprised shot by a band of revolting Nygssans, or —Tiif
Op QuesTiON BEFORE THE
smile over his logic, +
If one’s memory
famished in™an unknown wilderness, or . MAINE LEGISLATURE:
fallen in the path of some fatal disease. doesn’t include too many years of Maine
A Word Against Polygamy. This time he is reported to have died of legislating, be will find th
question
he

It is this feature that Mr.

Explains.

to Le learned if we ate to. be

monition,

.

looking at it.

with a grateful penitence, bent on improve-

too, have won a decided

he asks to

Topics.

E

the liberals or the exclusives will be ready

single ygomentin the idea that salvation.

|

the soul and make them shiver and shrink
.
ER
Le
as from
a slow martyrdom.
They some- #his

members, and people of only average char:

Current

sition and the attitude may be quite satisfactory to himself; but we doubt if either

with the feeling
secured, shows a
way of thinking
Do not rest for a

A manly frankness will cure the .one; lovled his earthly disciples; it was that for
ing admonition will put an ent to the .oth- which he lived and died; it is that
in which
er. It takes only the smallest amount of be calls you now to follow him. All the:
brain and virtue to get up a sullen or ego- powers in you, from the highest to the lowtistic pout, or to blurt out harsh, severe, ost, can find fullest employment in this
impudent and biting words. One who is service: of loye. And, giving yourself to
it, you 'shall-find help in your weakness,
half a dunce: and two-thirds a villain can —l comfort in your need, and courage and
do that, and without adding anything to hope and victory ,in that all-loving Saviour

mind the deacons of their unfaithfulness in

“acter”

-

by four days of wading through an infeetious African swamp.
His body-is said to
One myst be in the mood to ‘take admo- ‘like Christ, Itis to be changed in your. Utah. It is well to bear this in mind, for have been embalmed, and is on the way to body. It is the question of hanging, and
self;
to
become
sweet
and
noble
and
large
;
nition with patience before he can give it to be so radiant in charheter that men shall one might. easily infer, ‘from the good- London, Of course any such report as this mimbers come up to the State House nearly
with profit,
Ie who would teach must be seek you as they see) the sunlight.
It is natured consideration which the subject will be inyested with more or less ‘of un- ‘every winter srednforced with arguments
a learner. Yle whose heart resents and re- to’ become so like God that there shall be gets at Washington, that our law-makers certainty, Our own ingenuity,
has not both pro and eon, and go home at adjournpels reprool is unfit to administer it. And possible to you the most intimate friendship didn’t know that in our very midst is a yet been able to surmount the difficulty
of ment to prepare for the same’ contest
thus av ability to admonish implies a recept- with. that alklovely and glorious One, It large company ol people, organized against embalming the remains in that wild region,. again,— go far as they may be able to get
iS to enter into that. Jisposition which is an express provision of the Constitution, |
ive and’ practical meekness in taking the
nor of keeping ‘them, considering the na- a voice in it. The last temporary seltlethe .very heart of God, to bless and make:
and
both
perpetuating
and
extending
one
admonition of others,
ln
happy all living things. Let this, which is
ture of his sickness, till embalming facilities ment of the question was nominally a cgm| * It would be a great thing for a church to
the crown and completion of: the Christian of the most demoralizing vices that has could bé secured. - Perhaps, however,
the promise, but its effect has been thé practitake an earnest and general hold of this life—the being one with God in love—be al- | lately outraged society.
3
cal abolishment of the death-penalty, for,
cautious
explorer
went
prepared
for such
Two bill, to protect society and to aid
work, and carry il_on in wisdom, charity, so to you its very beginning. In other
emergencies. And more” or “less of his the court having convicted, und the judge
words, let your aim and thought in beginhaving passed sentence, it is left with
patience -and love. How many follies and ning a Christian ‘life be this: to follow in the éxecution of wholesome laws in ‘that family
and scientific friends
seriously the
to fix the ‘date of
Governor
faults might be thus escaped, or discovered Christ. Does that sound vague and myste- territory, have been presented to Congress
execution, and this the governers invaria- .
Ask yourself whither Christ led the past sessioi, one by Mr. Sargent of
and cured!
It would exalt fidelity; it rious?
bly fail todo. The result is, that murderwould increase usefulness; it would bring those disciples who followed him on earth, California, and one by Mr. Logan of IlliOf the value of Dr. Livingstone's services ers’have
fas to nois. They are practically alike, excepting
no fear of any punishmen} severer
power; it would root olit jealousy and sus- It was into the work of love. - It
there can be no dowbt. For about thirty
the healing .of the sick, the comfoling of
than imprisonment, and any Governor is
picion ; it would foster unity. We do not the broken-hearted, the winning of the sin- that the latter holds that the Common law, years he
was constantly engaged, as mislikely to come into office with a prison full
want distrustful silence or harsh speech. ner back to goodness, the drawing of all ‘asit existed at the adoption of the Consti sionary and
explorer, in
The one is.a meanness;

them, .rehearse with the glibbest tongue
their

On the other hand, when re:

gle act of turning to God,
‘thdt salyation has been
very poor ‘and unworthy
as to what salvation is.

proof

effective admonition dgainst the offense:

first

hearted

re

4, 1874.

to tion as defined by his own pen, and which
of hesynore' than ‘once
been strangely misis conceived and misstated.
Both the expoa

| word springs from sympathy and love, that promise. Whether the promise is kept de| it shrinks frem wounding,and only consents Jends Ln how the recruit behaves; -wheth-.
To inflict ‘pain whew help can not hé given “er he. endures hardships as a good soldier,
or ‘got in its absence, it is not often that he ‘and fights bravely, and follows wherever
his Captain leads,
}
3
will continue to stand out in resistance ahd
«Lhe disposition’ to rest content in a sins

. FEBRUARY“4, 1874.

GEORGE

whether you have ‘ever put your heart
school to Christ.
Making a profession
religion is like énlisting in an army,
It
very easily done, and is ap most only

false elements and methods out and. put
richt ones in. When even a dull and griev| ous ‘wrong-doer sces that the reproving

.
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courage the brethren,

The Lord has been
‘‘the everlasting
march of Progress.” + The boon of the bal- exegedingl
good yto us; there is a. good
g In the sommunity toward us, and
loty the grand improvement in the English
education system, the, disestablishment of if we_éhin gebinto our new house in time
fora.
the Trish chittreh
acted
meeting
we. hope to have
thie abolishment
a fevival of
0:Pr ”
iin,. Lo-y
(chase system in the hrmy,
:
|. =8. G. Woodrow, pastor of the Park St. _
improvements'of & [ike
church, . Providence; reports :—‘‘Average *

congregation; 200; 8. Si 1); the relig:
ious interest of the church

fs .good, our

-

numbers have steadily increased dining the
year, and the progpects- are encouraging.

|
‘prevent them
~

xX
»

that.

At present, ho
drance fut we,

the debt isa bn:
hking our efforts an

.

es Soa
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roo, Towa,
Pro. 8, V. R. Slade, Watle
the services of

Jesus

before us,
This
sums;

friends would send in cash $3,500.
might be very easily done in small

writes :—¢We have secured

and the joy ‘to’ be found in him to

others. |
.
' Midunapore, Nov. 30.

what an offeriog to God it would be if our

;

TE

interest,
‘|

Baptists, belonging

clerks send

to

their best.

They show

much

of the

in this life,

as efficient, not repgrted
nor represented, nor has it been for two sessions.

are not behimt in staying up their hands. May
God bless pastor and people in the .salvation of

our

commencement

next

cheering

the most

good
Bro.

the, old. man of eighty-two years, the man
of one and of five . talents, husbands and

the school wag” in session,

Ind.

citizens in the community.

Twenty-five

tained at home,on the

in a

is a monthly, and the subscription

Grafton as soon as I close here.”
Rev.
D. J. Apperson, Ellaville, Ga.,
writes us Jag. 12,
as follows: —“We
have a large territory, embracing Georgia

are for unien.

We

time there,”

958 members;

A, H, CHasg, Cor. See.

contrary,

notwithstanding.”

There

are a

ton.

College Matters.

favored Institution,

subserip-

dion 83,470,—one thousand from ladies.

A

correspondent of the Star says: “It is singular that those who have not paid, do not
at once contribute to raise the amount
which is necessary to secure the two hun-

dred

thousand dollars.”

And yet, taking

human

nature as it is, it is not so very sin-

gular.

If the small sum we need is raised,

—~a

most of it will* probably come from those
men and women who are ‘‘always giving.”
I wish it might be otherwise, and that

those who never give could know the luxury of giving; but

I have

learned to take

selves Christians, and quite .a number
of the other half do not know what to do
by way of choosing a profession.. How it

the throne of grace

carry to that throne these young men, be-

There, I have written too
count, when,honestly,

Bro.

Web-

Falls, and

Bro.

Bro. Dame

of

intend

write more than a score when

them.

Bailey of Great

I sat down

on your

wish the college

Treasurer Bates College, Lewiston, Me.
;

could have $500 from 500

gifts, ~~
Our friends should

a few

bear in mind

facts: 1. The college is poorer by some
$50,000, in that those who have solemuly
pledged that amount to its permanent fund,

in large or small sums, and, in some cases,

in a very public manner, have not, for
. years, or have not at all, paid ‘the interest
on their pledges. = 2. The college has ‘paid
tlie salaries of the theological Professors

:

.

0.B. C.

Foppign Mission Notes.

‘be promptly met, Honorable men of busi.
ness understand this, and also how hard it
is to do with nothing to do with. 5. Three
thousand dollars were paid last year, by
three gentlemen in Boston, to help meet

school,

of the theological

the eXpenses

$1500" (éxtrg) by

Mr.

Bates, and

$750

recess after the concert, and then the Lord's

Supper ~ was. celebrated.

About

eighty

commuued, and it was a precious season.
All

the

missiomaries,: except

sisters Smith

and Orawford, weré present.
While. we have been in America, sixtyseven have been baptized and received in-

the first

able Free Baptist, should T take

step in such a direction, and that every one

would

ory,

« Stop, for shame.”

college is simply eating up
ren

can

6. The

its

permanent

make

their.own

these are Ben Batchelder, Fennimore

teling, James Howe,

Burr, Wil-

William

liam Byer, Joseph White, Ellston

Sheldon,

Pickering Brown, Brown Adams, and many
iT
others.
A vigorous life and growth is seen and

felt in the churéh and S. SA-u
out after others to bring them
edge of the Saviour they love.

reaching

to a knowl0

fund.—Our breth
3
This évening we had English service
comments on these facts..
among ourselves. A learned native genA young man whom ‘God is prosperitig tleman attended, who seems to be a true
day, his
in business gave me, the other
n was,
st for disciple. The subject of the sermo
intere
the
$7.80,
and
note for $100,
gennative
The
.
hand held Giving up all for Christ
ome year, in advance. With-his
Which
ence,
experi
his
of
some
told
gift. tleman
__ warmly in mine, 1 thanked him for the
ks. ‘was affecting. He ‘said the hardest thing
than
all
e
lin
dec
must
“I
e,
d:h
No,” sai
to give up was his mother, for he had nevege
coll
The
.
1 deserve nothing of the kind
there is-just er been.away from her but one nightin his
.is as much mine as yours, and
you as for life. -He said the last night iif his mother’s
as much reason for me to thank
~The rdf
dollar to the house was wild and ‘stormy.
you to. thapk me. I gave a
his tears
and
ts,
torren
in
down
n a poured*
college years ago: Now, 1 have give
sorry.
rot
was
he
But
tod.
down
d
poure
me,
pers
hundred dollars, and if God’ pros
and
lost,
had
he
than
. our He Kad’ found: more
1 mean to do more.™ I.only wish
preach
to
nities
u
opport
seek
to
he meant
full of such men.

‘thurchies were

presents,

other

donation,

addition to salary.
Rev. E. SMITH and. wife

were

by a recent donation

remembered

The: Freewill

(Calais, organized less than one year:
28,

bers

well

up

to-build

on

{

MOTHERS,
READ THIS!
KEEP MILLER’S BABY SYRUP

Com.

on hand, and

session with

Friday,

no

Clerk.

Post Office Addresses.

MARRIED

gle city or village of much

Mr. Guilford D. Saunders, of Portsmouth, and
Miss Sena M. Pinkham, daughter of Ira F. Pink-

Ta :

is
The

~~"

agi

tends

and

attachment

denomipgtiongl

doctrines

it re-

whatever

of the Bible. From

why

sults, there seems no ‘sufficient reason

our

Le

Ch in Candia, NH,

Now is it not pertinent to inquire whether the
Home Mission Society can not do something
more than to establish churches in Minnesota,
and throughout the vast opening fields of the

|

Rtorth-west? These

are pushing on towhrdsthe Pacific, and we are
remaining hehind, allowing othér denominations
to take sole possession of all these newly estabP)
:
lished towns along the routes.

*

in

for

“organize our forces for entering
ly upon this work?
)

HT

‘

=

warn

to

the churches, but
no special revival interest in
a general steadfastness. ~ At the request of the
Dryden church, Bro, R. A. Davis, of Ithaca,
was licensed to preach for one year.
Clerk.

- JouN TYLER,

;

"

A revival interest has been among

‘them ever since the organization

of the

church,

meetings, in
1 was with Bro. Harding in geveral
i

which there seemed to be a good and il

with their

vA:

presence awd counsel.

in
The April session willbe with the church
10; av 2

commencing Friday, April
Lansing,
o'clock, P. M. It is desired that the

surplus for

?

doing.

Lf

church

|
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ie
M Cormeck,
Mrs Ma
hid
.
Mrs 8 A W Summer,

thdt it may appear after many days.

various
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Commissions, Salaries and other expenses..... Sone ivees, ate

should not prosper hese, and why we
Sam’l Qualer, Broadhead, Wis for freedmen, to. con
Ch in Contoocookville, N H, per J C Osgood,
should not keep pace with the development of |
Mrs J C Osgood, L M
8 8, Contoocookville, N H, Per J ¢ Osgood,
the country, casting our bread upon the waters
N H, for freedmen,

cause

' DISBURSEMENTS,

8

EXPRESS,
Rev J C Gilliland, Ashley. TI;
Geo 8 Couch, Lawrence, Mass,
idly UR
A Friend of Missions, Vt,
:
B K
Moody, Mechanicsburg, Ohio,
Norwich ch, N Y,__
.
Ellensburg ch, N Y, per 8 W Cowell,
Ch in Fremont, N H, per J Fullonton,

$1,264,527 16
$5,173,529 72

Endow Bane oe sanis $289,263 50
.Losses and
3] Endowm

. % A Pleree, Ridgeville, Ind.
WW Johnson, Cory, Pa, Box 630.
“
“ 1 M Bedell, Lynn, Mass.
Geo
, Ortonville, Mich.
. MJ Fox, Mayville, Mich.
:
J W Ingerick, Stony Fork, Penn. &
Neb. (2)
Joel T Moore, Vester: Johnson Co,
Enoch W Bordwell, Batiand, NY.
J H Bartlett, Temple Mills,
Me.
N 8 Palmer, Elmwood, Neb,
. H W Morse, Adams Peak, Kansas.
Julia D Sargent, Cowlesyille, N Y.
PD H Cole, Naples, Me. (2)
G H Pinkham, Whitefield, N H.
W L Badger, Lewiston, Me.

lack

exalt © Union” above conséiéntious beliefin the

’

1, Sargent. Huntington, Vt.
A H
Whitaker, Johnstown, Ohio.

Home

.

ove

RECEIPTS.

j

«' J € Osgood, Contoocook. N H.
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L.

Almary

Miss

Premiums received....... ees $993,344 07
271,18309
Interest received and accrued —————

Books Forwa rded,
BY MAIL.
Rev C Hurlin, Jackson, § H.
**
«

John

Johnson, Mr.

and
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Aki

the residence of

Dec. 21, at

Rev. D.

of

both

OFFICE—NO. 921 CHESTNUT STREET.
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Tufts—H
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Yeaton.
Morse—~D
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Whidden
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of system in our work,and partly from the prev=-

destroy

Wis.;

:

ASSETS, January 1st, 1873, at Cost...... $3,909,002 56
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Thorpe—C

Decker,

Josephine

L.

Fernando

Mr.

Atwood,

H.

TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
COMPANY
LIFE INSURANCE
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H PotPaige—R S Preble—~CB Peckham—C C Paige—L
ter—W F Pinkham—L Phelps -O Pitts—B 1o C
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Ranney
H
H
Redlon—
A 8 Parshley—E

says, * you can feel perfectly at. home with us,
for the majority of my church were once F. Bap-

to

Miss

In Johnstown,

in the

alence of that * liberal” sentiment which

Rev.

B. McDonald,of Nebraska,
Johnsen, of J.
.

new

from

13, by

the bride’s_father, by

bers in other churches. In one city, our new,
comers are met by the Methodist pastqr who

results ‘partly

Hannah B.

A
Wilmot,
oneney, of
In Lyndon Center,
Vt., Dec. 30, by Rev. D. H.
Adams, Mr. George M. Henderson and Miss Sarah

Jan.

standing alone or observed in considerable num-

tists.”
Now this evidently

E. Smith, Mr.

17, by-Rev.

and. -Mrs.
James Morey, of Wisconsin,
»
H.
N.

Pinkham and
Boothbay.

State, is favored with a ‘F. Baptist church, and
yet in most of thesé places. are members either

:

ham, Esq., of Dover.
In Sutton, N. H., Dec.

J. Forbes, both of L. Also, Jan. 22, Reuben Em.erson, of St. Johnsbury, and Mrs. Lucinda Graves,
2
!
of f L. Jai C.

a sin-

importance

A. Caverno,

In this oity, Christmas eve, by Rev.

Ne

Se

———————————

th LL

hd

Th

of all

establish

and

or moropium

DE EQssay

MADAME

4

>X

Contains

to take.
“Pleasant

ing.

It

griping

Lory

Gives relie In teeth-

phine, Relieves your child by curing, not by causand thrifty
mg it to sleep, as its r@stored health
gov will soon indicate. Sold by druggist. Price
cents per bottle.

eb. 27, at 2 o’clock,

CHAS. W. CRAIN,

LT

churches is, ‘to-day, less

waste places

children will pever be sick.
dys

enter-

to ‘us.

your

will instantly cure sour stomach,

in the bowels, wind colic &c.

Ketters Received.

{

churches.
With the exgeptiorn of “Minneapolis, not

num-

ago,

its next

§

yisitiog or traveling brethren will be cheer-

«

than it was ten years ago, and scarcely nothing,
except by a fey earnest brethren, is being done

.with..‘.a. mind

and

united,

of ' working

number

city

the

hold

of worship

ereditable

neither encouraging nor

:

church in

Baptist

R. NORTON,

WM.SMALL.

Rev. A. Moulton, Derby Line, Vt.

ly the key to F. Baptist interests in Minneso-

visit from

Calais, Maine.

a

yl

your Druggist for it.
lyeow

| :
is the best préparation in the world for beautifying
it imparts smoothness, transparthe Somgleion,
ency and rosy freshness to the skin. Cures all erupOTSEGO Q. M. will hold its next session with
tions of the face. Is not injurious. Sold by Drugthe Oneonta church, commencing Friday evening,
gists, or sent by Mail. Price 50 cents per box.
Feb. 20, at 6 o’clock, P.M,
. D. M. MILLER.
’
Address
MILLER BROS.,
.
113 Maiden Lane, N. Xx.
26t39

days

The growthof our churches in the State

309 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS WANTED.

SE

There

with L extension of Cliris’s kingdom, ought: we

their friends 1 Sutton, N. H., who left $900,
.
which the recipients return heartfelt thanks

'M. will

fully received.

the growing city of Minneapolis, and is evident

kindly

very

P. M.

Theological Endowment, and others are about
This
ready to make equal or greater pledges.
church now gives promise of being a power in

sincere

$65,00

Q.

M. R. I} , ecdmmencing

sum of one hundred dollars each, while one
brother-and his wife have just executed their
obligation of one thousand dollars towards our

and

together

all to

in

amounting

house

lytow2l

¥v

hav-

the

2

Several have just
our denominational work.
promised to remember Hillsdale College in the

Rev. #0. BLAKE and wife-return to friends in

thanks for a recent

that

McKee Manufacturing Co.,

Address The

RooT RIVER Q. M. will hold
its next session
with the Freesoil church, at Wykoff' Statior, on 8S.

prosperity

cause of God, not only at homedut in aid

Donations,

their

of

needle-work,

ceipt of $2, or finished in silver plate for $2.75.

the

prospects, and
prising, having good financial
showing much zeal in using their money for the

- G. M. PARK.

Me.,

|

privileges,

members are nevertheless intelligent and

into

and

the good work continue heve, is out prayer.

Lyman and So. Waterboro’;

stale

of expensive

its work being much more handsome, requiring less
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
toilet is now complete without it. AgMachine
with
illustrated circular and full instructions sent on re-

easters,” yet it is really true, that while this
church is way out west in‘the State where bears,
wolves and Indians are supposed to live, the

have

have,

May other places be visited, as We

SPAFFORD

However much it may surprisé some ‘“ dowu-

brought

have been

_into closer fellowship with each otber,
higher Christian experiences.

its present

and is fast becoming popular

with ladies, in the place

the Summer Hill church.
Conference, Friday,
Feb. 20, at 6 clock, P.M. Will the churches make
full reports of their Sabbath schools?
.
“
JoHN TYLER, Clerk.

felt the in-

just dedicated and free of debt.”

H.,

N.

reached

have a neat and commodious

our

who

those

»»

the way to tue laud uf promise,
There is much
of harmony between pastor and people, and
through noble“and self-sacrificing efforts they

but
-alone in those who have come to Christ,
and
many who have not, have broken off old
Others
bad habits, and resolved to live better.
have erected the family altar who have not come
out in a public profession.

d

They have

the Sewing Machine,

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M. will hold its next
session with the Unlonton church, commencing
!
Feb. 27, and continuing over the Sabbath.

early

of its captivity are ended, and that it is well

become interested have come from long and true
conviction of duty, and with a real determination to live for Christ.
The benefit of our meetings has not bebe Soon

members

accomplish

F. A. Barnard, Pres.

Samuel D. Tillman, Somgeponding Sec’y.
+»
New-York,
November 20, 1872.
This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as

Best and Oldest Family Medicine. —SAN| Forp’s LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic=-For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
McDONOUGH_Q. M. will hold its next “session Debility, Sick-headache, Bilions Attacks, and all
with the Willett" church, commencing Friday, Feb.
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask
2
W. A. PHILLIPS,
Clerk.
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

encouraging.

through many trials and sad experiences.

here, there has been no manifestation of what
the outside world call religious excitement.

Besides, church

most

is now a foundation of good hope

the water to the chapel, and had a half-hour
prayer meeting.
The preaching meeting’
then began, and after a” good sermon in
help may be gladto secure. He presents truth
Oriya, from Bro, Phillips, the ordination of to the mind in a very plain and unemotional
Jacob Mizra took place, the native preach- way,and trusts in prayer and ‘God for the results.
ers and missionaries both assisting. There Notwithstanding the deep interest manifested

There has.been a great
Of to the church.
each by Messrs, Wood and Fabyan.
the boys and girls, and |
of
in
‘course, in viewof what these men now pro- gathering
active laborers. Among
be
to
seem
have the face to ask: they
not n
pose to do, I “ca
Haughthem to do this year what I did ask them:
te do last, shortly after my return from the
General Conference. 1 feel that I should
bring disgrace upon every true and honor-

ing

ch has been

Dpcember”

deep, aud

the

but it has now become an efficient church,

;
come.
Mr. Fowler, let me say, is a young man, whom
we think God has called to win souls to Christ,
and a laborer whose services those in need of

has been

not

John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.

: Notices and Appointments,

fluence of an abortive effort to build a college
where no such institution was needed.
Even the church here at Minneapolis has not

been brought to

The work

are

in the region of

200 have become interested in religion. And nearly all have been hopefully converted or reclaim-.
ed. Among the number, our Sabbath schools
have been abundantly favored in the conversion
’ ‘of the dlder members; with some of the youth.

for thred years and a half. 3. It has not as were oné hundred and seventy-six present,
yet received-any aid from the Education So- -and the chapel was nearly full. The meetciety. 4. These are ‘hard times,” and yet ing .was out at ten. At half past two was
The attendance was
the standing of the college before the pub- the S. S. concert,
lic, and the honorof the. Free Baptist de- just the sauié &s in the morning: That is
nomination in New England, require that the case here always. The concert took us
ali just demands against the college should back to the good old times. Ten minutes

done

with

and Fluting Machines.

« It\is ingenious and will meet the wantsof every
matrol
he land.”
Exhibition of 1872.
a

Prof. R.

held

AWARDED BY THE
Io
American Institute,
TO J. W. McKEE,
FOR

church at North Reading.
’
A
R. L. PRESCOTT, Clerk pro tem.

a

what. their

commenced to labor with us as an ¢vangelist.
He stayed three weeks and a half. God was
with him, and some one hundred land twenty-

We all went from

new

.

DIPLOMA,

Rr

taste in the erection of their new house of worship, which when completed will be one of the
finest in the western part of our denomination.
The church at Jackson seems to be enjoying
more than usual - presperity under ‘the efficient
Jabors of their pastor, Bro. Noyes.
Rev. If. A.
Crandall was appointed to preach the opening at

of the

Wasioja failed to

Some whole families have
and wives; many of
This Sabbath has been a good and joyful Christ; ~many husbands one of our physicians. .
our leading citizens and
day. At sevenin the morning there was a
For all this, we feel to praise God. The work
baptism in the large tank at the farther end has not yet ceased, and we expect more yet to

of the chapel inclosure.

On Sabbath morning the basement of the

raid

Dunn, D. D., and prayer by Rev. F. W. Straight.
“The Jackson church
has shown commendable

in Minnesota.

organization promised.

Com.

of Bistol,

day, Dec. 18, C. J. Fowler

dis-

the April session, which will be

Especially have the churches

“good spirit” among our brethren aud sis
came to Christ during these |weeks. We
ters in Lowell,—All moneys and notes for five
have continued the meetings until the present,
the college should be sent to A. M. Jones, and in dll, before his coming, and since, over

superintendents.—I

little girls, a dollar apiece. = Mrs. Page and
Mrs, Toothaker would appreciate such

already

stolen flag: The founder of ie Peabody Medical

doc-

our work and wants in this region.
It is apparent that while we have some good
churches and faithful laborers, the fruits of work

When I last reported
I spoke of eur spiritual

The second week of

Work

of which

#nd that we hold up our denominational

Having just visited various points of interest
in Minnesota, I send the following in regard to

menced to
church and the Congregationalist ¢
hold union prayer meetings.’ God blessed, we
Sunthink, the effort from the commencement.

long weeks from home, and am now writing at the desk of Bro. Latham in Lowell:

fast may be that there is so much of the

to other

the result.

lent correspondent’s hint. I have been many

dition and wants of the college; and many
other ministers, I doubt not, will join them
in this good work.
|,
had
school, through
Sunday
The Lowell
their suparintendent;, Bro. Hazen, aré to
Yars,—a hint

Our

rain,

which

trines and featurés before the people as our

Soliciting Agent.

in the past years come up to its high

4|

strong hope of a general revival.

excel

and the reason why my pea has run so

“make an effort,to raise one hundred dol-

A. H. MORRELL,

as the

church was dedicated by a sermon by

church-

me, Harper’s Ferry, West Va.

end findcial prosperity, and also of the fact that
there was then an increasing inter¢st, giving us

to

on the con-

Lowell age to preach sermons

No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,

When a thing is counterfeited, it is a proof of its
‘excellence an
popularity. The Peabody Medical
Institute is a case in point. Feunded in good faith
many years ago, and the only establishment of the
kim in the country, its success and ever-increasing
opulaly finally ‘caused the name (Medical Insti
ute) to be pirated and adopted by & lot of infamous
4uacks empirics and pretenders who have been ensailin,
eavoring 0 cheat the public b
under a

suvishing mission among Christians and in the
world.
:

Freedmen will not grow weary’ in this branch
of well-doing.
’
;
Contributions may continue to be sent to Rev.
‘N. C. Brackett, Principal and Treasurer, or to

Mr. H. is the pastor.

last Register.

FARMINGTON, N. H.
our religious interest,

lines to

many

I did not

the best of to say. a word in comment

ber of Saco, Bro. Rowell of Biddeford,

PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE,

of Christ in the world, second to none other in
the whole list of Bible promises; and that it becomes us as Freewill
Baptists not only to patronize but make prominent our books and publications both in our families and in our churches,

and co-opera-

es,—the agent still believes the friends

be-

then

and

eve that they wiil be sent.

things as they are ‘and make
Iam happy to say that

Thankful for all the sympathy

tion of so many,~both in and out of the

dropped

:

:

I

»

Cutler Bros, Bos“NOTHING BETTER.”
Dr. John Ware.
ton, celebrated VEG ETABLE PULMONARY BarsaM, for Colds and Con1344
»,
:
sumption,

churches, the denomination and the whole cause

agent

and
.

gs the 2nd Hatley. The
seeching the Lord of the harvest to -send is no sucharc church
tne Ist Hatley and Hatiey.- They
churches
them into his vineyard, his vinevard et belong to the Union, P, Q., Q; M., of which TA.
. Com.
i
home and among the heashen,und then give A. Woodman is Clerk,
te’
our money to educate them,

of the

the wide and precious harvest of the South,
the far off nations of color?

Tae names of Rev. C. Heard and*Z. Young,

the

success

reap

be
Let us members of the 1st Hatley church, should There

is certain.

obinst.

to

he Rome,

in

Mich., church,

carried to

to be

thers are very many there

The

that colored ministers may be raised up

Ministers and Churches.
THERE : is a revival in progress

isat Hillsdale I am not informed. , That

had
20th

in their petitions in the future by this report.
Will you all pray for the school, and especially,

B. F. MCRENNEY.

converted sinners.

Ofthese one-half do not reckon them- |

of the

doctrine

Chemist,
1t5

JInstitnte can in no way be held responsible for this...........
mistise of the name of a yeputable and wellknown |
curative establishment and legitimate medical InstiALE Q. M.—Held its Jan. session with tution, which has been. from the start speeially deun church, In business session the voted to the treatment of nervous derangements and
causes proceeding. Durg resolutions were adopted: That it is « affections from whatever
ing its existence there have been issued from it sev:
se of this Q. M. that a more liberal ‘sup- eral
niedical publications; quite recently a work on
port of the Home Mission causé is essential to
had
System; which have
Diseases of the Nervous
the
specess of our denomination; that our strugalmost a world-wide : ciretlation and populares:
fling churches, both in cities and country, must
These publications suffic'ently attest the high character of the institution under whose patronage these
ave aid from this source; that our prospérity
itis
a8 a denomination depends largely -ones- medical works have been published. M
ratifying to know that several of the impudent chartublishment and” support of ¢ity churches, and
netheir
cover
to
name
its
stolen
have
who
atans,
that we will make a
rous effort to -accom- farions
practices, are getting their deserts in the
Plish this in Michigan ; that Bible finance, which
h.—Boston
Commonwealt
the
of
bepal institutions
at}
s the
giving of the *“ Scripture tenth,” would be
:
rald,
a spiritual and
temporal blessing upon our

I reached homé last night, after an absence of
several months, soliciting aid for this Heaven:

God, and sixteen were baptized and united
with the church a week ago last Sabbath,

hundred and seventy young men at Lewis-

night

The

was enlivening and comforting, for all

FUNDS.

Nt

105

There is wanting to fill up our

of

side.

praise is due to the Saviour Jesus Christ.
Jos. FULLONTON, Clerk,

great joy,

prayers.

-~
bap- "Bro. E. fH. Hart. Bro. H. proposes to give 3 and moregwill go forward soon.
T.
PRESCOT
8.
A.
FE
his
library
to
the
college.
Among
his
books
|
tized the past year.”
=
Rev. A, Rice, of Mound City, Tll., sends are the numbers of our Register, with the
us the following letter :—“I wish to in- exceptiop of the years 1826 and 1827.
If “WATERFORD, PA. There has bédn a good
form you of my condition in this great the numbers lacking can be forwarded by revivaldnterest in the F. Baptis church
we trust, have
struggle.” I am giving all of my time to ‘some friend who has them, the entire set will here of late. Some twenty,
and still the
Jesus,
for
live
to
nced
Sothme
building up the cause-of this mission, and be bound in five or six volumes, and placed
s have
Meeting
on.
. of our denomination.
I can’t express how in the college library. By the way, the col- work seems to be going
eeks.
four
for
day
a
one
about
very thankful I was for that $25.00 the lege will be a good place for the volumes averaged
LOSEE.
A.
*
H. M. sent me in the fall.
Bro. Manning ot the Quarterly advertized in the Siar for
|
has
done
4
great
deal
of
good
among
pur
sale!
/
lave just
Pramie DU Sac, Wis. We
people, and we can't thisk of giving him
For a period of fifty years,the last Thursmeeting, beginunion
weeks’
two
a
closed
up yet, there is sa much work to be done day in February has ‘been set apart asa
Quite a
of prayer.
here. Memphis presents the best prospect day of prayer for colleges. Nov, for once, ning with the week
. Sabed to
convert
been
have
number
of any place I have been‘in; most every let our churches observe this day. We, as
the Lord’s
d around
gathere
all
we
e
bath_ev
honest person is in harmony with our doc- a people, stand by our guns and believe in
the series. | God has
trines. Texpect to spend much of my prayer, and we do not add, ¢ science {o the table, thus closing
truly revived this people here daha as
have 27 churches;

with

vas specially impressive; and several, too sor‘rowful to attend upon recitations, were advised
L to retire to their rooms for ecomversation and

meetings which continued about four weeks.
About forty were hopefully converted to

low. -All moneys for the Student should be
sent to J. Herbert Hutchins, Lewiston, Me.
* 1 was glad to meet, at the Boston Q. M.,
one-of our good, true and faithful men,

and,

report the good work of grace has been quite encouraging. In duegtime the
sums collected will be given to the public. Cerour little town iu the past few tain
churches and praying circles will recall the
efforts
the
ere favored with
requests made for their prayers in behalf of this
E. Baker during the series of sthool. They will be cheered and emboldened

only one dollar a year. A young lady in. gratifying to
Lowell is soliciting subscribers,
and a good wrought in
We
report may be expected from her. This is weeks.
We are progress- ‘an example for other young ladies to fol- of Rev. O.

ing slowly, but doing as well as we can. in
our isolated condition.
Our Conference
kas adopted the Freewill Baptist Confes-

sion of Faith, for we

destitute

Much time was devoted to social worship

teen present themselves at the anxious seat.
Some of these are amongst the most influential
students, This morning the prayer meeting

is abundantly

It

Iowa.

HiLLssoro',

price is

al indeed:

had

powerful, Many. were soon in tears. Special
meetings have since been held, and several have
professed conversion, while some twelve or fif-

up a large brick house

for the second, and $100 for the first can be

wife

went to the

The effect upon the school was immediate ‘and

was

weather

the

baptized, although

were

whose

expressed his hope in Ghrist, which he

are heads of families and among the best

ther will admit. The prospects are very
;
meeting in the College. There are Inci- furnished.
for a strong church in W.
Let me remind our young friends that flattering
clitions of good ; twoof the students arose
H. W. VAUGHN,
:
the
first
number
of
the
second
volume
f
o
last night for prayers: There is a strong
desiro forme to commence meetings -in the Bates Student has just been issued.

and a part of Alabama.

churches are

more about the dark

as well, the session will be full and -interesting.’|

Principal, Rev. N. C. Btackett, at his desk,while

Many

work we ever had in Northern

man,

for several years been a Christian,

wives, parents and children. It was the
most general in the community of any

year.—Hillsdale cegtainly ought to fare as.

news: —‘I

engaged

But no

of

Lhe 'good was, several churches. sent sisters as
delegates. Let this be done much and churches
will be more
fully represented. Concord
church,85 miles away, bad its full delegutiob, |
Ni six working members In attendance, a great help,
in the social meetings.’ When all churches do

“»

the students, a married

well as Bates; and better,'1f anything ; for cold, and forty-six have united with the
church, which now numbers fiftywith the Laurel Run church. The number one is mother, and the other only child. Wawaka
are several more that will
‘There
seven,
If
the
prizes
at
Hillsddle
ive
not
been
pro"of the church when the meeting commencunité
with
the
church.
ed was only 15; it now numbers 30, and .vided for this year, I will be responsible for
They have the brick réady, and will put
others-are likely to join.
Eighteen souls the third prize, in the sum of $25, if $50
as soon as the, weaI dm now

important

pastors.

(The friends of Storer Normal School’ ‘will rejoice to
koow
that a revival is progressing

closed a meeting the evening of the 4th,

were converted.

three

1D

following

that had

delegations, were not full by four; and

*igamd
Throat and Lungs.
Manufactured -ofly by A.B. WILBOR,
generally.
druggists
Boston. Soll by

Revs.
Tuttle, Parks, J. ¥. Smith and J. M. Durplace, ‘Our iheeting continued four weeks,
have been’ provided for.
£
gin were present from other Q. M’s, Also Muramongst
thie
students,
The
meetings
for
social
accomplishbeen
has
work
glorious
ray of the Christian church and Scott of the
William B. Wood of Boston offers to a and a
prayer and praise had been increasing in” intogs Methodist, : Reports were excellent.” In two,
‘member of the Junior class for the best ‘ed, including all glasses;ffom the youth to est for several weeks, when, at length one of some revival.
‘The meetings of Worship spiritu-

helped us much. Collection for missions, original declamation, a prize of $100.
$44,603. Can'any @. M. do better in pro The tadies of the Lowell church offer a sec" portion to its ability ? If the scattered ond prize of $50, and the ladies of the Lawsheep of Pittsburg, Pa., could be brought rence church a third prize of $25. It isa
together, they would soon pay the expens- fact worthy of notice, the interest takenin
our young men. Ido not believe that many
cs of supporting méetings.”
‘Rev:D, Powell, Flemington, W. Va., colleges will have higher prizes offered this
-gonds the

#

‘This is not usual in this Q. M. * Some

-

sumption, Asthma, Diptheria and all diseases of the

Apostolic ‘One church regarded

BeBshubzssEl

us,'and

Ward, of Amelia C. H., was

for

Lights and shades ave

Tt is fit the last may be named first.

—
N
Dp pt UBD
SN

with

‘writes: —/“We have just closed
session of the Q. M. ‘at this place.

‘the prizes

To Consumptives. — Many
have
been
happy to give their testimony in
favor of the use of
“
Wilbor's Pure Cod Liver Oil and Lime.” Experi
ence has proved it fo be a valuablé remedy for® Con-

in

ht

Ferry,

Special Notices, -

of

Clerk.

=o

Harper's

reports

at that sessicn,

A.J), Daves,

Bo

of

Brackett,

Prof.

statistical

sqhools

New Market, Jan, 21, 22,"

spirit in work and sacrifice ; and the membership

5s a house

their

RocKINGHAM Q. M.—Held its last session

could go from

Ww.

full,

Sabbath

for the Register.

waka, Noble Co., Ind.,a small village on many spuls,
|
CM, H; TARBOX.
the Airline R.R., eight miles east of Li‘Houlton, Jan, 29.
EN
‘his home to his office, and from his office
r
“
no.
gonier,, Rev. I, 8. Jones and myself comto
his
home,
without
a
Professor
or
Tutor-at
beyou
m
infor
“ We hope to be,ableto
_ Shenandoah Mission Items.
menced ‘a protracted meeting the last of
fore the year shall close of a good [work his heels dunning him for his salary.
of
REVIVAL,
Our friends will be pleased to learn that Dec." in Springfield, 1 1-12 miles north
n
.
done in Waterloo."
could not be got in that

thing more. : Dea. Jones

in

churches and

to other

denominations,
and some hid away among the.
rubbish, have been and are being gathered into
thisnew church, . Bro. Harding and wife are
doing a great works truly their last days are

things: It would help | ,..
Revivals, &c.
Rey. J. J. Hall," of Enosburgh Falls, Vt. -and it would do two
of the: college;
expenses
current
ge,
the
meet
Colle
eon’s
Spurg
in
ted
educa
“ He was
an®it would complefe ’ Wawixka, Ixp. Last August weorganLondon. We are determined by the help this academic year,
ized a F. B, church of 11 members in Wadear the” endowment. - Yes, it would do one

of God,”and the assistance »of our
and in thé East, to maintain
flereen
brethr
and advance the cause of Christin this place.

Backsliders and sinners are coming

‘Christ, Freewill’

S.P.B.

be
WS

wi

les.”
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;
With the tacts I have noted
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Oh, love us, dear, big people! It is the children’s
er
Life is a strange hard problem we’ve just begun'
to try; H
|
. ‘We do not underst: and it, and only this we’
know;
Oh, love us, do but love us; for that will help us
:

oa

foW,

;

TL

.

very

are

years

our

little;

Our minds are very

;

i

Do you guess the questioning glances we upward
turn to you?

Do you know
How

all

with

struggle

we

hard

how

our feeble might?
we grope to find your Jesus? how we want
to do the right?

Tis but a sorry bungle we make of it, tis true;
". And so, you dear, big people, we turn for help
to you;
:
Our intellects are puny, our faculties are small,
Yet in our yearning bosoms we've heard the
Saviour’s call.
.
y

Oh, often in our playing

we’ve felt our need

of

. Him;
It is a sacred feeling, and not a childish whim ;
Tis not a morbid notion, and not a vain desire
Should thus, with holy longings, our little hearts
inspire.
Oh; at the solemn nightfall, after our prayer Cand
song,
We grievingly remember how often we’ve done
wrong,
And scarcely dare to slumber, ‘when thes lamp
is ta’en-away ;
But oh, good Christian peaple, you've learned a
better way.
You’ve learned to Keep from sinning, and God’s
sweet favor thus
Abideth ever with you=—ob, tell it unto us,
The secret of your living—that something you
call Faith,
That saves you from transgression, and from the
second dedth,
Teach us that precious lesson; we will not slight’
* the task;
Show us the way to Jesus; love us; tis all we
ask;
Our little feet may stumble, and perchance ma¥
wander far,
But cherish
nd love us, and be our guiding

star.

|

receive ;”’ and there is a patiérn, more

which

angel

honor

Jesus

Bethlehem and finished at Calvary,
perfect symmetry

“ You-

think

we

shall

Oh, then, why
:

know

better

will

our

own

which means in this

charm

so

connection,

‘“ A

their feet shod with the preparation
diates the beauty of holiness, and

The

babes

Give us your warm, sweet sympatdy, and hold
us by the hand;
Guide us with loving patiénce up toward the
better land ;
Then say with full assurance there, in eterni:
ty,
Here, Lord; am I, Thy servant, with them Thou
gavest nie.
:

The & amily Girt.
The Rag-Bag.
II

“Every house-wife knows

what” an

Tm-

portant item in household economy is that
capacious receptacle for amalgamated odds

and ends and superannuated

the rag-bag.

dry

goods—

There you wilf find what was

once Mary's best frock, and Nellie's ** goto-meeting” cape, and some queer silken
tatters which were once the embodiment of

Mrs. Sprig's ideas on the apron question.
. There, too, are dilapidated corsets ‘which

in their best days were not good for anything, if we exeept the pockets of the fami-

ly physician. Johnny's mittens, and Willie's cap, and Freddie's trowsers—yes,
those queer little things, almost as wide as

They

of

I introduced her, and to prevented any feel-

ing ofawkwardness on the part of guests,
or that'sense of exclusion which is so hard
to a sociai or sensitive womans
;
Miss J. always satin the dining-room,
which in the evening was lighted, the folding-doors left open, and the music or chatter of the parlor free to her as to us: It
was pleasant to me to see the neat, preity

the

the

Lord

Domestic

Problem.

ets,—all have joined the long procession to
the rapacious rag-bag, and there they hug
.

and jam and squeeze gach other, and never

~ .Jose an opportunity to remind a chance
visitor to the garret of the things that have
been.
%t would be absurd to presume any one’s
* ignorance so far as to expatiate on the’ convenjence of the family rag-bag. “Every one
knows that when a fabric reaches ‘that forlorn condition in whieh it‘is not fit to be
.seen, the rag-bag is the only i
it can
honorably fill.
The public press, conventions of the
zealous and young men’s lyceums will take

care that the discussion of a wider

sphere

for woman does not suffer; so I can, with
a clear conscience, sit on the lowest step of
the.attic stairs and think my little thqughts
on the subject of a wider Ephere for the
rag-bag.
I want a’ political rag-bag, fae enough
to swallow up wholesale swindles and gov‘ernment cheats and national thefts. They

have done duty long enough. They are all
worn out, and the, people, are sick of the
sight of them. The. holes are getting so.
large that the light of truth no Jonger, winks
feebly, but stares through with great won‘dering eyes.
T-wanta social rag-bag, Whoteis canbe
shpat disposed ‘such’ “Haclest trash’ on
is woven

inthe

loom

SR
hdr

ofan

idle br

ot fi vankhy, Emoryeb de

experience and her , solution of the

prob-

lem. - Her experiment is eminently

worth

Experience

seems

to

prove

that

confidence. After narrating the average
Irish failure, Miss Alcott savs: She

made

no promises,

but

said,

** Pll come and try” so I engaged her for
three dollars a week, to take entire charge

She came; and

peace fell upon our perturbed family. A
peace that lasted unbroken for four months,
in spite of much company, dangerous. illnessin the house, and many unforeseen

word,

ready

to

spect, sympathy, and the kindness that is. be lost :

genuine,

not patronizing or forced.

Let |

“Come, John, come,”

said

the superia-

them feel that they confer fayor
a
in living tendent, “‘what are you gbding to le with

want some one to work with me as my sismo
There is no mistress or

upia wall between

women’

Whe

that old piece of calico?”
$
‘‘Please, sir,” said John, ‘jam sito it
need| ‘out to take with me. My dear mother put. the
lining into this old jacket for me,

both sides
of the mistress and, maid question, that if you do your part faithfully, you
need mever agiin have your substance

who sits in'the parlor. Eat with us, talk
with us, work with us; and when the daily
tasks are done, rest with ‘us, read our

MIND,

By

prominent

place, and

the

end

of

future,

George

The . Publishers

have

therefore

how

much

.

done’

and intelligent services.”
She smiled and looked as. if she caught

—

Lenny was counting his money and di-

weary seeking for a home us ‘well as a
place. I think that she found that I kept |

viding it into little piles on. the corger. of
the piano, Thete were: six piles, but some»

my word, and Was a happy little woman

I know that a great load was

lifted off my shoulders, when day after day

mother’s love, and of the sad death-scene in

the old

garret where she died, he, covered

‘his face with his hands, and sobbed as if his

soon far away from the place where he had
seen 50 much sorrow, We know many an eye

will moisten us the storyis told and re-told
throughout the country, and many a prefyer
will go to' God for the fatherless and mother-

less in all great cities and in all places.
Little readers, are your mothers still spared
“Oh, what a lot of money!” she said, ‘to. you? “Will you not show your love by

scowl on the white forehead.

I found three nicely-cooked meals ready at
‘smiling; ‘‘are you going to ‘buy a velocithe appointed
hour, my kitchen always pede?”
neat, with no flies in uncovered milk, no
“That's my Christmas money,” said Len ;
dish towels tinder the stove, mo silver in “the pennies for not ‘being late to breakthe sink, or the table looking as if set by a
fast, atid the dollar grandma gave me, and

hurricane. She did the marketing also
and the monthly bills showed a surprising

the

rules of philesophizing,

attempts

a1

my, first su

Chegrei

Lg oe

obedience? That little boy: who loved
well we are sure obeyed. Bear this
mind, that if you should one day have
look upon the face

of

a

dead

so
in
to

mother,’ no

theught would be so bitter.as to remember
my five centse®
for bringing in wood. I ‘that you had given her'pain by your willfullness or disobedience. —0u School Press’pose there's *bous four dollars.”
" “Two dollars and eighty-four cents,” sdid byterian. *
[3
Esther, counting it over.

well, Tin fils Bile i on it iM {big Errors, fell asleep... After awhile he |
“Yes, 1 thought'so,” said.,Len, slowly ;H awoke; rubbing his eyes: as he stood, up,

§ Eohudrady

|| defiagyty, Hs Bf ‘ready’ to en

‘| Esihermight say in answer pe
to
his

which I offered’ ‘them. Every’ ong orm ot: ing sentiment. * To
e.

-{' lookedat him

Oil
Ey

the truths

and

splendid , Household

Edson

of

Wilkie Collins's works, which this House is rap-

statement of the chief psychological principles,
and then, through
various specifications, sets

bers 407 in the same

Library.

They

well illus.

trate the special qualities of theil respeetive authors.
Tug

BOSTON

Sone

AND

BUSINESS DI-

RECTORY, for 1874, jssued Ly Sampson, Davenport & Co., Boston, is a 2dmo. volume of nearly

500 pages, crowded to overflowing’
with just such
information as business men

want, and answerHis work is sure to arrest the attention of the | Ling nearly every purpose served by the huge
Directory, besides occupying so much less space,
clearest and strongest

minds and it will jet corly

[ sjderate and
work 1s in
bracing, and
greatly lucks
finish which

candid treatment.~The style of the:
keeping, with dts subject,~strong,
generally precise and clear; but it
the incisive vigor, magnetism, and
mark that of the lady whom he

costing but a fraction of the money, and

|.

calls bis ‘wife. If George Eliot could only have
or

subtilty, and

Itis

telling *

an admira-

sors,which is saying a strong and adequate thing.

THE - ATLANTIC: MONTHLY is prompt, tasteful and strong. It seems to haye suffered no

have

it would

they are silent.

THE NATIONAL FAMILY ALMANAC, issued by
the Am, Tract Society, Boston,is as usual,useful,
and as varied and good as any of its predeces-

been’ allowed to embody the thought of Mr.
Lewes, it woald not probubly have lost anything
of jts strength

much where
ble thing.

made an immense gain on the seore of effectiveness. But, as itis, we-have here a most noticeable book, and. one that, will afford materi-

losses and to have made some gains,—whichis a
strong word

of commendation.

We

don’t get

the pen of Agassiz, as we
al ample and solid enough fo'tax the mental di- anything. more. from

na moment Harry doubled up, ls i.

supplies a fine Ballad of the Boston Tea-Party;
Whittier gives a thoroughly interesting account
of the: Anti-Slavery Convention of 1833; and

THE POET'S GIFT OF CONSOLATION to Borrowing Mothers. Same Publishers, 16mo. pp. 167,
The outward beauty of these two espécially

there is an ample supply of other things that do

soniething besides to alloy the gold. +Boston: H.

attractive. volumes is in perfect keeping with

their choice contents, Paper, type, binding and
ornamentation harmonize with each other, aid

in giving

(0X Houghton & Co.
THE GALAXY is especially good, even for the
Galaxy. “Gen. Custer, R. G. White, Albert
Rhodes and Mec Carthy deal with the topics that
they are wont to treat; Henry James gives us

attractiveness, and help toward the

attainment of the high moral ends: which the
compilers had in view. Mr. Gage’s work will
Jrove very acceptable, and it has evidently been

the first part

prepared with great painstaking and appreciation. There are sixty-six hymns in his collec.
tion, embracing just those which devout and intelligent' worshipers in all evangelical churches

in various

have generally found most fully and effectively
expressing the sentiments of the believing and

reverent

soul.

Some

of these

appear

iL
NE TORE LeTET

NOTES,

lanatory. and

tes
ov

pe tothe EI

Uolossians.

py

# Notés on the

BE 1

New

PS Gikif

Pr

the.

tidal;
the opus
oelans,
Phi
Jul on
ippians,
and

-

Mauves, and

does it

ways;

and Guernsey’s

John Wesley

richly repays a reading. This magazine keeps
its high level and parts with no life, —New
York: Sheldon & Co,

in our

TT

tical

of Mme. De

worthily ; and Daubiw’s Double is really taking.
Junius Henri Browne’s paper on Women" as
Friends wlll stir the blood ia many veins and

ht

HARPER'S

MAGAZINE

is

magnificent.

Its

first four and its ninth articles are full of interest
and value; the illustrations are many and worthy

of

their

place;

the

Easy

Chair

has

sel--

dom discoursed more admirably, dnd the light‘er material doesn’t lack character. Contents:
Legend of the Cascades; Some Notes about Pottery and Porcelain; The Columbia River and
Puget

Sound;

City. Road
R

Chapel; Song of the

Redwood Tree My Mother and I; Land of the
White Elephant; Living Link; ]New South; Too
‘Much for Him ; Hope; A Chinefe Practical Joke ;3
Trifles | ‘Holland

House;

Editor's

Easy

Editor’s Literary Record; Editor's Scientifid

Chair;

Rec-

ge ais Historical Record; Editor's, Draw:
r.—New York: Harper & Brothers.

LIPPINCOTT'S MAGAZINE is steadi] gna noticeably improving. . The first three av
a nobody
ean afford to junip,two of them are full of promise

for the future; and fo specify all the excellent
things would require the copying of the most of

the table

of contents, and

The New
Malcolm;
How We
Romance

Hyperion: Josephine and Malmaison ;;
A Western Beeress; Two Marquises;
Met; Kisiet; Among the Alligators ;
of a Lo ox; Modern French Fiction ;

so we

doit,

Thus:

er; author of A'Quéen’s’ “Adveritiires A Famine in the East;
Horan&ciyd dre, Revised Edi-,
Tper-& Brothers; 1878: Our Monthly’ Gossip; Literature of ‘the8 day: pd.

B. ‘Lippindott & Co, Philw,
lin.4
| :the boy: did the same. - This wasytoo, ae | 2mo. pp.27
all that | ‘to bear, and he darted towards the boy
' Phe 14
Voto of Mr. Barnes have ten “Sr, ‘NioROLAs. 1 Wwonderfal, “It diiles on
Ge
he thought) und dashing his fist Be rot 4 |'60 widely ‘uded ‘and so génerally and strongly ‘all the pages, teaches and tickles, is genial and
« | approved,that there is now little need of words Jolly, pungent and pathetic, and ‘fall of animal
surprise, “mirror, broke it in a thousand pieces,

‘Esther-sdid quietly, “Sodo Eres
I
{ some-

times 1 feel abot discouraged whennsf
Whose modest. dréss' and gentle ‘manners. what a bother they are.”
4
wonjan,

ohgexingiys then. hn

anid h ithe s'age'an av- | and the boy looked just as

found- no fry of excellent. ‘ful pother, Esther. * AtidLi

I took Miss J., a pretty, soft-cyed

shows

We need only announce a fresh installment of

the new

a

difference, for no spoilt messes went to the
hymn-books as. they came from the hearts and
pigs, timely care kept things in order, and
pens of their authors; others of them have been
“good judgment made economy a pleasant |
abridged, changed iv phraseology, and stanzas
He
Struck
First.
“1. “And it won't ‘divide good,” said Len;
and lines have been transposed, &e., until “they
»
possibility.
i
tl)
© Gs
“this pile is for papa, «nd this for mamma; i
are almost different products, and would hardly
| ‘When illness came, I had no thought for
Humankind have queer.ways,t00, in their be owned as legitimate children by these whose
I'm going to buy papa a ring, and mhmma
anything beyond the sick-rodbm; all went
a red necktie like Norah’s; and this is for disputes and tiffs. They’re very apt to names they bear. Itisa pleasant thing to have
below as regularly as if I were still there. grandma, to buy a cap with roses in it ; and think that if they don’t begin a fight they've them in the very shape first given them, even in
If friends called, my neat housekeeper
this is the baby's. I'm going to gether a right to keep it up in about any way they those cases where the subsequent clianges have
greatly impfoved them,
could receive and reply to their inquiries;
a whole lot of chocolate creams and pea- choose. Some one lately told me this true
The: volume-of poems meant especially to
If I forgot to eat, she came to me with
nuts; and this is for you, Esther, only I Slory about & boy named Harry, who used offer balm to the hearts of parents bereaved of
some tempting dish, with a look of sympaTore
angry
yeu)
quickly
and
revenge
himsha'n't tell what I'm going to buy.” Lenny self - right off. His Jpatents usually made their children, is ‘something peculiarly choice
thy that made it sweet ; and when I asked
stopped, and Esther tried very hand not to light of his quarrdls i
only said of and beautiful. Tt must have beén compiled by.a
how the family got on, I found that all kad
laugh at the thought of papa with a ring the other fellow ‘he beganitt first,” So it gorrowing mother’s ° gympathy,~a mother too
fared well, and no sense of neglect or waste and mamma in a red necktie. .
came to be a commén excuse with him. who learned patience, and peace, and trusty and
even joy, over the coffin and the.grave of her
added to my anxieties. One failing did I
“But there's another bile, Lenny,” she Once he went with’ his mother to ‘visit a own darlings, by taking home the precious’
rich
family
who
hed
Sd
Sinrots
teaching
from
discover in Miss 8. (I always gave her said: p
'"3
the ceiling to the fl
never thoughts here offered tol others similarly smitten.
name as she gave me mine, and returned
“Yes, that's just ‘the trouble; seems to seen such things before. It
bd
a
x hot There i8 not one of these things: but is very ad‘the respect she paid me.) She was not me I’ |ougdit to have some ‘of ‘my’ money summer day, and as the little fellow soon mirable both in sentiment hid form, aud the colvery strong, for much work had done for ‘ayself.. k can tall yyous x worked, hard fot became tired of playing by 'himsglf in the lection, taken as 'a whole, constitutes a large
her what it do@s for most Afherican women ‘that mone Esthet.”
sun, he slipped into the quiet’ parlor, and treasure-house of consolation on which bereaved
‘
“{'lying downon a sofa opposite one of these parents may freely and profitably draw,
in her-cafle, and by lessening her, health,
neighbor: to'do jt

panions, &c., and

the sci-

hoped we might, But we do get a paper of
wasted, your peice destroyed, and your ‘heart would break. ‘But the train was gestion even of strong and well-trained minds.
Recollectionsof him from a most appreciative
home Tvaded by foreign incapables.
:
about leaving, and John thrust the little
friend and pleasant writer. Owen goes on with
his autobiography; Aldrich tells more of Prua
erie: i”
piece ofcalico into his bosom to remember| revvous REL
s
gman
Fou
New York:
Barnes’ & Co. ol [dence Pilfrey; Warneris his'ofd self; Holmef
his mother by, hurried into a car, and was |. ky
‘Lenny’ ‘Money.
16mos pp; 115.

books, sit in our parlor,and enjoy all we

all summer.

This was

Dear ladies, don’t say this is sddisicuital a piece
of her dress, and it is all I shall
or impossible, but try it in all good faith, “have to remember her by.”
and take the word of oné who. has known
Andas the poor boy thbughg of ‘that dar

religion, and there is fo degradation in it,
so you are as much a lady to me, cooking
my dinner in the Kitchen, as gny friend

a glimpse of hope and comfort, after much

two

each other.

maid
it, and the favor is as much on
your stde fis mine. Work is a part of my

short: eut

y to the paternal mansion 2 There

AND

Psychology, and also to have discovered

down

incidents. * Miss S. was one of the family, |Wwith you, that you are equals, and that the
forin the beginning I said to her: +I fact of a few dollars a week does not build

ck dy, fend | stout

ao “or took ‘an ‘unsentimental

LIFE

omy necessary, help of this sort is ‘most | cars, one of the boys was noticed aside from
st form.
Certainly
it is
needed, -and may easily be found if the the others, and apparently very busy with sult at which he aims, and iy ns
ate
heads of the family are willing to pay for it a cast-off garment: The superintendent which he makes us. We do not yet feel st all
in something besides money, "These ‘wom- | | stepped
up to him, and found that he was sure that he has solved the great problem of the
en long for homes, are well fitted for these| cutting a small.piece out of the patched lin-| centuries, and obviously unified and harmonized
diverse and apparently coeflicting phenomecares, love children, are glad to help busy ings dt proved to be his old jacket,which, the
na of the universe. We shall wait for his full
mothers and lighten domestic burdens,if, ‘having been replaced by a new one, had exposition before giving an estimate of his serywith their snftll wages, they: receive re- ‘been thrown away. There was no time to ice,’ desiring to do him full and exact Justice,

I found a delicate little woman of thirty,
perhaps, neat, modest, cheerful, and lady-

bad impaired her usefulness,” Finding that

+
De
* Deas Bicker
front dbbrostep talking hongense to Fable

OF

a wery

their direct work is evidently a long way in the

ence and its application to metaphysies,then lays

We heard a storyy told ¢the other day that
made om eyes moisten. We have determined to tell it, just as we heard it, to’ our
little ones.

lend a hand wherever needed, and so happy
in the atmosphere of freedom which made
labor light, and life less sad and solitary for

people are largely what -we make them.
If we treat them . with respect and. confidence, they tend to.be worthy respect and

ike.

Incident.

medingofs he’ tritiindd with “Satfh ‘of With T the washing was too Yard i ii 1 Boy a
ignly the minister said we 'shduld remem.’ he Saw a boy*aubbing his ieyesy too. He

YelFet, lofhos MLAs

PROBLEMS

hold

—

In spite of all rivalry, they stilp

idly pushing to completion. The author’s place
forth the real limitations of knowledge. There in literature is decidedly fixed, and the verdict
is a deal of careful and critical thought spread over this special work is too decisive to require
any formal notice, But this edition will at once
over these pages, and one fedls in constant
| A company of poor children, who had fact with an acute and comprehensive con- Justify every reasonable expectation.
mind.
“her.
The same House issue A PRINCESS OF THULE,
| Beon gathered out of the alleys and garrets The significance and the real “value of what ap
In a large ava FRE
— amity this |
pears here can be much better determined when, by William Black, 4n an octavo pamphlet ot 272
of the city, were preparing for their departmay not be , possible. But in the great class ure
that are to follow, pages, ws No. 404° of their Select Library, and
olu
as is promised Int
to new and distant
homes in the West.
and especially HARRY HEATHOOTE OF GANGOIL, by Anthony
we have the principles p
of families where small incomes make econ- Just before the time for thé starting
of the
Whicti are here stated in: the general Trollope, in a pamphlet of 61 pages, which numbrightening at a friendly

Alcott gives, in the Transcript, her

trying.

A. Touching

woman sitting there, enjoying the books,

they are long, which were once the ‘dalight can offer you in return foi’ your faithful

of dancing eyes because of those
first pock-

© Literary Review.

a popularity,

entific method in which that system may be and counsels and promises of the Bible are
built up into harmony with itself and with the worth even to the young who study and treasure
whole dofnain of truth. And so his plan has them up, and apply them in daily life. These
grown in his thought and on his hands till he has volumes will make a4 real addition to the Sunundertaken to lay the Foundations of a complete ‘day school library or the collection of books at
and when, besides this, I remember how Creed, that shall embracé the whole realnx of the home where children abide.
much they have cost God, I am sure they knowledge, and be equally applicable to the de- SCHOOL COMPOSITION: Being
advanced LangUiiite-L sutols for Grammar Schools. By Prof, .
must be very ppecious, or he. would never partments of matter and mind. By the adoption of the scientific method, and the consequent
illiam
Swinton,A. M. New York: Bs
have given his Son to save them. Forif we and thorough rejection of the metaphysical,
& Brothers. 1874. 16mo. pp. 119,
he is
should give all we have, - our money and sure that be has found the way
A
small
book, but full of substance and sugreconcile
our lives, we never could give so much as those old: antagonists, science and re
It is modeled on the same “plan as
n, make gestiveness.
God gave—for thems «and for us,. Lenny. religion the real expression of experience, and the Language-Lessons in the form of a GramLenny’slips quivered a little, but he laid { dissipate the mysteries which have long clouded mar, which we strpngly recommended as a dethe rest of the money down with a bang, the heavens.—This is a large promise, but it is cided step in advance of anything which had
plain that the author makes it with the faith and previously appeared. Fora
sjmilar reason, we
as he sail:
enthusiasm of one who is confident that there has commend this book, and WH
3 decided empha“There, Esther, you needn't talk any come to his mental eye a speciel and
:
adequate il- sis,
:
more: tlat's God's money in this pile, and lumination. The volume before us deals with
THE
MOONSTONE
,
A
N
Novel.
ColI guess 1 wouldn’t be mean enough to touch principles, which are génerally stated in the ab- * lins,. author of * Armadale,” Byete. Wilkie
With Ilstract form, and then discussed and semewhat f1lustrations.
it."—Hecthen Woman's Friend.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
lustrated. He first considers the method of sci1874. 12mo. pp. 491,

knows by instinct when to go and when to
stay. Miss 8. gently vanished when visitors came in,or if some duty kept her there,

new

.

of the kitchen department.

BY ADDIEL. WYMAN.

:

1

said.

the neighbors’ girls. Some may think that
this helper would be in the way if she sat
in the parlor; but a well-bred woman

—

yout

too, and giving ’em Toney, and things,” he

if ever you

Some ladies may object to havinga stranger at the table, yet it was better to have a
lady there than an ear at the keg-hole, and
an Irish tongue to gossip of family affairs to

as

that take their fashions from, this book,
wear the ornament of a meek and quiet
spirit, their loins are girt about with truth,

see
even

dear children dying in those unhealthy regions, or had to send them away fronrthem
Lo, save their Tives—of the martyrs that have
given up their own lives, all for these hea-then. 1think they are a dreadful bother;

don’t; and

want -me, Ill conle again with all my heart.”

long

dress I give unto you, that is love.”

Meantime we may be learning to cheat, and
swear, apd lie;
O father, mother, teacher, help us, and you shall

*

will

is their lover.

What earnest little Christians
may be.

anothér; but you

whose’

gospel of peace, . their whole costume ra-

minds by and by"?

Lenny’s fat hand reached out, and tens:
ferred the. sixth pile to his pocket.
“There's lots of folks taking care of em,

in

any hearts shall beat which delight to think
of whatsoever things are lovely. There is
a big book on my study table which is
God's fashion book, and, passing by the
priestly robes of the sons of Aaron and’ the
royal garb of Solomon, I find a sentence

* 100.

Did he not bid us welcome?
not you?

than

eighteen hundred years old, commenced

fected praise !
in that grand, sweet anthem
children raise,
‘We long to join. our voices, and

won me at once. She was su fiines daughter seeking to support herself, and had lived seven years in one place as helper, three
years as house-keeper for a clergyman, and
for two years had the entire charge of a

Henry Lewes. First Series, The Foun a well in issuing, this revised edition, printed from
tons of a Creed. Vol. I. Boston: JumesR. new plates, and so rendering the mechanical ex“Yes,” said Esther, «there are people in
motherless boy. All these experiences had
d & Co. 1874. rg 20: Pp. 484. Sold b
cellences so superior to the more recent edi.
or . Lane& Co.
modern civilization; and. to the same fit given her power and skill of different sorts, the great cities who spend their whole time
"tions that have preceded this, This is the Tth vol
receptacle I would consign the trashy, sen- ‘and the refinement of féeling which is so looking after these poor persons, visiting | Here isa book for thinkers. The superficial ume devoted to the New Testament, and it deals
reader will be able to make or get very little
timentalism which is the substance of the grateful in thoselwe live with, She, too, had | them at their homes, begging fuel to keep out of it. Indeed, to master it fairly imphes a with significant portiops of the Pauline theology.
The remaining Volumes wil soon follow,*
utterance of dime novels and of numerous - worked hard and over-taxed her strength; them from freezing, and food to keep large famharity | with scieitific and metaphysiPrTTE;
but
was
ready
to
do
anything
in
return
fdr
or, The Sto of a
‘them
from
starving,
getting
them
into
cal
discussions
as
th%y
have
been
carried
on
by
periodicals, and is by no means a suitable
L
rs.R. M. Bray, Boston: D,Childs
onion &oa.
thing wherewith “to clothe the immortal kindness, respect, and the protection of a hospitals when they are sjgk, and teaching leading thinkers for the last thirty years. Mr.
Eri 16mo. pp. 286.
J home,
We liked her even better than our them to work. They don’t do this for pay, Lewes is a close philosophic student and a kegn- WRECKED,
mind.
NOT LOST; or, The Pilot and his
S.,
and
the
prospect of a lonely winter was but just for the dear Lord’s sake, and they sighted critic. He does not hesitate to grapple « Companions. By Mrs
und A, Same Pub
"Last; but not least, I want a moral rag-|
with
profound,
vital
and
radical
problems,
and
16mo. pp. 218,
&¢.
lishers,
bag for church lotteries and low theatricals ‘made endurable to ane by the presence of keep on at the work till they are worn out he is quite ready to go wherever he thinks the
BIBLE TEXT. By
e author of “Faith.
which push their flaring patterns before, the oue ‘who could be both helper and compan- and die, and then some one else takes it up. truth calls him to’ follow its steps. He seems |. FANNY’S
fud, but not Famous,”
ame Publishers, &c,
equally
‘Oh,
it
is
a
dregdful
bother.”
ion,
She
did
the
cooking,
washing,
and
willingto
surrender
his oldest and mest | 16mo. pp. 126.
quiet grace of the prayer-meeting, and
Lenny’s hand crept into his pocket, and cherished opinions, and to accept in their place THE YOUNG WHALER} ® FiAdveliures of Archpinch their wearers into moral comsump- ironing, though I preferred to help with the
others with which, until now, he has. held no
ibald Hughson.
5 William H. G. Kingston,
tion where selfishness and. strife may be latter, as’it, was better gymmastics for an fingered the money doubtfully.
Same Pu ly Témo. pp. 1
fellowship, if so be that logic calls for the substiarm,
crafdped
with
too
much
pen
work,
“And
there
are
people
wha
go
away
thrust in and hid forever from sight, never
A package of very excellent Juvenile books is
tution. Hi¥ previous works Laye proved him\a
than any movement cure ever invented.
-| out in new countries, and live in miserable
again to wind their disgraceful folds around
man of rare mental: vigor and sturdy indepen- that which offers what is indicated: above. PeAs
I
found
her
stronger
than
Miss
S.,
aud
little cabins, and have scarcely enough to denee of thought, and the statements in the pref- tite 18 a little French girl, who was early left an
the souls redeemed by Calvary’s agony.
y an excellent famiindicate that the work of Sephas, and being adop
Time was—yes, I must confess it—time able to do much that I never felt willing to ask eat or to wear, and ho money to buy. books. ace to this vol
ly, lives and grows, studies and works, meets
was when selfishness appears t6 have been of the other, I gave her four dollars a’ week, or papers or Christmas presents or to send which this is au on installment—two
of preparati — | trials and gathers blessings, and lives out a'life
and felt that it was money well spent. Un- their children to school, all. because they tional volumes bel
useful, and, it would seem, encouraged.
[results of nearly half which is most admirably pictured, filled to overis to embody thé matured
ave
trying
to
teach
the
poor
people
about
fortunately
a
sudden
change
of
plan
made
it’
Jacob, by unqualified selfishness, obtained
n. As long ago flowing with a touching human interest, and is
a century of study and re
‘the blessing meant for Esau and enjoyed necessary to shut up the house for the win- Jesus, and keep them from growing as as 1836,
Vlanned a treatise on the Philosophy full of practical and needed lessons. The little
thé fruits of it all his life; and he evidently ter, and disband our forces, I had feared wicked and lawless as the heathen ‘them- of the Mind, in which the views of Reid, Stewart, people, whose souls ‘are sympathetic, will, pore
wore the same garment when he congider- that Miss J. would find it too solitary, and selves. What a bother it must be to have &c., were to be considered from a philosophical over the book with deepening interest to the
“standpoint ; the project was abandoned because he end,and parents who keep their hearts fresh will
ed, the propagation of ring-streaked and was both touched and pleased When’ she to give everything up so.”
Lenny’s hand crept out of his pocket and grew dissatisfied with those metaphysicians and often read with moist eyes.~The second of the
striped cattle; yet God met him and blessed said, with real regret :—
distrusted the thoroughness of his physitlogical
“Oh no, I'd give anything to Sty with laid aboat half the money back upon the’ knowledge. Afterwards, he began the prepara-' volumes gives a most interesting and instruct
him, not on account of his naughtiness,
ive account of the experience of two Russian
however, but in. spite of it. That was a you “ti spring or longer. Iti is the sort of table, but Esther went on as if she had not tion of a work on Animal Pyschology; but he boys, who ran away to sea, went northward in
seen him:
soon gave that up through lack of confidence in his the region of Spitzbergen, were wrecked among
long time ago, and selfishness is now a place I wanted, and never lioped to find.”
“And then there are the heathen; just acquaintance with the mental life of man, which theicebergs, and went through a series of strikworn out garment which renders its wearer “ I made known the case to a friend, and
in a week five townsmen came to inquire think how many men and women have- left he needed to employ as an interpreter. In 1862, ing adventures before they reached home and
not fit to be seen.
he began to investigate the physiological mechanThe best fabrics of Jordan & Marsh about my housekeeper, for this second suc- their homes and their friends, and gone ism of Feeling and ‘I’ hought, collected a mass of friends. The wonderful phenomena that mark
the arctic posions ure clearly described.~The
away
to
try
and
win
these
poor,
ignorant
will not suffice for the soul's raiment, and cess converted several of the most unbeliev-.
material, noled the defects: in every published volume entitled
The Young Whaler deals with ,
as soon found, and creatures from wotshiping igols- and mur- scheme of Psychology, and then commenced to similar subjects, and adds not
Smith’s Pattern Bazar has nothing to sug- ing matrons. A pla
a little to the
dering
their
little
children
and
their
sick
e to my friend as well
prepare a volume dealing with certain problems amount of useful knowledge and wise suggestion
gest for the spirit’s need ; but, above all the when I said good
institutions of men, yet low as a babes as helper, she paid me the best compli ment friends, and leaving their poor old parents of life and mind.. As he went on, he believed furnished by the other.~Fanny’s Bible Text
I ever received: “I thought perhaps you to starve to death. Just think, Lenny, of himself to have gained a clear view of the funda- gives a very pleasant account of a little girl,of her
cradle, stands Jesus saying from the Hal
ness of power and love, ** Ask and ye shall wrote’ one way about. work and hired the fathers and mothers that have seen their mental inductions necessary toi true system of experiences at home, at school, among her com-

From mouths of babes and sucklings he has perOb,

to

I wanta- mental -rag-bag for worn out
methods and ‘ideas, which, however well
‘they may have served. a purpose in their
day and generation, ave too threadbare for

the Children.

50.

waits

Hearing the crash his other ran in fim
the next; room, an
%. Hire) pickin

himself up, all diraighod and
¢ bleeding, crie
| out, "He. hogen it, first. "r—St Nihal

to define

‘their

sphere

or commmend

their ex-

0

~ Putry.

threadbare garments, tor wisdom
bg worn,

spirits in

its

articles

as an egg: of meat, while

vellences, The best evidence of their adaptation its pictures and other oxitward attractions are
to their purpose is found in the fact that they have themselves a fedst for the young readers for
bad go wide, so long-continuied and so significant Whose suke Jrextsts. ~New York: Scribner & Co.
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Obituaries.
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nd

in

his

teeth

and

swam with

them

are ether learned

Faults’ of Temper,

borough

The

could

great

Duke of Marl-

not go into

camp

without

EL
EAR ES
France, to join |

Few men have sweet tempers, or hold
such as they possess under steady, invaria-

in Germany,

he

the

be a

JA,

ower. Napoleon's crititism is-admirable.
lonig who has not his temper well in hand;
“writes very well.
' Witnéss it chiefly, I
but with the same amount of inflammable He
5 to his brother, the
particles, men differ very mueh on the oc- should say, in his
Montesquieu, one of. t
ple king of Spain.
casions that set fire to them., Some
composure when we might rea: greatest minds of Francein all its -history,
who i
of study is in ud almost
excuse an. ex. ‘said,*“ The love
ct and justly
sonably
plosion, will break down into peevishness the only eternal passion ; all ihe others quit
or passing frenzy on slight provocations, us in proportion as the miserable machine
We have known men, quite remarkable fo which gives them to us ‘approaches its
ruin."—Emerson.

serenity, be unreasonable and

«childishly testy at some transient annoy-

N

ly sensitive®organizations and intellects
kept on the strétch are always irritable.
‘Wordsworth, with all'his philosophy, had
fits of ill-temper,” though the unexampled
sweetness of his wife's temper made it im-

. Nor does the field in which temper exercises itself make much difference. A di-

oor, andy neglected, and earns less than
$200 a year by giving lessons in ‘Geran,

English

t.at.. moderate

rates,” as his advertisement puts it. Three
years ago, his friends in Hungary offered
him a present of 50,000’ florins, which he

refused, He says he never regretted its
refusal eyen when he “was hungry aiid had
no money to pay fora fire.” Appleton’s
Journal thus describes a recent visit to
him :

;

absence

of

life

chair, pouring over

an old volume.

‘When

an exchange:

His form, once erect and proud, was now
re aré wo fish in the great Salt Lake. painfully bent. He almost groaned as he
The only living thing about its waters isa raised himself to bid me welcome. He
Tiron
a quarter of an inch long. was deeply moved when I informed him

easily drawn by his oppo-

How

nent or observer than by himself.

fn the general

wing is from

in secular mat-

ters—the distinction between zeal and tempel being more

w!

sich universal enthusiasm, is now old, and

1 entered, he did not,recognize me. "I recfrom it, though it seems that this absence ognized him, and was shocked.
What a
of life is not absolutely total in the latter. change these twenty years had produced in
It may possibly yét be found that a similar his once handsome and interesting face!
His hair was entirely white, his cheeks wan
exception obtains in the former. The fol- and hollow, and
his eyes utterly dimmed.

iis eye gleams and scintillates with less
consciousness of the spirit that rouses the
the disputant

v

Salt Like.

ancy and

vine defending his favorite views is as pepry as any layman ; while lie flushes, and
glare, than

iy

Qur great Salt Lake resembles it in buoy-

i

possible to quarrel with her.

visit to the United

I was no stranger to" Kossuth.
Twenty
years ago he ha, given me, in London, a
Oar readers are aware of the density of grea. deal of valuable information for my
; ** Hungary in 1849," 1 found him in
the Dead Sea—its wuters being almost a
fully saturated solution of various salts. a very small room in the fourth story of a
dingy old building. He sat alone ‘in.an easy-

that

herges, says

De Quincey, who has no

:

§

ance of a sort they are not used to,

patriot and elo=

pam- | States, some years ago, was attended with

y
.
much tried, never seem : to lose their self- goodreader ; for in proportic
power should ‘be the ‘receiving
get on ‘taneous
public man can.
No
command.

well-bred

Hungarian

bé 108 ops micrisiope. When-h' Aor

often we read of meetings between religious or philanthropic leaders, looked for

ward to as a great occasion by their follow
baly painful regrets, through
leavin

rises, the
honsands,

rs,

worms are driven
and devoured by

ashore bh
the
blac
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of study,
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before contracting elsewhere,
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SOLOMON B. KENISON died in Ossipee, N.
osnuRy BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
H.; Dec. 29, aged 74 years ‘and 6. months. Bro. |
DAN, A. M., Assdeiate Principal.
K. experienced religion 25 years
DRAKE, Teacher of German and 3
ago, was bapAcademies, &e.
ematicd.
tized by Rev. Alvah
Buzzeéll, and united with
Miss
ARA A, FORBES, Teacher in Normal De| the Wakefield and Ossipee church, of which he
Jriment,
”
¢
.
remained a faithful and worthy member until
Miss
DAS VICKERY, Teacher of French,
death released him from the church militant to
Miss ELLA
C. HURD, Teacher of Music,
+
join the church Triumphant. His illness was
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
BOSTON, MASS.
ong and painful, but
Borne with Christian paTeacher.
wo
-Course of Study, Commercial and Common Entience and resignation, His faith in Christ was
No detuction for less than half a term, except on
lish branches.
Students received at any time when acequnt of sickness. Half terms. commence at the
often ex
by words and looks. He leaves
re are vacancies. Catalogue and
Report for 1873,
nning-and middle of the term.
a wife, three sons and four daughters, together
on application." ~
.
e price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
with many relatives and friends, to mourn their furnished
Office 554 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs. as well as gentle
loss. He was constant in all the duties of relig1ys2
« H. E, HIBBARD), Principal. men’s are formed,
*
iow; and fell at the last a faithful sentinel at Lis
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
st. May the wife and children be blessed of
rates, ”
4 ly
- Foi further
particulars, address the Secretary, at
od, imitate his Christian example, and meet
WiLroN, MUSCATINE CO., IOwA.
Pittsfield, Maine,
’
ah
him in the better land,
+
J. 8, POTTER.

Bryant and Stratton College, |

WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

DEXTER GRANT dd of colic, Nov. 16, 1873,
at hig residence in Redfield, Oswego Co., N. Y.,
aged 53 years.

Bro. G, was born

N.'H., Aug. 4, 1820.

in Greenfield,

At the age of 8 years

Commenced its Fall Term September. 2. Continues - 31
16-weeks. Vacation during holidays. Winter Term
commences Jantiary 5, 1874, and continues 11 weeks, | followed by Spring term of the same length.
Catalogues sent to inquirers.

he,

with his parents, came to R. and commenced

whoI was.
His face brightened as he the wilderness to provide for themselves a home.in
warmly clasped my hand.
* O, yes, 0," At about the age of 24 years his mind was awak-

es,” he said,in German, “I know you now.

verybody forgets me; no one calls; upon
me ;.no one cares any more ‘for me! Why
should I remember those who once were

>

eC. A. FARWELL, Secretary.
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AGRICULTURAL

ened to a sense of his eondition without Christ,
‘and through the faithful labors of the Rev. H.

:

g ‘surrounded by a rich, pro. The village of Evansville
surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or billiard sal oons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to condnct it for five years to come, thus
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AGRICULTURAL,
Pettis, of the Christian denomination, he was
- some accidental spark falling upon. the
lls. We found a pure stream pouring
persuaded to surrender to be saved by grace.
SCIENTIFIC and
.
combustible. element in the composition of nto the laké,
It was~filled with
little
He was baptized, but not uniting with a church,
giving permanency.
i
a,
:
CLASSICAL.
one or both ! The two great hymn-writers chubs ‘and shiners.
The fish became |my friends?” To this I objected. I asked he endured but for a season and then went back
“$4 CALENDAR:
and good Christians, Newton and Toplady, frightened, and were driven down the him how he- could be forgotten when his into the world, and lived in a backslidden state’
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,but
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
met but once, and but for a few: minutes, brook into the briny lake. The instant friends in Hungary wanted him to return for a number of yéars. But during all of this thoroughly Christian,
WINTER TERM opens
c, 9,~ends March 6, 1874.
Location can not be surpassed
in "healthfulness,
vet something passed—a trifling jest— ;skhey touched its watérs they came to the to his native country, and take again an time he cherished a love and respect for the beauty,
SPRING TERM opens March 24,1874,~ends June 12.
and freedom from corrupting influences.
child of God, and" the faithful embassaFor
fucther
pole,
vn
By
address,
:
“which upset Toplady's equanimity, and surface, belly upwards, and died without a active part in its affairs. Kossuth smiled humble
Expenses only $175 for College ‘yéar of 40 weeks
of Christ always found at his house a -welmade his parting words, we are told by gasp. The water is remarkably buoyant. very bitterly. ¢O, yes,” he said; “return dors
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., PNncipal.
Washing, Rent, Fuel
In 1870, at the Sept. session of including Tuition, Boarding,
come home.
the friendly bystanders, not very courteous. Eggs and potatoes float upon it like corks. to-Hungary- dishonored; “with the oath of the Oswego F. B. Q. M., he bowed at the throne and use of heavier Furniture.
x
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
For Catalogue or, further information, address the
There are times when men think they do: Mr. Rood,and myself stripped and went in allegiance to the Hapsburgs, who murder-, of grace; peace and pardon came to his soul ; and
President, Rev, J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress;
united with the F'. B. church at R., where
° | CALENDAR FOR 1875-4.
well to be angry, and attribute their display swimming.
I dived into the lake from a ed my friends and kinsmen, and who seta he
Miss JANE W. "HOYT, A, M., Agricultural College
remgiped d faithful and earnest Christian, upt
Fall Term begins Aug. 25, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
of ill-temper to_a holy impulse, while the long pier, which had been built for the use price on my head. I am neither a Deak the
P.
O,,
Center
Co,
Pa.
Master called him home. His last illness
Term begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
observer sees only a common pet—expos- Le of a small steamer that formerly plied up- nor an Andrassy.” 1 asked him how he got was short but very severe. He bore all of *his
The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located x Spring
SHEE Term
begins June 2, and ends Aug. 21,
near
Bellefonte,
Center
Co.,
has
opened
under
very
ing itself at the most unsuitable moment—
those
‘To
patience.
Christian
with
sufferings
874.
on the waters. The sensation was novel. along. ““Well,” he said, sadly, ‘were my
,
'
EXPENSES.
.
state”)of
the
to
regard
with
solicitous
were
who
pleasant
circumstances.
Already
upwards
of
one
hunat the failure of their efforts te-attract
Theater was so salty that 2 ves a good children and my poor wife alive yet, T his mind he woud simply say, * God will take
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
$7.00
others have sigimpress, perhaps to shine. The preacher ears by
would be happy, even in my old age and care of me.” By his’ death the town loses an dred students are upon the roll, and
to smart,
butso
buoyant
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
to 4.60
subject to the temptation of found no
is LR
Board, per week, in private familjes,
8.00
io diffle difficulty ih fidating, even en | poverty. But they are all dead, and I am honored and respected citizen, the church an nified their intention to enter. Pr8#sors Collier
an angry remonstrance uttered in this spir- the air was exhausted in my lungs. As I very lonesome Pata is what renders my earnest, laborer and a noble member, his family and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for“
LAN
clubs, about
2.00
merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this instiit.. It must be bard to feel your best pass- struck out for the beach I felt as light as a exile here, where
EXTRA CHARGES.
people are so kind to me, an affectionate father and kind husband. He “tution,
and are much encouraged by the results alan aged mother, two brothers, one sister,
ages lost through the restlessness of school feather, In spite of all that
I could do my so distressing. It would be no better. in leaves
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
acquaintanc
and
friends
of
circle
large
a
and
es
ready
achieved.
1y48
children or the infectious inattention of the heels would fly out
Use of Instrument for practice,
per term, 1.00
of the water. T found Hungary. - 1 bave no kinsfolk anywhere but to mourn their loss,
A. B, LooMis,
Vocal
Music,
twenty
lessons,
‘1.50 .
singing gallery but it seldom answers to it impossible to stand upon the bottom: in the ew World:” ‘Why, then, not go
Penmanship,
fifteen lessons,
. 1.50
BENJAMIN FRANCIS HATCH died in Gilford,
allow the chafed spirit its fling. The par- The lightness of the water and the surging to America again, where your name is still
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
AUSTIN ACADEMY.
Jan. 15, from a gunshot wound accidentally
reson may be in a passion without knowing of the waves forced my feet from under revered ?” I ventured to say.- ¢Oh,” h
rates. Students niay enter school at any time of the
ceived while fox hunting, He leaves af wife,
The Spring
Term of ten weeks will commence term, paying from such time to the close of the term
it, but not without the congregation being me. A person
who, could not. swim. might plied, ‘I have often been sorely tempte
two children and a large circle of other relatives, Tuesday, Feb. 24, 1874.
at he re ular rates. Wi
quite alive to it, andthe remembrance of a be easily drowned in five feet of water, go back to the United States,
va OK
or Catalogue a
0
a
:
but there are ‘His age was 40 years,
O.T.MAXFIELD, ~.
Principal
scene outliving every other effect of his dis- His head would go down .like a lump of two obstacles in the way : In the first place,
aoe
rw y WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Miss NELLIE D. MAXFIELD, - Assistant.
LYDIA
JEWETT,
a
member
of
the
F.
W.
BapRidgeville,
Ind.,
July
18,
1873.
J.
W..ROBERTS;
Teacher
of
Penmanship.
eourse.
lead, while his feet would fly up like a. paix it would cost more money than I have, to tist church, died Dee. 29, 1873, at Denmark, Me.
The tuition will be as usual.
of ducks. The water is'as clear as the spare; and, next, I am almost sure that.in Born, 1797; baptized, 1810.
I, H. HART. .
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION.
rates.
.
water of Seneca Lake; so clear thnt the my present enfeebled ‘condition, 1 would
CaPr.
DANIEL
SMITH
died
in
Tilton,
Dee.
12,
For
Juries partienlare address the Principal.
’
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
Phillips on our Future.
bottom could be seen at the depth of twen- be unable to bear the sea voyage.”
Center Strafford, N. H., Jan. 17, 1874.
4
agdad
almost 82 years, He was born in New
ty feet. When we reached the shore and
Hsmpton, but his business life was mostly spent
Faculty :
the sand,in the light of
ut Meredith Village as a
merchant and manufacIn bis Jate lecture in New York, Wen- crawled out u
NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
turer.
Hesvas
prompt
and
enterprising,
often
sun, oar
ies were quickly coated
A Fickle Woman.
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Preceptress.
The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence
dell Phillips, having alluded to America's the
pushing
his business engagements with great
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate. *
with salt. We were compelled to ‘ze to
WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
>
energy
;
but
in
the
midst
of
worldly
cares
he
did
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
2
wonderful material growth during the last the little stream from which we had driven
“ WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal, with ‘Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
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seventy

years—indeed, he

says

that

with

the chubs and shiners, and wash off in fresh

the single exception of having worked off

water before we put on our clothes. - Our
hair was filled with grains of salt which
could not be washed euvt.
The Mormons
occasionally visit the lake in droves for the
purpose of bathing. Many of them say

the poison of the slave systeni, our growth
has been wholly material—thus speaks of
the century to come:

.

:

hundred years,

If they come,

well;

the various races
migrated
at a rémote

teaus of Central
mixed origin,

of individ-

three hundred years ago,

infinitely more irresistible than that.
Today, Mr. Gladstone said, speakingof thechurch;—the disestablishment of the English chureh: * We can not trust the church
beyond the clasp of the government's
hand;- as a rival power wielding
£90,000,-

gravé a “charge to

the British Government.”
Ninety
million
pounds—$450,000,000—too grave a charge

for the British Goverament,
three times as
strong as
7 aiid yet one
fie
“tiehd
of the Penng dani
float
” Soott—

wields $450

‘and

his gir

the

gweep

0

gut

Frantisco to Philadelphia is more than salficient to sweep down Legislatures as he
goes.

I look

thirty,

Wesley,

(the

Mon-

are short and

and John, asking his consent to their marriage. Then ensued a comedy lasting for
three months, the like of which no playwright has ventured to put upon the stage.
Grace would have been quite content with
either of her lovers, were it not for the other. But, contrary to all example, it was
the absent one she wanted.
When Wesley
was with her she longed for Bennett;

when

Bennett was present she longed for Wesley.
Japanese races, and the “raven-black”
hair, How many times she broke and renewed
Pearly teeth, and olive-brown skin of the her engagement with each it would be hard
indus and the Maldys; and though - of to tell. ‘I love you,” she said to Wesley,
nearly the same statue as the latter, they ‘‘a thousand times bettév than I exer loved
generally
possess the stouter frames of the Bennett, but I'm afraid if I don’t marr him
former. Phe Burmese are a simple-mind- he’ll run mad.” A week after she told Wesed, indolent people, fraik and courteous, ey She was determined to live and die with
im. She indeed wanted to be married at
fond of amusement and gay-colored 'apparel, friendly ameng themselves, .and hospi- once; but Wesley wished for some delay.
table to strangers. They appreciate a quiet Grace said she would wot wait more than a’
Jif, smoking and gossiping and sleeping year. A fortnight later, she met Bennett,
throughout; the day, and listéning
to wild4 fellat his feet, and acknowledged that she
musie and
through half of the night : had used him ill.- They were married. a
“stern”
ambition is, among them, indeed,’a week after.
This strange marriage seems
. '
very rare trait-of character.
to have tarped out a happy one.
Bennett
Marriage among the Burmese is a most died in the triumphs of fait h ten years lapecular institution, and the**marriage knot” ter. Grace survived until 1803," dying at
is very easily undone. If two persons are the age of ei ty-seven. : For:
:
y years she
tired of each other's society, they dissolve was a bright light in the Methodist society.
parinership in the “following simple and Wesley saw her three days, after her martouching but conclusive manner:
They re- riage,and but once mere on” earth, Thirty-

SpeStis

I believe hake

day is gong iby :1m this cop firy 4hien Jou
can get half man's power out of him on

Sips twa candies, and. shutt

leaves the house (and forever); taking nothing but.the clothes he or she: may have on

% system. of wages; it was possible. two

at the time; all else then-becomes the prop-

hundred years ago. Ignorant, short-sighted, narrow-viewed, the dependent laborin
class aceapted the best they had offere
them, and lived from day to day and hard)
J overlooked the margin of another week;
\ they were contented with the system. Bat
«intelligence, education, responsibility, the
ballot, a sharein the government, has’ dis-

she past seventy. What could they now
have to say, except, ¢ Hail, and farewell”?
—Galazy.
+

That is in potakea fi hl onthe Which might well
strike terror intd simple minds. It invokes
the most, direful penalties for not Spoating
Lhe truth upon the witness and all his
rela.
N ‘tives. For insane; “Let. ae atatiiijes
F 4

the future.

erty

Pa

S

of the other party.
,
3 Burmese OATH.—Burmese laws are,on
Steal Bars for Bells.
whole; just and wise, and were evidently |
»
| the
BH
y
framed wit La. view to advance the interests
of justi
morality ; but they very often
Stee] bars producea vefy pure, distinct,
e; 0Wing to the t
nny and ra- and melodious sound, and possess many
pacity
of the king, and the yeaality of many advantages over church bells of moderate
of his officers, . Theoretically; false swear- size. In Germany they aie in some measpelled al) that content; and unless we have
ing is’ partieularly’ obnoxions amongthe ure supplanting bells in charch steeples,
co-gperation, unless we have labor taken
A
wignessdn countis compelled and an. English publication, the . Chkodr,
into a great co-partnership with capital, Burmese.

labor will tear capital te pieces.

Power

of Books.

Music. works ‘B[ 'wiracle. for hose who

have an ear; Tosh for another class; a
gaod book that ts his taste willat’ once

rendgr

tines

this service to every réader.

Many

the reading of a‘book has made the

way of a man-=has decided his way of life.

It. makes friends; it isa tie between men
who have ;been delighted with the same

ocegsion ‘by
fire, water, rulers,
thieves,
an pi VA
and destroy us. till we
perish and come to utter destruction. Let

of his friend; and when he_fid

hody.

Sumbuess, Rings

ydrophobia,

a

brother.

Du.

who reveled

© anchglyy
should

Ji

b

we

|. Wh

Tul
eb

nosed

dear

the ground

He

became inter-

culiar faculty of leaving his business cares bebind when he went to the place of
prayer, and
gave himself entirely to worship.
is heart was
with his handsin whatever he attempted tb do,
as a man, dnd as a Christian.
But his work is
done, and in a ripe old age he has gone to rest.
His funeral was at Meredith Village, where his
friends gathered in large numbers to show their.

respect to a worthy

citizen and

earnest

ison witli'theé ponderons engines they are to
replace. They will not burden the steeple

wit

AK-

dangerous and. expensive. . They are nav
liable to crack, as is the case with bells,
and are therefore adapted for wusein an
climate. They can be operated by a simpl
mechanical contrivance.
a

The cost of these Bars is so low: that three

Aid ie

peoplés.
LI I~ am
When
the ater. nats

or forty or fifty dollars, whereas three bells

note-or harmony

portion to the spontaneous power should be

can -be <produced--more

cisely, tian in cast bells.

Athurakai.”

Common

in a few days, aged 49,
* Nerre

tl

particulars

Northwood,

N. H., Nov.

-

8450

ee

-

550

address the

catch

occasional

words

of

prayer,

:

Principal, or

French (extra),

SEMINARY.

nance, spoke of rest and #esus.

Nettie did not

call herself a Christian, yet she was constant at
church and Sabbath school, and how much she
loved to sing the beautiful songs of Zion her home
can best tell. She is greatly missed and mourned, not only there, but- by many others who
_ knew ber, and especially by her young schoolmates who feel that one they loved has
passed

away.

,

:

oM,

DEA. ROGER JORDAN died in Hillsboro’,Iowa,

Dec. 19,aged 65° years, He was bora in Cumberland, Me., removed to Fayette, Pa., in youth
with his father’s family,

and

here

he

professe

religion, and, with his wife,was baptized

by Rev.

Joshua Newbold, and joined the Bellevernon F\

B. church. - In 1858, he
joined the F. B. church in

ved to Iowa, and
Hillsboro’, of which

he was chosen deacon, ‘and lived a faithful member until death. He was consistent in life, active in good works, illustrious in the Sabbath
school enterprise, and

died

in

hope

of

eternal.

Pen-Drawing,

struction in
Pe meiling, Crayoning,
Pastel,”
Flowers, &c., each extra.
]

may have

the

and

highly

eg~

jemed member, till’ called to join the éhurch
umphant.. Sistér8S. was quiet and unassuming
in her

manners,

but

was

a

truly

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
au: JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist
ants.
>
Spring Term begins,
Jan. 6.
Summer Term begins,
« Mar. 80.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for, both sexes. The school
bemg composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schoois where 80 many kinds of work are done. The

of all its interests.
It may well be said of her,
‘ She hath done what she could.”
Her death

was triumphant.
the Lord

peated,

Her last words were, *‘ Praise

for his

She

goodness,”

leaves a: deeply

several

times

re-

united with-the F. Baptist church, organized in
Eden by Rev. L. Hathaway, and ever after lived
a tent life, ' His sickness, of 4 months"

“duration, was very distressing, yet he was never

known to murmur. * His end was
peaceful.’ He
leaves a companion to mourn his departure.
May she share in the prayers of God’s people.
SH
E. H. LELAND.

MARIDLA F., infant gahghter of Frank H, and
Marilla: M. Cousens,
died in Hollis, Me., Dee, 12,

1873.

The

mother

died Tn.Chicago

the

youn

Ty

at

the Institution.
parts

but

If is thus

of the country,

and

oat
e en

ment ots is fully

and
and

at

Secretary,

at

31

SEMINARY.
of

this institution

Cotpletol; at43
completed,

will

nse

an expens

of over $30,000; and the Facilities of a first class in
stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
'
:
:
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal,
Whitestown, N."¥., June 4, 1873,
0

TREATISE.

»

The New, Treatise, just revised by onder
of the General Conferénce, can now be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for singleof ole,
T=
| 4 cents each for two or more copies.
ders are solicited
-

LAPHAM INSTITUTE:
The
INTER TERM, of 13 weeks,
Wednesday, Dec. 10, 1873...

commence
:

on

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

8

quity,

one vol.,

ACADEMY.

LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

under

the instruction of -7

Joseph P. THOMPSON,

;

i

A

course

of studies

jn this schcol

TETH WORK

The Sacred Melodies

embraces

ed

“
life.
tical business
For beauty. of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is freg from those

pernicious

has

to large villages and cities,

0 morals, common

in life

'
or
ni
TERMS:
Common English, ~ Middle
a
oo.

by

+ Higher

the corpse of the mother,

Languages,

“

-
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-

honorable

=e

-

position

revised

and

much

»

improved,

»

.

printed

on

it has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymns, It js compac.
| in form, can We easily earried in the pocket, and

84.50
- 5.00
“B50

RAR

bgen

’

steréotype plates, made from new type throughou’

present management take great pleasure in
The
presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
guardians and the public, as._eminently
parents and
qualified to fit scholars for every

3

+ ENTITLED

everything’ necessary to fit one for college or a prac-

places of resqrt conducive to idleness and

NEW!

~

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
- The

IT

Ral

IL. D; STEWART,

SOMETHING

G. W. FLINT, A. BJ¥Principal.
Miss SARAH C. GILMAN,
Assistant.
a
MRS. M. E, FLINT, Teacher of Instrumental
PRT
[Music.

D. D

12mo, Price, $1, Will be JT

post, on receipt of price, by

The FALL TERM, of this Institution commenced
Tyeaguy; August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks;

last “March.

The infant child, four days old, was brought,

clubs

students of a higher rank

LEBANON
bn

in

Eden, Dec. 17, aged 70 -years. Brother Hamor
religion some 35 years ago, and

trom

WHITESTOW N

and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable,
AM, JONES, Sec

+»

CAPT, JAMES HAMOR died at his residence

in

8.00
1.50
1.50
on
re-

Geometry.
Special attention i given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning,
&c. The location of the school so near
the'College and Theological School, affords advan

afilicted faily,

| and a large circle of mourning friends.

walk

The 32d Academical year

2

sincere,

devoted, consistent Christian. She was deeply
in sympathy with the church and in the welfare

2.00

'

Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN,
Lyndonville.
yndon Center. Vt.. 1873.

Gospel

tages of association with

‘beloved

10.00

at the same time removed
from’ the activities
temptations which tend to divert the attention

inistry in view, by furnishing them every
assistahoe
in his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Waterbury Center, Vermont,
33tf

members of the Meredith. village church, where
a much

3.00

-

corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal

Wax

students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient. History, Algebra and

she remained

-

7.00
7.50
8.00

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is

ten-minutes

easily accessible from all

In-

Mereditli, N.
H., Noy. 21, 1873; aged 59 years.
Sister 8, experienced religion and was baptized
when but eleven years old, by Rev, Mr.
Ferry,

at Cabot, Vt. After her marriage with Bro.
5.
she united with the 1st. Meredith F. B. church
with her husband; subsequently they became

-

$5.00

-

-

LOCATION:

Theology.
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
who

-

-

The new, commodions bullding, ample in its arrangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situatedon a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in’ the midst of the universally admired fill scenery of Vermont. The Lyn-

Location.

students

.

-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

The Building, one of the finest in the_State, is romantically
situated amidst the highest mountains
§ .
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
those

.

-

duced tuition.
of
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families;

Mrs, E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.

repare

-

-

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
1
lergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received at

to

Penmanship,

-

-

-

.

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

Faculty:
Rev. R. H. Tozer; A. M., Principal.

Book-Keuping,

TUITION :
-

Instruction on Piano or Organ,

WATERBURY CENTER, VT,

she

closed her eyes and-with a beautifu
smile fell
sweetly asleep ; the calm repose of her counte-

ecember 2, 1873.

of 13 weeks, begins

Primary Studies,

late T. Sanborn, M. D., and Mrs. A, B. Hoag,
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant,
died in Sandwich, Dec. 9, aged 16 years and 6
G.'T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
months,
Her sicknéss commenced
with
an , Abbie Lyon.
affection of the left lung, accompanied with slow
Calbndar:
fever, which soon took the typhoid form and
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Seps. 2, 1873.
after an illness of about nine ‘weeks, in which
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
ec. 2, 187:
strong hopes were entertained of her recovery,
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks, Opens Feb. 25, 1874.
a phen on change came, and physician and friends
LJ
Tuition:
coulddo no more,
While suffering great distress of body, she felt that she must die, and al- {* Common English,................
$5.50
Latin and Greek, extra,
1.00
though her desire for life had been strong, she
French, extra,...ceeseees.
2.00
turned with child-like faith to the Saviour and
. Instrumental MusiG,....c.cvivvirsansane 10.00
prayed him to forgive and receive her. After a
Use of Piano and Organ,........cevu... 2.50
few hours of lingering, in which her friends
Board ...... Sedaeesnene CERI Ae oryetndns 2.25

could

August 26, 1873.

Winter Term

Common English,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,

20, 1873.

MOUNTAIN

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

. .. E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

GREEN

of the

yman,

Me.
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| CHRISTIAN

:

:

Com,

SORE

ig

well adapted to use in social meetings, Price
p
»
er single hook, when bound in Ofth, 40 cents ; per

doz., $3.84. Price per single book, When. bound in

can obtain good rooms: near the Academy.
5
ELIHU HAYES, Seeretary.
+ West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

BAPTISW

Of course: these,

bars ave also adapted foruse wherever bells
Imagina the effect of such ‘an are now employed,— Gatlazy.

been-elothed in an entirely new dress, and presenta
a'very comely
appearance, It- should: be in gévery
‘Baptist family. “Let every pastor and church-mém
ber have a copy

book.

.
Cie

of this

newly

revised

Prices in cloth, only ‘25 sts.; m

4-15 cts.
Postage
latter 2 cents:
»

eXtra; on
i

the forer,

and

useful

paper covers

4 cts., on the
.
‘

;

CALENDAR:

—

rates.
For farther

Com,

B. SANBORN, eldest duughter

-

English,

Higher English,
«fe
=
000
Classical,
.
=."
. 650
French and Music extra.
Board and Robms can be ebtained at reasonable

Every | ~Fhis little book has been revised bythe autnor; eas +i

easily,’and the tuning is obtained more pre-

Camsar, when’ shi

. Primary Branches,

Chris-

'

Assistants.

The tuition will be as follows ;

+ Instramental Music
(20 lessons),
* 8.00"
or four of them, forming a peal, whose to Biddeford, Me! dnd was caved for by ‘the
| thick’ pasteboard covers, 30 cents} per doz., $2.85,
Use of Piano,
wif: ieic]i's
=e
200
randparents; Rev.P, Smith and wife, now of |
weight would not ¢xceed one hundred -Holdis,
thie departed this lite, to-join. its moth~ |. Good board can be obtained in private families at Postage (extraj on ‘a single copy, 4 cts.;.on a dez,
ounds, couldk be nianafactnred in England er, and was
4
lai beside her in the cemetery at $3.00 ger week. Those wishing to board themselves
ots.
J
ki
Li

gion, weight, or power of sound:

‘ekpect |

competent

tian. During the funeral service his son-in-law,
Nathan Clark, was taken suddenly ill, and died

Thus, their weight willbe light in compar- | exherjenced

of the same pawer would cost five times as
much.
‘They can be made of any dimen-

that, I

wrecked and forced fo swim for life,
did
~ hot gather his gold, but tok his commen-

gtruck

b,

great amen to be great readers; for in prothecdiffusive.: Julius

be

iY ting, and coms : fo

afl Mel.

spd,’ “If I had known

have hugged
him

gereral use; on

are

8, doainests leprosy, 2nd

May

posi

Ri

in Burton's «

calamities (that

May we ‘be seized with “madness,

petson
18

advocatéstheir

that while in point of sonorbusness the
are equal to’ the common bell, in’ certain
other respects they areto be preferred to it.

gomitich, aud
consequently will give moto
scope i Sichitobu lids ga. Their windwithin thé Body and all thdt are without the ing and hanging up will not be so difficult,

us be’ subjectto all the

book." “Every
one of usis always iu'sedreh | i

r~

not. forget the claims of God,

vine years after, she came to London on a life. He leaves a wife, a son, and four daugh1
© Com,
ia their hut, sit down and yvait quietly un- visit to her son, and expressed a wish to ters,
fil:they sare burned up.
e ohe; whose ‘soe Wesley. “He was eighty-five years old, | SARAH Cuewife of Eben *H. Smith, died {2
.candle burnsout first gets up" at onee
and

for no safety here except in

great social chan

the char-

(the Caucasian),

stout, with the small, oblique "eyes, high
and
prominent cheek-bodes, and
flat, short,
and bread nose of the Tartar, Chinese, and

an

sible for this Republic to survive. We see.
a power infinite v grander than that of the

*

possessing some. of

gol). Thus, in person they

great social changes, it won't be pos-

000 sterling, it is too

Asia, and that they ave of

and some 150 of the.Chinaman

ual independence, is so rigid and despotic,
and inévitable, that unless we evade it by

barons of

and niflogp of Indo-China,
perit from the pla-

acteristics of ho Hindu

railroad and manufacturer on legislative in-

feudal

of four and

nursed John. Bennett,a Methodist preacher,

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire,”—
that boy is born to-day, who will write the
decline and fall of the American Republic.
Because, to any thoughtful man, it is evident that the grasp of associated wealth
in an age when the sin of not being rich is
only atoned for by the effort to become so;

some

clever widow

“helpers,” a handsome,

BurMESE MARRIAGES—TF is now generally cof about her own age; and Wesley was
believed that the Burmese, aud indeed all soon astounded by a joint letter from Grace

2 they do not come, that boy is born, to-day,
who, like Gibbon when he wrote the ‘¢ De-

dependence, on the frog iiliy

one of his female

could have wished under heaven.”
Wesley, quite naturally, took this as a formal
betrothal. = But Grace had not long before

Life in. Burmah,

if

the grasp of associated wealth of bank

In 1749, occurred an odd episode in Wes-

ley’s life. On one of his missionary jour- ested in religion, early in life, and maintained
interest to the lust. He was one of the
neys he had been taken sick at’ Newcastle, “that
original members of the Meredith village church,
wherehe was nursed by Grace Murray, and was ever active and liberal. He had a pe|-

himself,
twelve years older. He askthat their health is improved by leaving ed her to being
marry
seemed amazed,
the salt upom their bodies, and dressing and replied, ¢*This him.is tooShegreat
a blessing.
without wiping themsely es with napkins.
} I can’t tell how to believe it. This
is all I
=

The next. century will show us social
changes material, in my opinion. Great
changes in the relations of capital and labor;
great changesin the position of woman; changes in the nature of government,
in the
tions of Church and State~these
are to be the prominent facts. of the next

1

Friday, Jan. 29,1874,

- Sumnier
Ferm bégins

They also do; to order, all kinds of ©

Hist y wieh be Jos il Cure BOOK BINDING
influence, having held many

py

Perm.

Spring
Torin hoging
Spring Term Slodes

‘and keep on hand, as well, an assortment of

‘ZApoc’ CHENEY diedin Washington, Vt., |
Jan. 9,-of cancer

Brother Cheney. obtained a hope in Christ ‘some
ty years since, and
was ‘baptized by Rev.
ilman Sundborn,
Fiihing 3 hope which he
retained fill the close of life.
He was a man of

Paper,

Four forms of,

+ CALENDAR:
i
Fall Term
ns Monday, August 25, 1878.
Fall Term Eg
a
ota

Established more than Forty Years, .

equal to ten cents a line,to insure an insertion.
Brevity'is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single

in the stonrach, ‘aged T4

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION. ,

A. B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal, with eight |
associates,
ki CE

CLAREMONT, N. H.,

waghing obit-

not patromze it, must accompany them with cash

—

This great

CC

uarics published in the Morning

Kossuth-To-day.--

as fust as he could rea d | quent. orator, whose

veling carriage
and strewed
ble control, though, there* are 'mén ‘who,
ithout this sweetness of naturg, however phlets,
:
4: ;

fearful impre-

er.— Harper's Magazine.

Shakespeare.)
10 Vii CL
The Duchess Brabantes tells us of the

Blackwood's Magazine has (he following
critical remarks on a subjeci whieh, however trite, is rarely ungeasonable :

a

Yet, notwithstanding these

cations, the Burmese witness is quite as un; the vest are certain as his civilized and Christian broth-

or learning

blockheads.”

oath delivered in a New York police court !

°

.

taries

to the shore. Fven the wild and warlike
Arab, Mohammed, said of his men, ‘‘They

WEST

A
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DOVER,
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Address,
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This Tnsiiition offers to students important and
poeutiar advintages. For particular nformation,

send Yor a Circular to

ve

REV. W.COLGROVE, A, M., President. *
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life-saving - stations

establishing

on

the

A
for

in
,- An'cighty ton rifled gun is to be constructed

coast,

Pennsylvania,

introduced

a Will

revising

Carbolic acid turns out to be a deadly poison
cause
to snakes, a few drops being sufficient to
co
dreaded
much
the
of
death
imstant
the almost
:
bra.
proThe Argentine Republic-has accepted the
to
posalfvof a company of English contractors
across
Ayros
Buenos
from
ad
railro
a
uct
constr

the

salries of many of the United States consuls

n
In the House of Repreand“consul-generals.
sentatives the committee ‘on appropriations reported bills amending the statutes in relation to’
the estimates, appropriations and public ac-

to finance were presented and a financial bill
was introduced by Senator Conkling of New

York.

Carpenter

and Senator

extended

speech

in favor

strongly

election. Inthe House of Representatives two
new financial bills were referred to the commit-

tee of the

whole,

appropriation

the army

* was discussed at some length, pending

the

currency,

committee on banking and

to

the location of the national banks, by

May-

Stanislaus,

into

On Friday,

in the

Senate,

the

morning

county

was

mostly taken up with the discussion of a memorial from Goverpor Shepherd of the District of

islaus county,

Columbia in defense

there that mo titled person maybe too old or
ugly or impoverished but that he may-hope fo

of the

present

ministration of the district. “Senator

official

ad-

Morrill

of

speech

in reply.

In the

of instant dismissal, to cross longitude 50, north
of latitude 42. We therefore have no race-course,
and have ordered our New York office not to ask
for or receive the mails on the terms proposed. |
We prefer safety to mails.”

General Howard, resulting in the passage of the
resolutions.

. The marriage custom of celebrating golden and

On Saturday, the Senate was not in session.
T he House, in committee of the whole, debated
finances, the reduction of the army and the
Pacific Railroad question.

An

silver weddings

,

every ammiversary of

made

are reported to
with

consequence

grow from

it, and

cus-

the un-’

be obliged to annually return

husband.

The

minister

in either case

punished.

The old

custom, with no

reason but

inuch good

will in it, of celebrating the golden

and silver weddings and even the tin, wooden
and paper weddings of one’s friends
better.

of

eating pork containing trichina,
A

logically

of logic, counter

he should be rewarded, in the other he should be

the

movement has been put on foot to celebrate

is much the

|

The anniversary of the birthday of the poet
Burns was célebrated in New York, Tuesday.

The investigation into the causes of the fire of
Thursday last in New York has brought to light
tire faet that preparations had been made’ to tire
the whole block of stores in the same vicinity.
David E. Blodgett murdered his .wife at La-

conia, N. H., on Saturday. He was arrested.
Another terrible Indian outrage is reported

whs one of the early governors of Vermont.

He

was quite an extensive farmer, and iu those days
to be a governor did not greatly interfere with
the incumbents
ordinary vocation.
He had:
two sons, One of them was a boy. of bright in-

ay in the world without

mors

than'a common

school education, but that the other one would

need all the aid of a liberal education to make up
the

A remarkably bold robbery occurred on a pasSt.

Louis, on

Saturday.

The

natural

deficiency,
arid he

was

accordingly

written in advance, and true to the

facts

‘in nearly every particular,

The government ofe Newfoundland
signed.
A
z
v

has yo:

Joseph Arch has been invited to stand for
A

-. Parliament in Birmingham, England.
Thursday, e’ected
»

to

and once

through,

the

"'ake Care

Economize and save useless expense
Farmers

are

man” could

induce

him

take

his

sustenance.

After repeated trials the good man’s patience

‘ unless we send him to college with Martin,”

The

reaper

sheltered, is left to withstand

is the |
general-

and

mower

The wagon,
the sun’s

rays and the winter’s storm.

un-

piercing

Itis a fact known

to all farmers, that exposure ix more injurious
than constant use. By the next spring the elements’ will have done their work. The rust
will have eatén deeply

into

the steel,

and much

unpleasnt work willbe made, and patience almost exhausted before the plow will scour,
little

timely

work

would

have

The bright mold-boards,

fall work. is dome, should

be

saved

when

the

dry

and

rubbed

coated with linseed oil, and mext spring the
plow will glide smoothly into the rich soil, turning it ovef without any trouble.

your implements, and

their

are ahnually

failing

proper

to

attention

je is dea!

lost to the farmers
and

give

to their implements.

by
the

Let us

save the pennies and the dollars will take care

of themselves.— Indiana Farmer. }

4

it. ‘Sold by all

can accustom himself to take things
i¢h is quite as a matterof discipline

as of nature, and who by keeping well beforehand with what he has to do avoid undue hurry
and nervous excitement,
has a great advantage
over one who follows a different prretice. Next,

I would warn you that those students who think
they have not time.for bodily exercige-will soon-

er or later have to find time for iliness.”
§
oe
V
»

‘and 7.6 of ‘cellulose, dextrine, and loss. Its nufor

children,

in regard to nitrogenous or plastic elements
and such as are *‘ respiratory,” is analagous to
that of human milk, or .cow’s

©

Four

newly-born

GAT
fed

with

the

preparation just. described, and in every case
with

satisfactory results.

In

addition

to its

“qualitigsas food it acts efficiently against colic
and diarrheea.

sts.

It enters into the

285

|

|.

|

composition
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Tunes” and CHEAP

and all otter diseases of the respiratory organs,

Also Proprietors of Scovil’s Blood and Liver
Syrup, Carbolic Salve, Jdet's Troches, Oxygenated
Bitters, Mott’s Liver Pills,
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
8 and 9 College Place, New York.
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PRICE OF
Lesson Papers.

.

NEW YORK & CHICAGO,

address, $9.00 per year.

year,

Payment in advance.

The papers will be discontinued at the expiration
| of the time for which they are paid. Each paper is

SiGe

Postage will be paid by the subscriber at the office .

of the EXE11s how to Res.

where they are received.

brie Vision and

Three cents per quarter

for 85 copies or less; 81x cents for more than 85 and
1¢8s than 75, &o. The postage is more for papers or:
dered and paid for-by the month than by the quarter.
Let the orders for papers be given for the year, or

for the longest time thaé they may be wanted, and
thus avoid frequent renewals.

Church Organs.
"Societies about purchasing, are earnestly invited
KS
g

:
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HAS NEVER
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oN, New Yor
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Ratheoion
mae

D Slariios New

FALK
copies.

for.

prepared for all the Sabbaths in the month,
" ANATOMY
A

NE

Evangel”
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Any number above 50 at the same rate.
Any number less than 50, 12 cents éaoll copy per
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your SIGHT,

THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,

from the
great success of its predPraises of Jesus,” will become very

jo Botnd Covers 3

OBTAINED

examined before paid

by Mr. HAMMOND in all of his meet.

““ Song

|'

Pianos,
modern improvem
aters Concerto
rgans are the most beautifulin style an
one ever made. . Illustrated Catalogue mail

» Solicitor,
110 Tremont Bt.,

HIS work is a fine collection of -soul-stirring
Bongs, (new and old), peculiarly adtapied for Religious
Gatherings Revivals, Sunda,
0018s, etc.

ings, and j
ecessor, “New
popular.
©

follow-

and
N, No. 215 Fulton street,
;
all druggists

Call and examine,or
free) fof 50 cts.,

made from 50 cts.
12 Samples sent
that retail quic
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181
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Rev. E. PAYSON HAMMOND.
1t is now uséd

in the world for the

ORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

NOW READY!
“Song Evangel”
$03

Panacea and F

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
A. S BARNES & COMPANY,

Music Book

eth

STOCKM ARK ET

EDITION of the * Hymns only.”

LEE & WALKER,
923 Chestant Sirens, P gt

“SPITTING OF BLOOD,
CROUP
.
WHOOPING COUGH,
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.I1S THIS REMEDY.

not be too late to effect a cure even after the
a
;
have given you up.

«

AND

|” gg~ Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the
: ‘* Hymns and

COUGHS,
COLDS,
:
PNEUMONIA;
-" BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA.

milk.. Besides.

infants \were

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE|

HALL’3 BALSAM is sold everywhere, and ma
be had at wholesale of the PROPRIETORS, JOHN
F.
HENRY, CURRAN & CO., at their Great Medicine
Warehouse, 8 and 9 College Place, New York. Price
$1 per bottle.
.
:
- MALLS BALSAM is algo a sure remedy for

theseit contains more iron thando most of ‘the

ordinary articles of food. ,

1yeow20

GREAT AMERICAN CONSUMP‘TIVE REMEDY.

It may
doctors

as-

“of water, 7,6 of fatty matters, 62. of starch; 12.2
of nitrogenous matters, 1.5 of mineral substances,
as food

‘Wire Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N. Y,, or

WHILE LIFE LASTS THERE IS HOPE.

sumes the,consistence of jelly, and adding sugar

tritious. value, therefore,

PER WEEK and e
want a reliable

It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves the OpPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE LUNGS, and heals
the lacerated and excoriated surfaces which the
venom of the disease produces.

fof young children. He made use of a jelly
prepared by soaking a tablespoonful of the meal
in a glass of water for twelve hours, then strainwhole

Com.ass'd-485-00-F 145

Clear Pine.. 30
Coarse do.. 2

HALL'S BALSAM

to the students of] or salt according to taste. According to, analy100 grammesof the meal contain 8.7 grammes

great, but rather frétting and fidgeting over the
prospect of labor to hé gone through ; so that the

..

Cuba Muscovado—

Consumption is NOT an incurable disease. Physicians assure us of this fact. It is only necessary
to have the RIGHT REMEDY, and the terrible malady
can be conquered.
:

M. Dujardin Beaumitz,says a French journal,

till the

00

Salt

per month guaranteed
sure to Agents everywhere selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
Sell
readily
at every house. SamCLOTHES LINES.
e Mills, Pailadeipitla
iy free. Address Girard
a

DR.
WM. HALL'S

has been experimenting with oatmeal as food

boiling

_ °*

laughter......

the

pleasant to take;

It is very

Herbs.

10 8.0
29 @.0 31

HIDES AND SKINS,

Calcutta Cow—

;

indigesrheumatism,
isease
can be
generated
in the blood
if the
body
and no disease can possibly be. in
importance to know
blood is pure. It is of pre
medicine will purity and renovate the blood,
what
eradicate the disease, renew vitality, mentally and
Physically, and instil fresh vigor into all the vital
ctionsof the body. This medicine is the VEGETINE, the
blood purifier.
.
its influence into every part of the hu.
1t extends
its foundation;
with
commencing
organism,
man
correcting diseased action, and restoring vital powpurification of
and
formation
a healthy
ers, crea
the blood, riving out disease, and leaving Natureto
perform its allotted task.
VEGETINE is composed of Roots, Barks and

New

Experiment with Oatmeal.

ing through a sieve,

175 Tudor Street.

9. @8.. 0

Clover,Northesn, 049..10f

culate with the blood,

Give shelter to

provide - shelter

for

enjoy

for the painted wood-

work a good ceating of crude petfeleum will
be found very beneficial. Hundreds of thousands

of dollars

The circulation of

THE

we have often seen standing in the field, where

they were left whea last used.

books

cheap

ive cure for Sciatica, Rheum!

Balsam for the Lungs,

of Your Tools.

watchword of the hour.

all trouble.

CIROULATION

oyster is soon

destroyed.

of effort on the part of the father, son or * hired

. | man w!
“[codlly,

FOREIGN. .

. Alexander Dui 3. was,
French Assembly.

his shell,

the fruit of the governor’s herd was a very stupid
calf. It would not suck or drink, and no amount

train was stopped ou some pretence and a band | In distributing the prizes
the Liverpool College, recently, Lord Derby
of maskéd robbers, by intimidation, compelled
all on board to submit to the robbery of their took occasion to throw out the following sugproperty, though no one was injured. The des- gestions : -““ First, that it ‘is not mental .lnbor
left behind them a report of the occur- which hurts anybody unless the excess be very
pe adoes
* yence,

mouth of the

oyster, and suck the life out of him. The latter,
with his little saw and imlet bill, bores through

sent to college, while his brother was kept on
the farm. It happened ene spring that among

from Dakota Territory. Twenty men chopping
and he said to his son: “Freeman,
“gave 0
wood near Fort Rice were attacked by the Sioux, "what on éarth shall we do with this stupid fool
and all of them mufrdered.
“jy don’t Kifow, father,” was the ready response,
senger train from

The former will fasten on the

when a

A story is told of Governor Chiltendon, who

the centennial anniversary of the meeting of the
tellect and the elder decidedly dull. The old
* Continental Cpngress in Carpemter’s Hall in |
gentleman thought that nature had done enough
Philadelphia by a meeting of the present Con4 the younger and that/he would make his
gress at the same place.

star-fish and the bor-

hung up on the fence.

the domain

would be equally responsible, and if in one event

A boy, twelve years of age, committed suicide

the

two deadly enemies,~the
er.

He has

is not the case.

from danger, but such

his wedding as an expres-

the marriage fee where the wife did not get a

_ by hanging in New York, Wednesday.
Seven persons are repofted at the . point of
Aurora, Indiana,

that the oyster, with its hard shell; was free

-a8 it entered

.| good

’

be supposed

It might

years.

three

eat under

fit to

not

exceptions,

with afew

are,

to be based upon some sort of reason, whereas
customs as such are usually unreasoifable. Thus,

fortunate minister

the bodies of the Siamese twins,

in

and
even paper
to abandon such
substitute an enThat the groom

button, and having the restef the shell filled
with a milky fluid, which, in time, forms the
body of the fish. Oysters, afler they are trans-

‘ly very careless in regard to their farm implements. Often the plow isleft in the field or

toms might

Efforts are bding made to compel the South
Carolina authorities to hold a legal inquest on

death

by the

sion of the fortune which he obtained in a good
wife. This proposed custom has the misfortune

The new Olympic Theater in Philadelphia
was destroyed by fire, Thursday. Four firemen
were killed by falling walls and, others were
injured. The pecuniary loss is timated at
$260,000.
Much damage has been caused by the floods

have been discovered in connection
Brooklyn city treasury frauds.

so burlesqued

of their existence that the oygtermen take them

planted,

‘South Boston, July 10, 1871.

oysters have spawned in | b

When

of these seeds.

d.

c

different

dried®

CHAS. H. DITSON & CO.
711 Br'dway, N. York,

as i

And is your

I often say, the true value of this medicjs@ to me is
Pp: Tryit. Cleanse the humors from
a dollar a
your children’s blood while 3hes are Jouag.
b
and yon will join with me in ca ling t
ing.
MRS. ELLEN
L. CLAPP.

find its way into the market. These little seeds
cling to whatever they touch,~generally old
oysters,~and the many little shells one often
sees clinging to large oysters are but the growth

shall renew his fee to the officiating minister at

ineffectual attempt was recently

Large additional defalcations

has been

introduction of tin, wooden
weddings, that it is proposed.
celebrations altogether and to
tirely new custom. Itis this:

to assassinate the Japanese minister Iwakura.

in Arizona Territory.

lines inthe grand con-

White-Stdr

and

ter of our service has been permitted, under pain

mittee on military affairs, contemplating a court
of inquiry to investigate the charges against

MISCELLANEOUS.

ed that about seventy per cent. of the spawn is
destroyed by other fish, and about ten per cent.
from “other causes, leaving twenty per cent. to

lantic will henceforth be a race-course for the
test for the American {mails, and concludes his
le ter as follows: “ For four years past no mas-

a pension to Penelope
was the occasion of considerable discussion, but
, was finally passed. An extended discussion was
engaged in on a joint resolution from the com-

It is estimat-

ish the beholder by their-onmber.

Apples,

Poultry.eeeeese
Eggs. ceovs eos

LINIMENT

good ; and I was nearly tired out with sleepless

tite i¢ good ; and, in fact, she is likea

aston-

magnifying-glass,

under a powerful

put

The shells are very thin,
for transplanting.
and the inside meat scarcely larger than a shirt

Inman

the consideration of
Oue of these, giving
ssachusetts,
Heald of

not visible to the naked eye; ‘but'which, when

Mr. Inman, the head of the steamship company.

which bears his name, bas Written to an Englis
paperto contradict the insinuation that the At-

House of Representatives
private bills was in’order.

eggs,

1

BISHO P SOULES

:
ny; fits and trouble for some daye
heard of the VEGETINE, and determined to 5
It
child,
my
and
me
to
blessing
a
It has proved
cleansed from her stomach and bowels the sores
slee
she
now
which kept gathering there; and
the
from her bedtime until very late in
soundly
moining, besides a long nap at mid-day. Her appe-

a clear space, and free from fish eneniies, their
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